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Introduction
With its role in supporting the development of franchises in France, including a directive to encourage
academic research, the Fédération Française de la Franchise [French Federation for Franchises] (FFF) has
put out calls for proposals since 1998. Each one has focused on a different theme associated with the
business model. These reports, available from 1998 to 2014 to both franchisors and franchisees, tell of the
rich level of academic work that has been accomplished, with the obvious contributions to management
studies. One of the dominant themes is the importance of ‘savoir-faire’ (know-how). It is fundamental in
the relationship the franchise has with its chain, its trademarks, and its commitment to ongoing support. In
the reports one can also find answers to questions about franchise networks - how they are created and
managed, and how to address specific problems that can arise. How well a franchise network performs is a
crucial question in their growth, yet there are circumstances that can impact its performance, such as the
economic crisis or their outlook on becoming international. When looking at franchise figures over the past
three decades there are a number of mature networks, which are growing due to their longevity, their
territorial expansion, and the fact that they have proven to have a successful concept. However, these
networks, as well as the new ones, must still manage their strategies for growth or to diversify the sources
of their revenues.

Some networks continue to grow through international expansion, others prefer

investments, or merging with their competitors through a buy-out, or they restructure themselves. In fact,
the question posed this year by the Scientific Committee at the Fédération Française de la Franchise (FFF)
to the academic committee is concerned with strategic development of the franchise industry in France.
The infusion of capital into a franchise via venture capital, pension funds, or general private equity
(PE) funds poses questions about maintaining a balanced relationship within the franchises.

Beyond

creating a strategy for franchise growth and expansion, and to ensure a profitable operation for investors,
one cannot forget the impact this type of partnership can have on business relationships. On one side these
relationships bring together franchisors and investors, and on the other side, franchisors and franchisees.
Essentially, to not ask these questions would be a potential serious error whose consequences will be felt by
network members affected by this for a long time.
This research concentrates on a legitimate interest that is made up of, in our opinion, many dimensions:
•

relationship management;

•

governance and its consequences for the franchise network when it receives private equity backing
(PE); and
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•

the expected financial and economic performance with this type of association.

Our study has four main objectives:
•

to describe the process when private equity investors buy into a company. The objective is first to
identify the reasons franchisors and investors seek each other out, as well as the conditions in which
this partnership develops, and how it functions;

•

to analyze the different dimensions that underlie this collaboration, with a particular interest in
their impact on the network’s governance;

•

to determine the nature of the franchisees’ observed changes and perceptions post-PE funding; and

•

to study the financial performance of networks who sought PE funding against those who did not.
Our research project will be discussed in five chapters. The first chapter will address methodology

chosen to meet the above objectives. Chapters Two and Three will present the qualitative studies and their
results. The second chapter will introduce an exploratory study looking at private equity’s participation
with franchise companies. The third chapter will provide a deeper understanding of the investment
processes by using two case studies. Chapters Four and Five will focus on the quantitative studies that used
a deductive hypothetical approach. The fourth chapter presents the results of a survey addressed to
franchisees which are part of a chain in which private equity firms are the dominant stakeholders. The fifth
chapter will show our analysis of the financial performance of franchise networks with private equity firm
investment against those who do not have such backing.
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Chapter One – Research Methodology

This chapter presents the research methods we used in our study comprised of four phases.
•

Phase 1: an exploratory study with semi-structured interviews held with private equity investors,
franchisors and experts.

•

Phase 2: a comparative case studies of two chains that explicitly deal with the issues we want to explore

•

Phase 3: a questionnaire addressed to franchisees whose chains are primarily funded by private equity
investors

•

Phase 4: a quantitative analysis of the franchisors’ financial performance, which are partially or totally
owned by private equity firms. This study of financial performance was done by comparing the
financial ratios.

1. Exploratory Study
Between October 2014 and January 2015 we conducted semi-structured interviews with professionals in the
franchise business and with private equity portfolio managers. It was clear to us we also had to interview
experts of both franchises and private equity.

1.1. Sample-size composition
To create our exploratory study’s sample population we identified French chains that were open to receiving
private equity funding. They were chosen from a list of members in the FFF, news articles, and specialized
business sites - particularly franchise sites. After the list was completed we assessed their financial structure
to find at least one investor group. We used databases ALTARES and DIANE, the 2014 Private Equity
Investors Guide, and news articles for this step. To ensure that we had complete information we received
authorization to look at the files (DIP, contracts and tax returns) of FFF members. When reviewing their
documents we observed whether they had received capital funds or not; and then saw first hand what type
of information was kept, and through their communications the level of importance given to PE funding.
For each participating chain in our study, we created a data file that included its history, the principle
characteristics of the brand, its name (trademark), contact information for key people, including their email
addresses and phone numbers, and what type of capital investment it had received, with the name of the
investors. Equally, we created a file on the investors including which other chains they had invested in.
These files contained contact information for key people within the investment group listing their email
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addresses and phone numbers. The result was 19 brands and 21 private equity investors for our sample size.
Before conducting our semi-structured interviews we contacted the brand directors and the portfolio
managers to discuss the importance of our study, after which they decided to participate. After many
attempted phone calls and emails we were able to complete our semi-structured interviews between October
2014 and January 2015. We interviewed nine professionals within the franchise business and five portfolio
managers in private equity firms. In order to complete this exploratory study we also interviewed the
following experts in the area of franchises and capital investing:
•

Ms. Zimmer, Managing Director of the Fédération Française de la Franchise

•

Mr. Prévost, President of the Fédération Française de la Franchise

•

two bank representatives who are responsible for franchises

•

one management consultant

•

one lawyer

•

one certified public accountant

For each category of interviews we stopped once it was apparent that we had reached the threshold for
gathering data, and any further discussions would not have provided us with new insights on the investment
process (Huberman & Miles, 2003; Thiétart, 2014). All of the interviews were recorded to capture the
wealth of information they provided. They were also transcribed and were the basis of the analysis presented
in Chapter Two.
1.2. The Franchise Networks
We selected franchise networks from different business sectors. Eight of the nine networks were deemed
mature because of their longevity, territorial coverage, and their success was in-line with the brand’s
concept. Only one of the franchises was still in its growth stage. Eight of the networks requested capital
infusion from an investment group to help them manage their development, diversification, and renewal
strategies. One of the networks found itself in financial difficulties and had contacted a PE that specializes
in turning around businesses. Six of the networks had received more than one investment during their
histories, but had received them after achieving sustainable growth and never at the conception stage, or
when the network was launched. Generally, private equity investments do not happen during this early
stage. Table 1.1 shows the backgrounds of the franchise chain participants and their network’s details. The
franchise company representatives’ interviews were made up of three general themes: 1) the objective of
the partnership, 2) the behavior within the partnership, and 3) communication with the franchisees.
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Table 1.1. Characteristics of the Franchise Networks in 2013 and Franchise Respondents (F)

F

Industry

Network
Age

Network
France

Size
Foreign

Annual
Revenue

Private Equity (PE)

Person
Interviewed

F1

Hospitality

7 years

28 stores
(26
franchises)

na

6 M€

PE investment since
2012. Second
infusion of PE
funding – majority
stake

President
In person
(2 h 03 min)

F2

Hospitality

19 years

214 stores (18
franchises)

102 stores
(7
franchises)

250 M€

PE investment since
2003
LBO tertiary sector majority stake

Director of
Business
Development
In person
(1h 59 min)

F3

Fashion and
Accessories

31 years

130 stores (35
franchises)

na

50 M€

PE investment since
2007
LBO tertiary sector–
minority stake

Director General
Telephone
(43 min)

F4

Food and
Beverage

62 years

230 stores
(178
franchises)

4
franchises

84 M€

PE investment since
2010 – minority stake

Director General
Telephone
(38 min)

F5

Localized
Services

45 years

308 stores
(170
franchises)

100 M€

F6

Home
Decoration

31 years

166 stores
(128
franchises)

1612
stores
(1421
franchises)
52
franchises

Chief Financial
Officer
In –person
(1 h 57 min)
Chief Financial
Officer
Telephone
(41 min)

F7

Business
Services

17 years

143 stores
(142
franchises)

31
franchises

7 M€

PE investment since
2001
LBO tertiary sector –
majority stake
PE investment since
2000
LBO quaternary
sectormajority stake
PE investment since
2013 – majority stake

F8

Automobiles

24 years

412 stores
(156
franchises)

67
franchises

260 M€

PE investment from
2001 to 2011majority stake

Chief Executive
Officer
In person
(1 h 56 min)

F9

Hospitality

37 years

225 stores
(131
franchises)

1
franchise
and 1
branch

31 M€

PE investment since
2001
LBO tertiary sectormajority stake

President and
Business
Development
Director
In person
(1 h 22 min)

75 M€

Chief Executive
Officer
Telephone
(48 min)
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Table 1.2. Characteristics of the Private Equity Groups in 2013 and Analyst Respondents (F)

Start Date
Type of Firm
Managed
Assets in
2013
Type of
Investments
Size of
Businesses
Sought
Size of
Investments
Investor
Control

Industry
Expertise
Level of
Operation
Interview
Data

PE 1

PE 2

PE 3

PE 4

PE 5

2008

2007

2000

2004

1971

French
independent
22 M€

French
independent
300 M€

French
independent
400 M€

Subsidiary of
French bank
100 M€

French
independent
700 M€

Growth and
Buy-out
(Expansion)
AR > 1 M€

Turnaround
Capital
AR > 50 M€

Growth and
Buy-out
(Expansion)
AR > 40 M€

Growth and
Buy-out
(Expansion)
3 M€< AR <
200 M€

Growth and
Buy-out
(Expansion)
AR > 5 M€

800 000€ to
3 M€

5 to 30 M€

20 to 30 M€

100 000€ to
3 M€

Up to 50 M€

Minority
controlling
stake

Majority
controlling
stake –manager

Minority
controlling
stake

No

No

Majority
controlling
stake - often
manager
Energy, health,
and retail

No

Minority
controlling
stake – often
manager
Agri-food

National

National

National

Regional

National

Portfolio
Manager
Telephone
49 minutes

Portfolio
Manager
In person
1 hour 41
minutes

Portfolio
Manager
Telephone
1 hour 4
minutes

Portfolio
Manager
Telephone
1 hour 4
minutes

Portfolio
Manager
In person
2 hours 23
minutes
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1.3. The Private Equity Groups
We recruited five investor groups that had at least one of our participating franchise networks in their
portfolios. For each investor we registered their specific details before any comparisons were made (see
Table 1.2). The investors’ behaviors were different depending on the source of the funds they were
managing; the degree of independence in relation to their parent company; their operating level (national,
international, or regional); the stage of development when the capital was invested (start-up, buyout
(expansion), growth, transfer or turn-around; their level of specialization within their sector; and their degree
of intervention (majority or minority controlling share - more or less active involvement) (Hugot & Mocci,
2014). Of the five investors, four came from a background in growth capital and buy-outs. From these
four, three took a minority ownership stake in the franchise networks. One was a local analyst working for
a bank, and the two others worked for independent equity groups. Two from this group took less
commission in comparison to the others that were interviewed. The last investor focused on capital growth
and buy-outs and worked at the national level. He was independent, most often worked with LBOs, and
was generally the portfolio manager. Only one of the investors entered at the ‘turnaround’ stage. This
person was independent and took a majority share for LBO operations and was also the portfolio manager.
The interviews with the PE investors were made up of three main sections: 1) the choice of franchise, 2)
the structure of the capital investment, and 3) the investment’s financial lifespan.

1.4. Experts

The interview with Ms. Zimmer gave us a better understanding of the roles played between the franchisors
and the private equity investors. Two bank representatives shared their knowledge about how capital
investments are transferred to franchise companies; the bank’s role in the financing; and the possible impact
on the relationship with the franchise. Other experts provided their insights on why a private equity group
might be interested in a franchise; what conditions make these partnerships successful; and how the financial
transactions are structured.
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Table 1.3 Franchise Experts’ Data

Experts

Interview Data

E1

Ms. Zimmer
DG of the French Franchise Federation

E2

E4

Bank
Representative
Franchises
Bank
Representative
Franchises
Management Consultant

E5

Lawyer

E6

Accountant

E3

Responsible
Responsible

In person
(1 hour 21 min)
for In person
(1 hour 13 min)
for In person
(1 hour 21 min)
In person
(2 hours 8 min)
Telephone
(1 hour 18 min)
Telephone
(1 hour 18 min)

2. Validation Study
This section addresses the second and third objectives presented in the introduction. In particular,
it provides a deeper understanding of the mechanics of the capital investment and their consequences on the
network. We undertook two distinct studies:
•

two case studies that looked at the specific characteristics of franchise networks; and

•

an exploratory statistical study with franchise networks that had capital held by private equity groups.

2.1. Case Studies

We decided to use case studies for many reasons. We searched different information sources for
data, such as databases, specialized sites, and publically available information on franchises to find potential
chains. We thought that despite contacting many of the network’s heads we would not achieve a high enough
level of participation when considering the normal study response rate; therefore, we decided to reduce their
number even though it would not be statistically valid. We thought there would be difficulties in contacting,
and interviewing, a sufficient number of participants while at the same time running our exploratory study.
Assuming challenges in managing the study’s questionnaire, and with existing time constraints, we opted
to use case studies.
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When choosing cases we looked for networks where their longevity was an important part of their
growth. These first criteria identified consistently stable networks (even if they had had economic
challenges) with attractive concepts making them an enticing business model for investors. To ensure a
variety of chains to study the following criteria were used to differentiate them:
•

the importance of the private equity capital commitment. Whether the PE firm holds a majority or
minority share plays differently on the decision-making process. We looked at PE’s degree of
involvement based on the capital commitment and their willingness to act within the network.

•

the nature of their investment. We frequently saw two types of investments– growth capital and
buy-out (expansion) capital. Regardless of the type we noticed the investor’s capital commitment
frequently was in the form of holding companies with leveraging operations or a leveraged buy-out
(LBO).

After reviewing these different criteria we chose two networks: the first had two investors, each held a
minority (37%) stake, and had invested during an LBO at the end of a merger. In the second the investors
held a majority controlling share after an LBO at the end of the growth phase (once reaching profitability).
This second network is interesting because we interviewed their representative in November 2014 just prior
to an LBO; their third one. For reasons of confidentiality we labeled them Network 1 and Network 2
respectively. The interviews of franchise experts held during the exploratory study were equally useful for
our case studies.

2.1.1 Network N1 – Business Services Sector

Formed from a merger of two chains, A and B, in 2011, the N1 group has today nearly 100 franchise stores
and branches throughout France. It has a turnover of approximately 2.9 million euros (September 2014)
and its headquarters employs on average 17 staff. Chain A was created more than 25 years ago and was
taken over in 2011 by the current CEO bringing together 75 stores from within France (55 franchises and
20 branches). Chain B was created in the 1990s by the current Chairman whose group included 23 units –
3 owned by the company, and 19 franchises within France and one abroad.
In order to finance the two chains’ recovery and merger the group’s management sought out two
capital investors. The first (PE N1 X) is a French regional investment group, a semi-captive bank, and who
generally takes a minority controlling stake when providing growth and buy-out funds. The second (PE N1
Y) is also French group operating at a national level, a captive bank, and with local staff who follows
companies throughout their life cycle. In 2011 these two investor groups provided capital through a minority
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investment from a new group via an LBO. In 2014, after using equity to purchase eight proper units,
amongst others, the two investors again brought a fresh influx of funds by lending money.
For the case study we interviewed:
•

the CEO, former owner of Chain A (in person interview for 1 hour 37 minutes)

•

the Chairman, founder of Chain B (in person interview for 1 hour)

•

the Chairman PE N1 X (in person interview for 1 hour 38 minutes)

•

the Portfolio Manager PE N1 Y (telephone interview for 1 hour and 5 minutes)

We also sent a survey to Chain A’s franchisees (see Appendix 1 and 2). We contacted 21 franchisees and
garnered 14 responses. These 14 respondents represent 24 franchises, which equate to 44% of the total
franchise network. The managers of the company also let us review the Shareholders Agreement, which is
an important document for our analysis.

2.1.2. Network N2 Localized Services
Created in France over 45 years ago the second network has in its ‘hands’ in over 1900 outlets, of which
1600 are franchised. With a presence in over 30 countries and a turnover of approximately 300 million
euros by the end of 2014, it is the global leader in its sector. In France alone the network has 261 points of
purchase, of which 145 are franchised, has a turnover of approximately 28 million euros (by December
2013), and has 38 staff working at its headquarters.
After the founder left the network at the end of the 1990s many private equity firms took over the
business. The group changed ownership three times via LBOs in 2001, 2007, and 2014. Each time the PE
bought in with majority shares and there was new management brought onboard. Today the group is
primarily held by two PE groups (PE N2 U and V) who are associated with the management, and another
PE that has less of an interest (PE N2 W). These three investors are all independent and are made up of two
French groups (PE N2 V and W) and a Swiss-based international group (PE N2 U). They mentor private
companies, taking either a majority or minority controlling stake, and operate by either providing loans or
via holding shares. Three people were interviewed for this case study:
•

the CFO (Director Administratif et Financier) France (CFO France N2) (in person interview, 1 hour
57 minutes during the pilot study)

•

the CFO (Director Administratif et Financier) Group (CFO Group N2) at this position since January
2015 (in person interview, 58 minutes)

•

the Portfolio Manager (Directeur de fonds) PE N2 V (in person interview, 53 minutes)
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2.2. Franchise Questionnaire

We launched a survey to record franchisees’ opinions after their network received an influx of investment
capital. The second phase was the statistical confirmation, which was administering the questionnaire to the
franchisees. It was sent to those whose network has private equity investment, with a majority or minority
share. To gather data we took the following steps:
•

Listed chains that had a significant number of units (branches and franchises) taking information
from the FFF 2015 membership list.

We also found, and verified, information taken from

specialized sites about franchises (AC-Franchise.com, toute-la-franchises.com, l’observatoire de la
franchise etc)
•

Analyzed each chain’s capital structuring from this preliminary list. To verify the presence of equity
funds, and then to determine whether they held a minority or majority share, the DIANE and
ALTARES databases were used. By collecting and analyzing the data we created a sample list of
potential chains to use as cases

•

The final list included 36 networks. We decided not to include the chains that did not have any
capital investment funds. Some were no longer in business and others had an insignificant amount
when considering the number or proper units

•

We gathered the franchisees contact information by using the Yellow Pages. This phase was more
difficult than anticipated because there is no advertised distinction between stores that are branches
and those that are franchises. Certain chains do not provide email addresses for franchisees so the
questionnaire could not be sent by email.

The questionnaire was developed after semi-structured interviews were held with two franchisees from
different chains. The first was a franchisee from the localized-service sector, the second from the fastfood sector. The questionnaire itself was reviewed and modified by the research team, and was also
given to a franchise expert to validate its content and overall general format. A test was given to three
franchisees to verify that the questions were well understood and to measure the time taken to respond;
minor changes were done to certain questions after this test. The questionnaire was organized into five
parts, each with a particular theme. This structure allowed us to cover the research questions and to test
our hypotheses concerning the impact of the variety of capital structuring within the franchisorfranchisee relationship.
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•

the franchisee’s details (length of time in the franchise, how many units held, length of the franchise
contract)

•

the communication concerning the influx of outside investment funds

•

changes observed after the funding arrived

•

the franchisee’s financial performance

•

the respondent’s details (gender, age, level of education, sector, location)

The questionnaire was made up of closed-questions that used a scale of 7 (Likert scale) with a gradient from
1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree. The first step was an email sent directly to franchise chain
mangers, members of the FFF, who had authority to contact franchisees as well as acting as champions for
the study. This first phase did not provide any results because despite many email attempts there were no
responses. After this setback we accessed a franchise database that held information on chains necessary for
our research. In order to ensure an appropriate level of response we only included franchises that had a
majority controlling stake held by private equity investors. From the exploratory study it was noted that
when there was a majority share held, the investor was able to influence the franchise company’s
management team and ask for changes more than at a minority share. This criterion reduced our sample to
21 chains. Amongst these some did not provide contact information for their franchisees; neither via an
internet site, nor via a Yellow Pages listing. This limited the number of email contacts making it difficult
to send out the questionnaire electronically. The Yellow Pages site was used to collect the necessary
information such as addresses, phone numbers, and emails for the units that each chain held. The
information gathered, therefore, did not allow us a priori to differentiate between the franchise units that
were held by the company or by a franchisee. By cross-referencing the data collected with the sample
population chain’s characteristics, we succeeded in limiting the questionnaire sent to chains suspected of
having a large majority of units held by independent franchisees. Nonetheless, we mentioned in the body
of the email that this questionnaire was only for franchisees with a subsequent link to the questionnaire.
The first email was sent out the end of June and contained a link to a site that specialized in
administering questionnaires (Qualitrics). After noticing that since its launch in June there were few
questionnaires filled in online we decided to continue instead with telephone calls. These inquiries started
in mid-July 2015, but due to summer vacations the number of responses was still insufficient. The survey
was therefore put on hold until the last two weeks of August and the beginning of September and was resent
via email repeatedly during this time. A total of 82 respondents were captured with 65 questionnaires
classified as usable in our study. Seventeen were deemed incomplete, usually with only the replies to the
first questions filled in. This could be explained by the fact that certain franchisees did not know that there
was a private equity partner as head of the network. The results of our inquiry will be presented in Chapter
Four.
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3. A Financial Analysis of Franchisors: a Quantitative Study
The first step in the quantitative study consisted in identifying the franchise networks with private equity
investment and then arranging to see their financial history.
3.1. Franchise Networks with and without private equity funds
The selection of franchise networks holding private equity investment funds was done in the following
manner. In order to be classified as a recipient of private equity funding the network had to show a PE
group (French or foreign) as direct shareholders, or via a company held by the investment firm, with a
minimum stake of 5% for at least one year between 2010 and 2013. Certain franchise chains where the
presence of a PE group had been detected nonetheless had to be removed from the sample. They had, most
likely, not provided their financial information to the chamber of commerce making it unavailable in the
ALTARES and DIANE databases. In the end 46 networks with private equity funds were kept as our
sample.
For each chain in our sample it was necessary to find an accompanying chain where equity funds
were not present. There were fundamental variables, such as the chain’s size or rate of growth, which would
become controlled variables in the comparative analysis. The determining criteria, however, was the
industry, but it would be impossible to find an exact match. Regardless, we did end up creating two groups,
those with and without, private equity backers within their group of shareholders. The quantitative analysis
will use these two a priori independent groups as a comparison, and we have listed each group in Annex 5.
For the study their financial data was collected during a four-year period between 2010 and 2013.

3.2. Quantitative analysis of financial data

The quantitative analysis was completed in two parts. At the beginning a t-test to test the null hypothesis
was done for each financial variable to show whether the means for each group (with and without private
equity funds) was equal. Generally, we tested whether the difference in the means was most likely a
coincidence. The same tests (F-test) were done on the variance of the chosen financial variables. Following
this, LOGIT/PROBIT models were thought to determine which financial variables would be able to explain
the presence of a PE firm, or not, within the network’s ownership. These analyses will be able to compare
many types of PE firms, such as whether they are French or foreign, are a majority or minority stakeholders,
and are present because of an LBO, or not.
We examined the following financial variables:
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1. Profit ratios
a. Return on assets: net profit/total assets on the balance sheet
b. Return on equity: operating profit /total equity
c. Net margin: net profit/revenue (turnover)
2. Debt ratios:
a. Assets: borrowed debt/total assets
b. Equity: borrowed debt/shareholder equity
c. Difference of debt from one year to another
3. Solvency ratios:
a. Financial expense coverage: financial expenses/revenue (turnover)
b. Short-term debt coverage: Cash/total short-term debt
4. Liquidity ratios:
a. Cash/total assets
b. Operating cash-flow/profit
5. Growth ratios:
a. Variation of the total assets between two years
b. Variation to turnover between two years

The principle results of the quantitative analysis will be presented and examined in detail in Chapter Five.
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Chapter Two: Private Equity Participation in Franchise Companies: An Exploratory
Study
Despite a difficult economic environment, the franchise stakeholders remain confident in their business
model’s value. The Banque Populaire, the Fédération Française de la Franchise, and the Conseil, Sondage,
et Analyse (CSA) asked franchise owners for their opinions during their 11th annual survey in November
2014. In the survey 76% stated that the franchise model shielded them from the effects of the 2009 crisis
more so than had they been an independent business owner. This was linked to specific parts of the business
model, such as having a proven franchise concept, which provided a foundation for the franchisees to keep
their companies running.
Franchises are a specific type of success whereby each franchise network has proven itself by the
results of its pilot units. The idea of a franchise rests on three inseparable parts: a chain with a recognized
trademark, access to business know-how, and continued assistance throughout the duration of the
franchisee’s lease. There has been extensive research into these performance indicators referenced in a
variety of literature reviews (Elango & Fried 1997; Caglio & Ditillo 2008; Vierbieren et al., 2008). When
a franchisee becomes part of a network there is training provided – both theoretical as well as hands-on
practice - ensuring that the chain’s business know-how is passed on. Other types of knowledge are also
provided; however, in the contract it is stipulated that this information can only be used within the franchise.
Throughout the lease the franchisor must maintain a competitive advantage for the franchisees through
innovation in business techniques and management. Having a dedicated franchise coordinator working
within a network is also key in the franchise model’s success and one of the reasons it performs strongly.
These accomplishments rest, aside from its working financial model, on a system of shared values. There
is a higher level of confidence between partners because the system is organized to ensure cooperation
between members.
One of the first research questions asked about franchises was how to explain its growth. Many
authors have converged around a theory of scarce resources. In fact, in 1969 Oxenfeldt and Kelly argued
that the growth of a franchise, over that of a branch, resulted from the circumstances of having scarce
financial resources. Some authors, such as Kaufmann & Dant (1996) and Norton (1995) have had a similar
idea whereby the franchise development allows for each unit’s financial security because it is the franchisees
who invest, resulting in the rapid growth in the expansion of its territories. Another point is that with he
direct control of franchise units the results are higher over stores with employed managers. This is because
of the franchisee’s investment who then has a stronger motivation for a higher financial turnover. Another
rationale behind franchise growth is that cost control has been less important (Lafontaine & Kaufmann 1994;
Scott 1995; Shane 1998). One explanation includes both by merging the scarcity of resources with cost
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control. (Carney & Gedajlovic 1991; Lafontaine 1992; Combs & Castrogiovanni 1994). These theories can
be summarized under franchise financing, more specifically the financing of the franchise system itself.
However, even if originally not a consideration, we could not find in the literature, to our knowledge,
questions about the structuring of franchise financing.
One could believe that the use of franchises as investment holdings would provide stability and
solve the problem of a franchisor’s finances definitively. Yet, the franchisors have other financial needs,
such as financing the organizational structure supporting the network’s growth; their internal and external
growth rate; innovations; the internationalization of their network etc. All of these needs correspond to
crossing strategic thresholds of growth - thresholds that are not funded by the franchisees.
Therefore, who guarantees this financing? The founders of the network, and their investors, who
usually are family members, usually do not have the means on their own. The banks will not provide
financing for something intangible and without a guarantee. An independent, or nearly independent,
network (where all, or a majority, are franchised units) has a value that is based on something intangible
and unsubstantial. It essentially rests on a brand, reputation, know-how, and a relevant concept. All of
these factors, even if they can appear promising, have no guarantee of making a return.
Under these conditions what type of institution could respond, financially, to further develop the
network? For some years now there has been an increased interest from certain PE firms in franchise
networks. Even if the percentage remains confidential, according to the 2014 annual franchise survey
(Banque Populaire-FFF-CSA) 5% of chains are held in part, or in total, by private equity investment funds
(against 3% in 2013 and 2% in 2012); their presence is interesting. Although these business partners do not
always have the desire to invest indefinitely in a company, the relationship with franchises is based on a
long-term perception of confidence. The PE firms’ objective is to make their expected profits, yet this can
affect their strategic choices when they also must consider the network’s sustainability.
The first chapter will present the issues that stem from capital investment in franchises when seen
from an organizational, relational, and performance perspective. We start by exploring the mutual interest
between the PE firms and the franchisors. Next we present private equity and its role the financial structure
of the franchise company. An exploratory study made up of semi-structured interviews with head managers
of chains and investors provided deeper insight (third and fourth points). We suggest, as a fifth point, a
global approach to the structure of financing franchises which rests on three dimensions.

1. The Link Between Private Equity Investors and Franchisors: a Mutual Interest
Franchisors are looking more frequently to private equity funding to finance their strategy for growth, to
purchase inventory, or to develop their holdings. Private equity is an essential source of financing and a
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viable alternative to bank financing. Bank financing is often more difficult to obtain and more costly for
small and medium businesses (Bellante et al., 2001). This is especially true for franchisors that cannot
provide collateral due to the fact that their assets are, for the most part, intangible. It would be difficult for
a franchisor to access bank funding for, as an example, a media campaign or to open subsidiaries abroad.
One particular point, underlined by Michael (2009), is that franchisors suffer an important disadvantage
regarding access to information. Because the businesses are run by the franchisees themselves their
activities are outside of the franchisor’s control.
Most of the franchise companies are small to medium enterprises (SME) and are financed by banks.
In fact, globally, bank loans represent 70% of the SME debt load (Kremp & Pinot 2014). Access to credit
by SMEs has regularly decreased since 2006, against a chaotic economic and financial background,
including rules that were applied to European banks via Basel III. Despite the monetary politics of the
Central Bank of Europe (CBE) who had tried to incentivize the banks to lend more while facilitating their
conditions of financing, the banks remained under the prudent constraints of the Basil Accord and remained
hesitant to provide loans to SMEs. According to Villiers (2015) “they were incentivized by Basel III to
favor the detention of sovereign debts considered as a reserve of liquidity and to turn away from the bank
credit to the private sector, to match funds”.
Nonetheless, the economic environment appears to be clearing up, including conditions for
financing. According to a biannual CBE study taken during the period of October 2014 to March 2015
access to bank credit has started again, albeit slowly. It is within this context of crisis, and Basel III’s
voluntary regulations, that franchisors sought out private equity investors. These investors, who fund
private businesses, can address important financial needs that bank credit alone cannot fill, and therefore
become inevitable partners for franchisors.
It also underlines the notion that “despite being at difficult crossroads and with timid consumption
the franchise, for the past dozen years, had shown an impressive amount of growth. In 2004 the number of
franchise networks was 835. It surpassed 1796 in 2014 - an increase of 115%. In the same period the
number of franchised stores has increased by 87% to being close to 68 000 points of purchase, who then
employ 335 000 staff and have a turnover of 51 billion euros” (d’Abbundo 2015).
Before the crisis the retail sector held little interest for private equity firms because it was not as
attractive when compared to the profitability of other sectors. Today, with the low level of interest rates an
investor’s expected profits from companies with PE funding are not 10 to 12% but rather at 3 to 5%. Yet,
with a rate of return for risk-free investments at 1% to obtain a return of 3 to 5% is appropriate; the retail
sector has become more attractive to PE firms. When considering the lower rate of return, it regularly and
consistently is profitable, and has been less affected by the crisis when compared to other sectors.
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Thus, with potential seen by the franchise business model’s growth, and their resistance shown in
the face of the economic crisis, the franchise networks have become increasingly attractive to a number of
PE firms, as seen by the numbers from this annual survey (Banque Populaire – FFF – CSA). “There are
many things that come into play and that can explain the rapport between franchisor and PE firms. The
first thing is the Basel III regulations. With Basel III there has been an slowdown in accessing credit.
Already that would mean that financing is more complicated to access with the banking system. This is not
because the banks want this. Let’s be clear on that. It was because the banks had to follow the Basel III
regulations that were put in place. That was the first trend. That is to say, if the resources from the bank
were not sufficient it was necessary to find another option. This other option was investment funds. That
is the first thing.
The second thing was that investment money has the habit of investing in things that bring them
money. When there is a rate of 5 to 7%, the investment needs to perform better than 5 to 7%. It should have
10 to 12% etc. Today the rate is at 1%, even at zero for those with savings accounts, so to have something
that provides you with 3 to 5%, that’s the jackpot because you are ahead of the market. Investment capital
has not looked at the retail market for many years because it was considered too small for them with regards
to profitability. Now they are taking an interest. It was not the case before because they found better returns
in other areas. Now, today, the retail sector is a little more attractive. With retail one can say it’s up, it’s
down, it’s up, it’s down, but it is always there because everyone is consuming. Also for a fund to have
something from the retail sector in its portfolio is not a bad thing, because it ensures through good times
and bad certain regularity. You can look at the figures from the FFF and the FCA; they are very clear in
what they report. When one sees the organizations, with regards to retail, you are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 points higher
than the market that does not have a franchise chain. So, one is in a market that is, for the most part, solid
in its foundations with capital that has a need to make money. And it is necessary that they do make
something. If they do not have any returns, they are dormant and they are lost.
Then, in one moment, there is a meeting between, on one side a market that is in need of money,
because the banks are no longer guaranteeing what they have done in the past; their war chests are
smaller… and on the other side investment capital with deep pockets, which are important. So, there are
classic funds from private equity that can quickly resolve problems, and after you have funds that are much
larger, much much larger who say that they want to add this branch in their portfolio. For me, the story, is
simply this: two worlds that in any given moment did not speak to one another because they had nothing to
say to one another - and today, they know each other” Expert 4 – Management Consultant.
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2. Private Equity
As we have already mentioned, for franchisors, private equity is an essential source for financing and a
viable alternative to banks. But what exactly is private equity? Who are the actors in private equity
investing? How do PE funds finance franchisors?

2.1. Definition of Private Equity

According to l’Association Française des Investisseurs pour la Croissance [the French Association of
Investors for Growth] (FAIG) private equity consists of taking a minority or majority stake in the capital of
small and medium enterprises, who generally are privately owned.

This participation allows these

companies to finance their start-up, their growth, their transitions, or even their recovery or survival. Private
equity intervenes in companies by:
•

bringing the financial means and capital necessary for their development, their transitions, their survival;

•

guiding them with regards to their strategic decision-making; and

•

helping them create value for the different business stakeholders.

The private equity investors follow the business, as shareholders, generally for a duration of between five
and seven years. For their part, they want to leave with a capital gain. Their objective is to provide their
investors a higher profit than what they could have gained from a lower-risk investment.

2.2. The Different Roles of Private Equity
At the beginning of its life, it is often family members or friends who finance a company, which is why this
type of funding is called love money. When it becomes more solid, companies can find financial assistance
through a business angel, people who invest a portion of their financial assets into a business, along with
their mentorship, their skills, their experience, and their contacts. Later, when the time comes to really take
their business to the next level, they can raise funds from a private equity firm. Private equity firms intervene
at different times in the lifecycle of a company. In fact, the role of PE is shown in four stages: risk capital,
development capital, expansion capital – Leverage Buy Out (LBO), and turnaround (return of capital).
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Figure 2.1. The Different Times a Private
Equity Firm Intervenes
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Source : Plan found on the AFIC website (http://afic.asso.fr)

•

Risk capital (venture capital) finances innovative businesses or technologies that are seen to have strong
potential for growth and a return on investment (ROI) who are still in the seed phase or at the start-up
phase. According to the company’s stage of maturity risk capital finances:
o

seed stage, the stage before the birth of the business;

o

the creation of the business or the start-up; and

o

the post-innovation stage, when the company has already created a prototype and needs capital
to start production and sales.

•

Growth capital (expansion capital) finance companies that are profitable having reached their break
even point. This type of capital finances the development of a company or to buy back shares.

•

Transition (acquisition) capital finances the acquisition of other private companies by the current, or
new, executive management team helped by capital and financial investors. This type of transaction is
handled by creating a holding company, which is goes into debt to buy out the target company (an effect
of a leverage of LBO).
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•

Turnaround capital finances companies that are in difficulty whereby the areas where the company turns
a profit are identified and put into practice.

The most common transactions when working with franchises are leveraging (LBO) and using growth
capital. Turnaround capital transactions are less popular due to the fact that there are not as many levers
when working with franchises than in industrial businesses where it is easier to act. Finally, venture capital
transactions are geared towards technology and innovative companies and as such, to our knowledge, are
quasi-non-existent in franchises.

2.3. Private Equity: Stakeholders and the Flow of Equity
The different players and the movement of private equity interventions are presented in the figure below.

Figure 2.2. The Actors and the Flow of Private Equity
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A fund, or a private equity firm, is a vehicle for investment whereby investors (subscribers) have placed
their money to create investments with the capital of private companies. It is managed by a management
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company approved by the Financial Markets Authority (FMA) [l’Autorité des Marchés Financiers (AMF)].
The investors are divided into two categories: institutional (insurance companies and mutual insurance
companies (16%), banks (7%), pension funds (8%), pooled equity funds (27%), public sector (14%), and
others (12%), and private (individuals and family businesses (16%) (AFIC Studies/Grant Thornton – April
2015). The principal prime equity investment vehicles are Mutual Funds (MF), venture capital firms (VCF),
and limited partnerships (LP). Today, these are taking a hit from competition from ‘ISF holdings’.
•

A Mutual Fund (MF) is a co-ownership of securities with a limited lifespan of 10 to 12 ears. It is
managed by a management company authorized by the FMA who acts in its name and on its account –
representing the fund and using its investments; it is fiscally transparent. During the first part of the
fund’s lifespan (3 to 5 years) it looks for subscribers to invest in companies. Later it reviews the
investors’ entrance amounts before preparing the exit. Specific mutual funds exist, notably in France
these are funds that are specifically limited to innovation [Fonds Communs de Placement dans
l’Innovation (FCPI)] and those which are localized [Fonds d’Investissement de Proximité(FIP)]. The
FCPI are invested in an innovative private company (there is a fixed quota of 70% for funds created
after January 1, 2014).

•

Venture Capital Firms (VCF) is a firm made up of shares where the shareholders are the capital
investors. VCF has specific advantages, particularly the exoneration of taxes, provided that they invest
at least 50% of their net assets in companies not listed on the stock exchange. The rules governing their
purpose, management, and control are comparable to mutual funds (in France particularly FCPR), but
their lifespan is longer (and there is less of a constraint concerning liquidity). Venture capitalists work
with private equity.

•

Limited Partnerships (LPs) are organized like a mutual fund (FCPR), is fiscally transparent, and has a
lifespan of 10 to 12 years. It is the Anglo-Saxon equivalent of France’s FCPR and managed by an
independent management company – the General Partner (GP).

•

The TEPA law from 2007 which favors work, employment, and purchasing power, allowed a reduction
of certain wealth taxes [l’impôt de solidarité sur la fortune (ISF)] to whose who invested capital in
private SMEs and also allowed to use certain private equity funds to raise funds from whose who were
liable for certain taxes (ISF holdings). The SME needed to be eligible for ISF reductions. Due to this
fact, new players and new market practices for private equity arrived:

direct investment from

individuals who were eligible to use the TEPA law and ‘ISF holdings’.
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2.4. Different Types of Private Equity
In general private equity is specialized according to its type of transaction: start-up/innovation, development
and growth, transition/Leverage Buy Out (LBO), and return capital or turnaround. Outside of the company’s
stage of development and legal structure (mutual funds (FCPR) VCF…) there are other criteria that can be
used to distinguish between different types of private equity. These can have a ‘not insignificant’ influence
on its actions, and therefore on the partnership between the private equity investor and the business. These
criteria can be the degree of independence with which the PE group has to achieve its mandate, its
geographic zone (local, national, international), its control over the businesses’ capital, and their level of
specialization in their sector.
The French Association for Investment and Growth (APEG) [Association Française des Investissors pour
la Croissance (AFIC)] distinguishes between four types of investments with regards to their degree of
independence: independent funds, captive banks, semi-captive bank, and those from the public sector.
•

Those classified as independent are those who can raise funds from several sources (insurance
companies, pension funds, individual funds), yet, none of whom can become a major shareholder. The
PE firms can make their decisions without any constraints.

•

Captives are either a department or a subsidiary of a bank, a financial establishment, an insurance
company, or an industrial company. A large part, in fact nearly all of their funds, come from their parent
company, who more or less strongly control their investment decisions.

•

Semi-captives are subsidiaries of a financial establishment, an insurance company, or an industrial
company who raises a large part of their funds from external investors. They operate in the same manner
as independents.

•

Private equity capital from the public sector is that which, in part or in total, directly or indirectly, comes
from public organizations. Most often, they finance projects that create employment or represent an
interest for the general public.

The PE can originate at the regional, national, or international level. In general, regional funds are usually
less than one million euros and raise capital for companies that are in their territory. National and
international private equity investments intervene, respectively, at the national and international level and
usually the amounts are higher than one million euros. Most of the PE firms can prioritize minority
participation; this tends to happen in the case of captive banks, although others prioritize majority
participation. Whether an investor is a minority, or majority, can have implications within the partnership.
For example, depending on how important their investment is, the PE firm can negotiate one, or more, seats
on the Board of Directors, the Supervisory Board, or other advisory boards. There are also PE firms that
operate only with companies within specific sectors. Certain PE firms only finance companies with small
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capitalization (less than 250 million euros), others with medium capitalization (between 250 million and
one billion euros) or large capitalization (over one billion euros). A franchisor looking for a PE firm should
take into account all the different criteria when making its selection. Certain criteria could have significant
repercussions in the partnerships.

2.5. Private Equity’s Financial Operations with Franchisors
The most frequent interventions are with growth capital, LBOs, and less common is using turnaround
capital.

2.5.1. Growth Capital Operations
These activities bring private equity, or semi-private equity, funding to a franchisor to finance their growth
and development and/or to buy back shares with the goal being to create value and liquidity in the medium
term. They can involve one, or many PE firms who can intervene, most often with a minority share. The
PE firm accompanies the franchisors who have proven themselves, reached profitability, and have good
growth perspectives, which is important.
With this partnership framework it is rare that the role of the PE firm is limited to only providing
financial resources. More often the PE firm helps think through the development strategy, follows the
franchisor’s financial performance, provides guidance and discusses options with him or her, without
becoming involved in the minutia of the daily management and operations of the franchise.
There are two types of operations, those called cash in and those called cash out, each responding
to a particular situation. The goal of the ‘cash in’ operation is to provide additional financial resources to
the franchisor to finance their internal or external growth. They qualify as ‘cash in’ because it is the
franchise entity that directly profits from the additional resources. It can happen when new shares are issued.
However, they can also be in the form of tools that can give access to the franchisor’s capital, such as bonds
or convertible shares.
With ‘cash out’ operations the private equity capital serve to buy back the shares of shareholders
who are cashing out, either partially or totally. There are many reasons which are the motivations for such
operations: the desire of the franchisor him or herself to diversify their portfolio, to secure a part of their
portfolio, to prepare for their next steps, to take over another shareholder (financial or non-financial). As
much as these types of transactions do not bring extra capital to the company, they are often metrics for the
company’s valuation. For example, a franchisor, who wants to secure a part of his or her portfolio, accepts
a new shareholder in their company. This in turn could lead them to adapt a new strategy for the company’s
growth that is more dynamic and creates more value.
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The types of interventions of growth capital that have been seen with franchises are for the most
part mixed with elements of ‘cash in’ and ‘cash out’. The private equity financing can be made directly to
the franchise itself or through a holding company. When equity financing is directly given to the franchise
it is primarily used to increase capital or to approach someone selling their shares in order to buy them back.
When the equity financing is provided via a holding company held jointly by the franchisor and one, or
many, of the private equity firms. In fact, it is a type of LBO that will be presented in the following section.
2.5.2. Leveraged Buy Out Operations
Many private equity financing is done through a LBO when looking at franchises. These are operations in
capital transition or expansion, which can function, in different contexts. It could be that the franchisors
want to totally hand over their company, or that they prefer to maintain a part of the shares in their portfolio,
or to diversify while remaining in charge of their business.
A leveraged buy-out consists by creating a holding company whose sole purpose is to keep the
securities and hold the debt required to purchase the target company – the franchise company. In this case
the buyers, or the former franchisors, link themselves with one, or many, streams of equity financing with
an eye to create, together, a medium-term capital gain. In principle, the LBO is really a change of control
within the target company. Nonetheless, when the transactions are with small amounts the PE holds a
minority share. As is with the operations with growth capital the benefits brought by private equity is not
limited to financial resources, they can also be strategic or operational.
The LBO is a vehicle where one, or many, investors acquire a target company via a holding
company. The holding company uses the target’s cash flow or other assets as the limit for the amount of
debt it can accrue in order to acquire it; it uses the company itself as collateral. The interest in this set-up is
in the underestimation of equity used to acquire it. Once the purchase is done the holding company is only
used to provide dividends raised by the target company and allows it to honor its debt. This new group
made up of the holding company and the target company generally benefits from the leverage (leverage
connected to the debt, the new legal entity, fiscal leverage). The non-operated assets are the same before
and after the LBO, only the financial structure is changed due to the creation of the new group.
Occasionally the importance of the investment funds is that they drove the group towards mezzanine
financing – bridge financing – an intermediary between equity funds and traditional debt financing (senior
financing). The financing is made up of three parts:
•

equity funds (40 to 60%);

•

senior debt (40 to 50%); and

•

mezzanine debt (0 to 10%).
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Mezzanine debt can take on many forms. The most frequent are bonds with a subscription warrant
[obligations à bons de souscriptions d’actions (OBSA)], bonds convertible into shares [obligations
convertibles en actions (OCA)], or again bonds redeemable into shares [obligations remboursables en
actions (ORA)]. However, before the mezzanine debt (principle and occasionally interest) can be paid it is
legally required that the senior debt must be fully paid.
The size of the holding company’s debt is a function of its distribution capacity of the target
company. It keeps track financially of what is required to grow (investments, higher working capital), to
serve the target’s debt, and to leave a margin to be able to effectively deal with any surprises. This set up
shows the effect of financial leverage (acquisition debt/equity), which increases the profit for the capital
invested by the shareholders. The shareholders also can benefit from fiscal leverage when the holding
company has at least 95% of the capital and voting rights for the target company compared to when the
holding company does not control more than 95%. In this case it is possible to deduct the financial cost of
the purchasing debt from the taxable profit when applying a specific of the target when applying specific
fiscal rules.
The ability to use an LBO is only possible if the franchise itself has certain characteristics. Ideally
it must be making a profit along with having sufficient and relatively stable cash flows for the time with it
will have to service its debt, the investments made themselves are not too important. LBOs not only provide
the benefits of leveraging, but they can also significantly increase operational performance. The weight of
the debt does create constraints on how executives can improve their tactics for the franchise, whether they
are the original members or have been put in place after the buy out. They are responsible for the roll out
and completion of the business plan, fleshed out by the franchisor, and approved by the private equity firm(s)
when they began the buy out. Also, because they generally become shareholders of the holding company
at this time they are more inclined to create value that they will share with the equity firms. In effect, very
often the PE firms demand that executive management invest a decent amount themselves, which allows
them to align themselves more with one another.
The vehicles provided by the investments can take the form of bonds with a subscription warrant
[bons de souscriptions d’action (BSA)] or convertible shares [obligations convertables (OC)]. These have
the effect of relief in case of super-performance and weakness in case of sub-performance. These incentives
to access capital are part of the executive package. The franchisor must carefully choose the executive
management team (director of marketing, director of network development, director of purchasing
operations etc), who will benefit from these packages, in order to provide the best chance of success.
There are many forms of LBOs, such as a Leveraged Management Buy Out (LMBO), a Leverage
Buy In (LBI), and a Buy In Management Buy Out (BIMBO). These different types essentially use the same
legal and financial mechanisms as the LBOs. In fact, the term Leverage Buy Out is used to designate all
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types of transactions that use leveraging as their primary mechanism. At the same time the term LBO
indicates that the decision to take over comes from inside the targeted company. For example, the executive
management who want to ‘buy back’ their company must act on this decision. In order to accomplish this
they must ‘exit’ the company in order to create an exterior holding company that will be buying back their
company. In this scenario it is considered an LMBO where the M represents ‘management’. In AngloSaxon countries when employees purchase the company it is called an Employee Buy Out (EBO) or LMBO
when management invests in the company. An Owner Buy Out (OBO) is when the owner can transform a
part of their professional portfolio (their company) into private portfolio (liquid assets). An LBI is set up
exactly opposite to a buy out in that the interest comes from outside investors who want to be a part of the
target company. A Leverage Build Up (LBU) is the take over of one company that serves as a platform to
acquire other companies in the same, or similar, sectors. There can also be a mix between LBOs and LBIs,
notably in the case of a BIMBO. Buy In Management Buy Out are vehicles that use a combination of
management participation along with outside investors.

2.6. The Role of Private Equity Firms: A Literature Review

Brand identity and reputation are two assets necessary to develop a franchise network (Leloup, 2012). In
order to assure financing Norton (1995) asserts that franchises represent one option amongst other types of
funds.

Lafontaine (1992) demonstrated that financial constraints were the principle reason for the

development of a franchise, with the independence provided to franchisees as a secondary consideration.
These authors present their ideas as to why the franchise method developed appealing principally to the
theories of scarce resources and agency. These in particular explain why entrepreneurs chose the franchise
model to develop their businesses. So far the literature is focused on studying how to finance franchises,
and to the best of our knowledge, there is little work that concentrates on the financial structure of the
franchise business model.
Private Equity firms are interested in private companies, who have little with regards to cash and
shareholders, for a duration limited to a few years. Because the investors take on more risk than other
financiers they hope as a counterpart to receive a higher capital gain when they exit. Their goal is to offer
their equity investors a higher profit then that which they could receive had they placed their investments in
a less risky opportunity. To reduce the imbalance of available information along with the higher risks, and
to create value, the PE firms usually take on an active role within the company (Sapienza et al., 1996;
Desbrières, 2001).

This translates into supervising, assisting, and closely following the financed
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organization (Sapienza et al., 1996; Cherif, 2000, Desbrières, 2001, 2005, Stévenot 2005b, Stévenot &
Guery 2010; Redor & Girard 2014).
Franchisors make an appeal to PE firms to invest in their chains according to a strategic plan for
growth, normally developed by the franchisors, but authorized by the PE firms (Marks, 2007) are not only
dependent on franchisees to ensure their growth. They can become dependent on private equity firms who
want to apply their strategic plan while reaching for the remuneration of the capital invested in a time frame
limited to a few years (Dawson, 2011). The relationship between the franchisor and the PE firm(s) is not
without constraints for the franchisor who is the main driver behind the following situation: What are the
benefits and constraints within this kind of relationship for the franchised entity? This situation is based in
corporate governance.

In order to understand the impact of PE financing of franchisors under the

governance of franchise entities, the different approaches of corporate governance are succinctly presented
as a first step1. Later, the specific governance model that represents the PE financing is developed as a
second step.

2.6.1. The Different Approaches to Corporate Governance

According to Charreaux (2011) “the theory of governance does not have the goal of studying the way
executives govern, that is to say manage. Its focus is the regulation of executives, the implicit hypothesis
is that they play a substantial role in company performance”. The origins of corporate governance goes
back to 1932 and Bearle and Means. For these authors the problem in governance was born with the
beginning of management governance where the function of ownership, exercised by shareholders, is
separated by the function of decision-making, which is exercised by management. Building upon the work
of Bearle and Means, in 1976, Jensen and Meckling suggested the theory of agency. They considered a
business like a hub of contracts between management, shareholders, and creditors, where there could be
divergent interests, notably between the shareholders and the executive management. The managers who
are not owners do not strongly act in the interests of the shareholders, which then become conflicts of
agency. The same idea was taken up by other authors such as Fama (1980), Fama and Jensen (1983), or
Charreaux (1997) who goes even further by stating that the disciplinary tools and oversight are what has
forced the executives to act in the interest of the shareholders and maximize their profits.
However, in the 1990s the other interesting theories were put forth (Donaldson & Preston 1995;
Jones & Wicks 1999) that challenged the limits of the approach that governance is centered on the

1

For a detailed presentation of the different theories in corporate governance see Charreaux
(2011).
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maximization of shareholder profit where the shareholders are the only residual creditors, or backers, and
that the division of company’s created value has no influence on volume. To address such limitations the
shareholder’s disciplinary approach is to expand to all stakeholders who then take part in value creation. It
is within this context that Charreaux and Desbrières (1998) developed the theory of partner governance.
This type functions when the tools within the governing structure should drive the executives to align their
interests with others and create value for all the partners.
Next, the cognitive theory of corporate governance allows for a different type of analysis on how
value is created (Charreaux 2002a, 2002b, 2003). A company is no longer seen as a hub of contracts but as
a collection of knowledge and skills, each one distinctly advantageous and durable; together they all
contribute to value creation. Cognitive governance works when the means are available for executives to
expand, to find new and productive opportunities, to develop and acquire skills, but also the means to reduce
intellectual conflicts. Nevertheless, the cognitive dimension does not supersede the disciplinary dimension
because they are complementary to one another.
Charreaux (2005, 2008) introduced a behavioral dimension in the governance model. There is a
behavioral angle in the sense that individuals do not always make logical decisions, which can influence
executive decision-making, which in turn affect value creation. Charreaux wanted to ‘complete’ the
disciplinary and cognitive dimensions of governance by introducing the behavioral one, which would best
clarify and correct ensuing managerial mistakes and improve the governance mechanisms for both
dimensions.

2.6.2. The Role of Private Equity Within Companies

As underlined by Redor and Girard (2014) financing companies with private equity is a specific type of
governance model where the PE firms role is multiplied by the fact that outside of their financial support,
they are actively implicated in their relationship with executive management through not only disciplinary
matters but also cognitive ones. For a long time research concentrated on explaining the relationship
between PE and the executive team, where the information gap is particularly high, and focused on the
theory of agency, therefore limiting the influence of private equity to a disciplinary dimension. Today
research on companies financed by PE has referenced many governance procedures with either, or both,
disciplinary and cognitive. In particular, Desbrières (2005) and Stévenot (2005a) showed that the cognitive
dimension was important in the relationship between the private equity and the executive team through their
exchanged opinions and that the production of cognitive resources contributed to value creation.
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2.6.2.1. Disciplinary Mechanisms

Some studies, Stévenot’s (2005b) in particular, has shown that PE firms exert a powerful pressure on
businesses and executive management to quickly create value. This pressure is intensified by creating
incentives, and the control of management teams in particular. Incentivizing is based on the mechanisms
of compensation (Charreaux 1997). PE firms often force the executive management themselves to become
shareholders during the transfer of ownership in order to unite their common interests. The amount they
invest must be sufficient enough for them to feel bound to the company’s success. They can also align the
executive team’s compensation with company’s performance, for example, by putting into place stock
options or bonuses. In order to follow, and control, the decisions made by the executive team, and their
actions, the PE firms demand frequently demand that an information system, or at minimum a formal
system, be put in place to relay financial and accounting information. Whichever system is used the
information can then presented during meetings to key stakeholders as needed.
The terms and conditions by which PE firms can engage with businesses and manage them are
written in the Shareholders Agreement. It is a contract which states, amongst other things, the composition
of capital and members’ rights and obligations. Generally, the Agreement states the growth expectations
and the expected returns by the PE within a fixed term. It also outlines the consequences for the company
and its executive team in case they do not meet their objectives (transfer of ownership, relinquishment of
control to the PE, replacing some, or all, of the executive team etc.). Equally, when they are working within
the seats of power where they can execute control. As a counterpart to their investment the PE firms can
negotiate one, or many, seats on the Board of Directors, the Supervisory Board, or other advisory boards.
When private equity makes up part of a company’s capital it is seen as a guarantee. This can send
a positive signal with regards to a company’s reputation, which can then improve current and future
relationships (banks, financial investors, suppliers etc.).

When this occurs it also helps keep good

relationships with the PE firm especially influencing shareholder value. Finally, to finance businesses the
private equity firms sometimes prefer hybrid securities (convertible bonds to shares, bonds with a
subscription warrant) as their direct stake in equity investment. They can also finance businesses by taking
their stakes in the form of an LBO where the debt ceiling is high. The success of these operations rests on
the capacity of the executive team to x sufficient and stable results in time to convert the hybrid securities
to shares or to service the debt. The managing team is strongly encouraged to succeed and to manage the
company well because of the pressure of backing these companies. The motivation of the executive team
is stronger because it associated with the company’s capital.
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2.6.2.2. Cognitive Mechanisms
The influence of PE investment on the business and management reminds us again of cognitive reasoning
(Sapienza et al., 1994; Sapienza et al., 1996; Stéphany 1994, 1998). The cognitive mechanisms in
governance essentially rest on the trust between the PE firm, its network, and management (Bonnet 2004,
2005; Redor & Girard 2014). Bonnet in particular shows that the confidence felt between the PE firm and
management, established both before and after financing, is very important and has a positive a priori impact
on the company’s performance. According to him, the CI firms and management, are invested in developing
trust with one another, which helps them work together and provides a better chance of success. This sense
of mutual trust is based on cooperative behavior and their respective skills and competency.
In the private equity firms the role of cognitive intelligence shows itself in different ways. Most
importantly, the firms can encourage, provide moral support, listen, and coach the management team. Here
they play a personal role, which becomes even more important when confidence between the two is strong
(Bonnet 2004, 2005). The PE team can provide direction to management with their strategic decisions
whether they are in development or being evaluated (Trehan 2000; Desbrières 2001). Often the PE team
helps management by providing guidance, notably helping them create, polish, and communicate financial
information in a format regularly used by the company’s financial partners. This information can become
very helpful in securing additional financing. Finally, the PE firms can use their network to help the
management team recruit experienced executives (Rosenstein et al., 1993) or to steer them towards
consulting firms; they play the role of operational advisor.
Studies that have examined the role of cognitive (intellectual) function within private equity firms
and management relationships have not shown unanimous results, contingent factors play an important role.
Notably Wirtz (2006) has shown that this function was more important when the company was in a phase
of early development. According to Stévenot and Guery (2010) the cognitive dimension is dependent on
the division of capital. If the PE firm holds a small part of the capital, the more the cognitive dimension is
important, and vice versa. The mechanisms of cognition in governance do not ward off conflicts of interest
that stem from intellectually different points of view, even if the mechanisms are set up to reduce conflict.
They want to enhance what can have a positive impact resulting in new and innovative ideas (Charreaux
2002b). However, when these intellectual conflicts persist they can have negative effects on how the
company is run; sometimes, only disciplinary mechanisms can solve them (Stévenot 2006).
Even if many studies have looked the systems used to finance a franchise, very few, to our
knowledge, are interested specifically on the financial structure when private equity invests in a franchise
and its impact on the entire network’s evolution. We have done an exploratory study that examines
franchisors and private equity firms. We did this to develop our beliefs on how private equity finances
franchises.
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3. An Analysis of Interviews with Franchisors
In order to better understand the subject of our research - the issues as well as the process - when private
equity firms participate in franchise companies, we created an exploratory study using semi-directive
interviews. To guarantee the researcher’s neutrality we used a list of interview questions. In effect, to
structure the interviews incorporating a checklist was a tactic to guarantee a certain level of objectivity when
interpreting the collected data, according to Miles and Huberman (2003) and Yin (1990). This list had three
overarching themes:

the objectives of the partnership, the oversight of the partnership, and the

communication directed to the franchisees. Our subjects routinely discussed their careers prior to the
discussing the development of the franchise network as a way to ensure that they understood the operation
of private equity infusion.

3.1. The Objectives of the Partnership

It appeared that the chains who reached out to private equity firms did so because they were forced to find
the financing necessary to achieve their goals, which could not be found elsewhere at that time. Overall we
observed three main situations:
•

received growth capital which was implemented according to whether it was acquired via a
company’s restructuring or LBO.

•

received funding via an LBO and incorporated the objectives for growth most often into the
management of the partnership. It was seen showed that certain chains were linked to a series of
LBOs. The change of partners could provide an opportunity for the network to have new synergies.
The LBO equally has the advantage of joining the management team to the company’s capital which
makes them interested in the company’s development.

•

received funding via a transfer of company ownership or the owner voluntarily cashes out in order
to increase a part of his or her portfolio.

The private equity firms are not only sought out for financial reasons. The new partners allows for new
information “It allowed us to benefit from the expertise of those investing” (knowledge of the retain market
in the case of chain F6). The research into a ‘fit’ between management and the backers is crucial. “While
doing the research to find a new shareholder it was the entire management team that drove the search to
chose a new associate. The choice was made with regards to matching the business strategy, what was
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presented to us in terms of growth (sales figures, international development). It was necessary that the
backers understood the strategy, and would stick to it and work to integrate it throughout a medium – long
term time frame (about 5 years)” (F6).
The arrival of the PE firm could also coincide with a strategic restructuring by the network. The
brand F5 had its first LBO in the early 2000s - it was a chain created in 1968 with a growth almost
exclusively achieved by franchising. Its objective with the LBO was one of growth through buying back
franchised stores and increasing the number of integrated units. In seven years 80 units were returned to
the network and became branches. In 2007 a second LBO arrived with a strategy for build up (growth by
buying up competing networks and independents). Growth was a product of turning the newly bought units
into branches. The negotiations with a new partner were an ongoing occurrence with this LBO. The strategy
was to grow within the main region of Paris, and to the west of Ile de France with new points of purchase
through branches.
In the case of chain F2 the arrival of private equity funding was due to the withdrawal of the banks’
support, who had had provided while the chain was growing through branches and had very few franchises.
Due to aggressive growth, and discontent within the shareholders, the banks demanded that the shareholders
sell the company. Certain PE firms saw an opportunity as the sector offered “a cash stream that was even,
durable, and consistent enough. This sector was looking for funders but was very stable. It was not offering
the same returns as what our firm normally made, but compared to those and retail the risks were les
important” (F2). The first partnership with a PE firm was finished after only 2 years because the attraction
to this sector was only until it was opportunistic to leave. A new PE acquired the chain and threw itself in
to growth by building up branches, but equally franchises. This allowed them to cover a maximum of
territories, especially those that were less suited for the development of branches (the ratio of cost/benefit
was not attractive, less returns).
The financing of growth that drove the F4 network PE funding was held at a 10% minority share.
“In 2010 we received funding for an investment in a logistics tool. The choice was to not have taken on too
much with a loan and to look for an increase of capital by taking on a new shareholder. A decision towards
new capital was taken to as to not have to use a loan. It was a question of bringing in external financing
with an increase of capital to help our internal development. This was done in order to not penalize the
growth of the stores. The objective was also to keep intact the possibility to take on more debt to develop
the stores; to finance the logistics investment it was half funded by equity funds and half by debt” (F4).
An influx of PE funds can also justify itself because the founder wants to profit from a part of their
portfolio. “For myself, as a manager of the business, I had all my holdings tied up in the business. I was
55 years old at the time and I wanted to reorganize my private investments. When you spent more than 30
years of your life working and all that you have earned you have put back into your business, at a certain
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moment you have to think of the future. And here it was, the reason why I allowed for a financial partner
through an LOB, who took a majority share (80%)” (F9). As for the chain itself, this operation was equally
an opportunity for growth. “I have to say that I am glad that I made this decision because to have a financial
partner arrive who brought cash to finance our development. This gave us the means to grow our network.
We acquired a small business within the French territory with seven points of purchase, and this we could
not have been able to do alone” (F9).
In the case of network F3 we saw that the founder had an identical retirement strategy. They sold
off part of the business by opening it up to outside capital investment in 2007. “The founder wanted to
retire and stop running their business. When passing it on it was decided to sell to a firm who would take
on a majority share. The investment funds took a majority share in the capital. After there was an x who
was the president, and also the director of business. The capital was split with 60% held by the equity funds
and 40% held by the managers. After this there was a second LBO in 2011 and another in 2014. For the
one in 2011 the managers increased their share of the capital making the split 51% for in equity funding
and 49% for the managers. When the third LBO was issued the split was divided up in the following way:
three equity funds with a minority share totaling 49% and the management team at 51%. The driving force
behind the process was that the managers became majority shareholders and took back control of the
company. The backing of PE firm “S” arrived in 2011 and they relinquished their shares in 2014. “S”
sold to the new equity firms and to the management team. This was the procedure that allowed management
to take control of the company” (F3).
In another situation the PE firm was a partner in a capital turnaround operation. After a phase of
growth with a PE minority shareholder, the F1 network found itself in great difficulty. The same PE while
reinvesting a small amount became a majority holder due to the devaluation of the network. In order to
manage effectively this operation they sought assistance from a specialist in turning around business to lead
the group. “It was necessary to analyze the situation, understand what was not working (structural,
organizational, and/or cyclical problems or a mix of all three spread out at different levels). You have to
adopt certain positions, you can tell yourself that you can change things but under which conditions
(marketing combinations: the brand, the offer, the target, the positioning) while taking count, first of the
operations analysis, not of the financial analysis. In essence, what is the product? Who are the clients? Are
we relevant with what we are doing? In the present situation there are not only problem within the business
itself, but also with the market, that could not really have been anticipated, or maintaining strategic
positioning that are no longer germane compared to what was done previously. The chain itself is
restructuring which justifies my presence. The goal is the company’s recovery with a high level of risk”
(F1).
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Network F7 was created in 1998 and grew to include three other chains in the group, including an
entrance to the stock market. In 2011 it faced cash-flow difficulties that became a catalyst for a safeguard
procedure in 2012. “An investment company that specialized in turnaround came onboard to sort out the
debt problem and to reinvigorate the business. Me, I proceeded with cutting costs and the debts, and now it
was necessary to have a solid partner. I made big changes to solve the problems, we have to see the future”
(F7).
The motivations for PE firms entering capital is a sign that the necessary evolution for the network
in how it is structured, its growth (research in new forms of growth), even its survival. Once the
Shareholders Agreement is set and signed the question turns to management of the partnership and its
surveillance.

3.2. Monitoring the Partnership

It takes a relatively long time to create the Shareholders Agreement (a few months). First they have to
publicize the new endeavor, then to review potential partners, along with the typical back-and-forth,
meetings and audits to eventually choose who will become an associate. It is possible for the chains to act
alone or to work with consulting firms who specialize in investments (mergers and acquisition firms,
lawyers etc.). This phase is important because the Agreement will be written, more or less, according to the
legal and financial status of the partner. What is missing for some (F1) is the lack of anticipation when the
partnership is phased in, “Management receives the money, they expand the business except that sometimes
what goes along with this growth is absolutely not ‘engineered’. It has not been thought through or
anticipated. Holding a minority share (30%) does not allow one to be a decision-maker in running the
business”. It must be noted that in the above case this ‘disinterest’ drove the situation to become one of
capital-turnaround even though the original investment was for capital-growth. Before the arrival of the
current manager there was “reports that were fairly thin on the ground and went out every 70 days, I was
surprised at the lack of reaction and reviews of cash, even at a minority share”. For others (F2) the PE
firms invested but did not really want to manage everything, “the funders, as part of their DNA, are going
to use this or that model and are going to try to pilot that model. Pilot is an overly large word to use because
the funders did not really direct very much. The company presented a business plan that was accepted by
the backers, which then had to be implemented by management. To put the partnership into practice is one
of the chain’s responsibilities after having presented it to the investors and convincing them that this money
is well founded. The funders ask questions, they bring up contradictions, the means. They demand that the
chain increases what they want to do and one must stick with it, because if not there would not have had
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this association to begin with. When an investment firm becomes a principle shareholder this makes the
process quite long and with self-directed questions of what they want to do in the partnership. The strategy
is unveiled, discussed, and endorsed”.
Whether they are a majority or minority partner, the PE firms regularly follow up with monthly
business reviews, with details usually specified in their Agreements. The data requested are for things such
as financial and growth information, marketing, and competitor information. These reports are then
analyzed by the PE firms. For chain F1 the following information were sent every month: monthly turnover
for both branches and franchises; monthly performance for each unit (subsidiary and franchises); ratios,
growth, problems with arrears; debt, website performance, and cash-flow problems. F9’s network created
three main types of monthly reports for each store: subsidiaries, franchises, and corporate overhead. For
branches/subsidiaries the data requested was the following: the turnover generated (n-2, n-2), the budget
for n, material costs, margins on material costs, the cost of personnel, rent, taxes and gross operating surplus
before corporate costs. For franchises the data sought was: turnover, licensing fee, turnover on sales and
material costs, the material costs, the margin on material costs and the franchise’s gross operating surplus.
All the information is consolidated to provide the Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and
Amortization (EBITDA) for n-2, for n-1 and the forecast for n.
There are generally monthly board meetings to discuss strategy. When the F2 chain wanted to adapt
the franchise’s development it had to convince the PE backers on that it was a good decision. The
conversations were about possible competition from the subsidiaries, how long such an operation would
take, as well as issues regarding the cost of manpower and resources. If the PE firm was not satisfied with
management it could separate themselves, “The shareholders chose their president, and the president chose
his or her team”. For the F9 network the meetings were held monthly but did not always concern the results.
“My recommendation is that the meetings are held at a minimum monthly, and would not only be for deliver
information” (F9). Within network F5 they replaced monthly meetings with closed sessions to deliver their
reports, which was an accurate and definite assessment of the situation. These interim reports were
presented to the PE partners each month for the branches with a certain number of accounting and finance
indicators, overall figures (operational data) with comparative figures with other years (n-1). For the
franchised units the information sent was more succinct because “what interested our shareholders on a
monthly basis was not the financial situation of the franchisees but ours.” (F5). For franchises the PE
investors wanted to know about licensing fees (royalties) and sales for good, training, and marketing
support. On the other hand, twice or three times a year the PE firm asked to map comparative data between
branches and franchises to get an overall picture. Estimates were regularly done and updated according to
forecasting evaluations. A weekly cash-flow report was presented and a three-month and six-month cashflow forecast was then done. “One does not run a business on cash alone. That it the only negative point
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with an LBO. On can waiver a bit from the strategy and live day-to-day, while trying not to impact
operations” (F5). In other circumstances preparing reports was limited to delivering key indicators on a
monthly basis. “We were very transparent, but we have to make them understand that we didn’t want to
answer a request every 15 days. We are a small SME of 50 staff and compared to large groups I don’t have
controllers who can spend all their time doing these types of analysis. They adjusted to what we could give
them” (F6).
The relationships with the PE firms provided the opportunity for discussions with important
cognitive inputs. For franchisor F9 it was noted, “I am very happy with my financial partner. It forced us
to do a lot of things, and it expanded my outlook to see things from more of a financial perspective. Before
I had only one real vision of growth. If a store was not making money we still kept it because we liked it,
but when seeing things through a financial lens we have to be more rigorous. This made us put in place
certain accounting and reporting components. At the time if you achieved the goals in your business plan
you would have had peace and everyone would have been happy”.
The balance of power is very important when your partner is a majority holder because the direction for the
business is not always shared between the two. “With my first LBO I got myself organized because I was
very frightened to have an investor in my business, I was nervous about a certain level of intervention. I
did not have any clause that strongly connected me with them, and them with me. They could pull out
overnight and I could leave them overnight as well. For me it was equally balanced” (F9). The PE brought
the financial backing, but the leadership stayed with the CEO. “There must be an intelligent intervention.
The advice given by the PE firms regarding the management of the debt and the return of capital
investments, when they analyze the investment projects showing the feasibility, or not, at the level of
operational accounts, this is intelligent. This forces us to be accountable” (F9).
The PE firms sometimes bring with them certain contradictions regarding the strategy proposed by
the franchisor, yet they do not interfere in the management of the network. “They scratch under the surface
a little, ask questions. They don’t dictate strategy, they don’t want to in case it does not work. They don’t
want to be the de facto manager. You should never interfere with daily management. They make you do it”
(F9). The PE firms, while favoring the growth brought on by their financial contributions, equally push
towards building the network. If the number of units increases that requires a formalized reporting system,
a strengthening of teams, but not necessarily changing them. The structuring will operate around putting in
a system for governance with a supervisory board, a management board, and a strategic planning committee
etc.
In F4’s network the PE firm who held 10% of the assets had a position on the board of directors
(BD). He sat at five board meetings as well as being at the annual meeting. It was only on these occasions
that the PE received all the information for their meetings. There was no regular reporting, only for the
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committees. With the arrival of PE investors there was not change to the reporting structure, nor did it
change the internal management. This situation is a bit particular in the fact that the PE firm was solicited
specifically to finance the logistical tool. The cognitive dimension of the partnership is therefore quite
limited. The situation was reversed with the F3 network. When they opened up their holdings it provided
the occasion to strengthen and build their reporting tools to help with decision-making. “We restructured
the network’s tools. For us it was very positive to build up the business. We built up our tools, the franchise
contract was renewed, there were some developments, some modification with management accounting
tools - all done from a financial perspective. Yes, there were changes, new procedures such as fiscal audits,
social audits which allowed us to showcase these changes” (F3). The reports were done monthly or every
trimester. The PE firm has a presence on the supervisory board and the strategic planning committee where
they made important decisions. The PE firm is present in the governing bodies, bring their expertise in
financial and fiscal matters, but do not get involved in the operational level, which remains the
management’s area of expertise. “There is someone from the PE firm who is on the supervisory board and
who can influence decisions. Before 2014 the firm held a majority share and voting rights. Since May 2014
the managers are majority shareholders with voting rights. The firm did not put in operation people. They
gave us confidence.

The results were at the rendez-vous.

They put in financial people.

The

recommendations were financially based; they let us consult with their experts, their consultants. For the
operational plan, it was management who decided. The firm did not have the expertise. The decisions were
made by management. For the exploitation plan it was management who decided whether to open a store
in a city or not. They were more aligned with the financial and fiscal elements. They were the ones who
informed us if a law was changed” (F3).
In certain situations, particularly with turnaround and restructurings, the position of a private equity
majority shareholder was the driver of changes in management teams with organizational and operational
modifications designed to improve a deficient economic situation. Personnel changes were handled by the
PE firm, who by accessing their networks would provide the necessary resources for management to carry
out the project. In this situation a resizing of the network could be done by taking a complete break from
how things were managed in the past, which had led them into an untenable economic situation. “Before,
Mr. X ran it alone. We are no longer there today in the groups. It took many different people to do the
work effectively. Mr. X is chair of the supervisory board, but does not act on an operational level. Il is no
longer in contact with the franchises, nor with the staff and it goes well. A team of four managers is in
place; it is a level management style, not a pyramid. There is always a boss in charge, but with a team with
many talents and extremely solid. At the level of the supervisory board there were five people of which two
were from the private equity firm. They board met every month where I summarized the subjects for the
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discussion in order of how they were mentioned in the agreement (large investments, budget, and
compensation). Each month I would send reports that were developed by the new management” (F7).
The relationship factor is also very strong in the partnership. The PE firm’s character affects the
relationship because certain associations are possible and others are not. The trust between people is a
necessary first step. The network of contacts held by the PE firm and the businesses that look for private
equity funding allows one to gauge the quality of relationships the PE firm has. One factor that allows us
to measure the quality of the relationships is the location for meetings. According to PE firms the meetings
can be held at the franchisor’s office in order to appreciate the company’s environment. This effort is
appreciated as a step “forward” and shows interest in the company. For other PE firms the meetings only
are held in their offices that show, for certain franchisors, a lack of effort from the PE firm in the company.
As stated by one of the franchisors, “By making themselves come to our environment some firms make more
of an effort to understand our business” (F9). For network F5 the monthly meetings were held at the PE
firm’s location.
When the results were not as high as expected the PE firm can look for ways to understand the
justifications brought by the franchisor when they look at the positioning of the market or the cyclical
circumstances. But there can also be a certain reactions from the franchisor to reverse these negative trends,
“They are very understanding of our situation, we are not in high risk funds. What is important is to show
the retail market trends, which demonstrates that the situation is complicated. Management can do nothing
when faced with a gloomy speculative environment. Yet, even when there are drops in the market the firm
waits for you to bring solutions to negate this drop” (F5). The PE firms allow the franchisor to have access
to their networks of contacts. The contacts have been built from other investments in the retail sector and
the PE firm can facilitate introductions between those who have different businesses but similar problems.
By sharing experiences it is possible to understand how some difficult circumstances were overcome. The
PE firms themselves bring a certain level of quality and expertise as well. “We are working with people
who are not only experienced in financial matters. They are also entrepreneurs who are looking to grow
their businesses and make a profit, which is key. There are always good ideas provided by the firms. They
advise, they provide hindsight, but also give warnings from time to time” (F5). Essentially, the relationships
between the franchisor and the PE firms are very tight, but the relationship to the franchise model itself is
one that affects the franchisees as well.

3.3. Communication with Franchisees
We observed that with the arrival of a PE firm could bring about changes in governance and/or a
reorganization of the head management teams. This change in shareholders, even if there are no legal
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ramifications, is important for the franchisees. A notice is systematically sent out to them, but for some it
only happens where the partnership is signed, “The notice was sent out the moment the ink dried” (F2).
Essentially, the process to bring in the PE firms is long and confidential so that details are not divulged too
early, which could derail the process. The message that there will be a new shareholder investing in the
capital is sent by written and/or verbal notice. The chains must do their own homework concerning the date
(before the press release) and the content of the notice. For chain F2 the franchisees were satisfied at having
been informed, but they were not very interested because, “there was nothing will be decided by the
shareholder that would concern them, nothing”. For F6 the notice was given, but “for the franchisees it
changed absolutely nothing with regards to the management team. They didn’t ask any questions because
they trusted management. They knew us and understood that management would not be put policies in
place they would not want to be followed”. Nonetheless, the chain’s policies could continue to evolve but
this would be a concern for the chain and not the shareholders. “What counted was that their business
functioned, that they continued to have their turnover, that they had good products, and that what happened
at head office so that they could receive the level of service they wanted, that did not concern them very
much” (F6).
How the communication occurred generally happened in two steps. In F5 when the partnership was
agreed to, but the contract had not yet been signed, the franchisees were notified (a change was going to
happen but without stating who the new partner would be). Then a letter followed with more detailed
information once the agreement had been signed. The second communication was by letter, as noted, and
sent by the CEO who then repeated it again verbally at the annual general meeting. The letter discussed the
new shareholder and the strategic negotiations that had occurred. How this was handled is important
because to only communicate about the change of shareholders could have been viewed negatively by the
franchisees. In order to avoid this the franchisor explained what had happened with a justification why the
chain (or portion) had been sold, to whom, what they would do, where they came from, and what would be
the future strategy. “The communication was handled with transparence. The procedure to stop the
business took between six and twelve months, we started to work on it at the end of 2013 and the contract
was finished the end of July. We sent out a notice to the franchises at the beginning of August rather than
having them find out in different ways. At this stage the letter was more detailed with the name of the new
shareholder along with our strategy in order to reassure them” (F5).
In the case of network F1 the communication was done jointly by the head of the network and the
PE firm. The franchisees were very quickly informed of the arrival of their new financial partner and kept
abreast of the situation including how the audits would roll out. The contract was signed in April 2014 and
the official notice was sent out in May when the group gathered all the franchisees and the PE firm to explain
the situation and to orient them to the new situation as best as possible. “The franchisees became less
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concerned about the investors because even if they didn’t understand the situation perfectly, they knew that
they investors would provide funds for the future of the business which was quite reassuring because these
financial partners decided to put the money in equity, without a guaranteed return, which was risky
(compared to a bank loan). In case of bankruptcy the funds invested would be lost. With this situation it
was more reassuring that for the franchisees that they invested in the network since it signaled a solid
evaluation on behalf of the financial backers. With regards to the franchisees it is necessary to be
transparent and to explain things. At the same time, if there are franchisees who are insolvent or doing
poorly this creates tension; however, the franchisee to get their investment back has to return to profitability.
Two strategies were proposed to the franchisees: either to stay with the chain, do what is asked of them,
and participate in the business’ recovery, or to not go along with things (kicking someone when they are
down) and everyone loses” (F1).
When the F7 network was in restructuring they made an institution wide announcement, in the
presence of the specialized press, and later the PE firm introduced themselves during the annual general
meeting. Outside of this communication the franchisees did not have any contact with the PE firm. “For
the franchisees there was a waiting period, a probationary one, where one kept an eye on the other. There
was this idea where the investors looked at profitability.

The investors had to prove themselves.

Management had to govern. Management stayed completely anonymous. The business is run by the CEO
who has his or her staff. In one year the franchisees had nearly forgotten the PE investors. They didn’t see
them” (F7).
It appears that the franchisees were certainly informed of the changes with bringing in a new
shareholder, but they were not very interested in the details, nor in whether the network’s management team
(who they had trust in) stayed when the performance of their unit did not have any impact on the chain’s
new strategy. The announcements to the franchisees made them react, more or less, in a worrisome way,
but once they start to see benefits and the profitability of their investment they get over it.
The network F3 used the annual meeting to speak about the restructuring of their capital using a
press release for both the specialized and general press. For this business, there was a clean separation
between the relationships franchisor - PE investors and franchisor-franchisees. “The franchises and
branches had nothing to do with the capital. Our franchisees follow the chain’s directions. The holding
company has nothing to do with the franchisees. For the franchisees this situation is completely transparent
and they are happy. They are not impacted by the restructuring of the capital. It is not an event for the
franchisees. For them there is nothing that changes in their daily life with the business” (F3).
Transparence seemed to be a dominant theme when communicating with the franchisees in order to
maintain the trust developed between them and the franchisors. “The communication was transparent with
the franchisees. They did not discuss numbers but only the principles. The franchisees were satisfied to see
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that there was foresight, and the wherewithal to pursue investors. This did not pose a problem. They
appreciated the influx of funding into the capital. There was no impact at all on the relationship between
the franchisor and the franchisees. No changes to the conditions for a franchisee to enter or exit the network
after the business was opened up to investors” (F4).
When the shareholder holds a majority share the franchisee must ‘wait-and-see’ whether there will
be changes in the direction for the business because often the arrival of private equity funds indicates such
a change. “Our CEO arrived in 2008 with a new shareholder. In 2014 he left, and with him a part of the
life of the company” (F5). These changes were the basis of the disconnect between the strategy that had
been followed up until that time and the future one. This can produce concerns with the franchisees
especially when there was a close relationships between the person and the franchisees. “In our network
the franchisees are used to changes in direction. The chain left the family control at the end of the 1990s
and since then more than a few managers have passed through” (F5). The head of network F9 instilled
upon us the importance that when there is a change of direction it is because the results are not there, or the
people in charge cannot effectively do what they are required to do. In the same fashion the portfolio
manager must account for the expected profits based on the invested amount, which can explain the changes
after the capital funds arrive.

4. An Analysis of Interviews with Private Equity Firms

4.1. The Private Equity Firms’ Motivations for Investing in Franchises

The analysis of the interviews with the private equity group representatives focused on three main sections
of the interview guide: to know about the selection of the franchise, the structure of the funding, and the
lifecycle of the funding. All the portfolio managers that we interviewed in the first part spoke about their
businesses and the companies they worked for; an introduction that was essential to truly understand their
specific qualities and their participation in the franchises.

4.1.1 Selecting a Franchise
Certain motivations cited by the PE firms were related to specific characteristics of the franchises whereas
others were more relevant for all their investments. Those related to the franchises themselves are shown
here.
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•

It is possible to duplicate the concept in new points of purchase, notably in territories that are not
known and/or have little geographic coverage and therefore create value.
“A good solution for establishing yourself with less costs - a franchise. One capitalizes a lot on

brand recognition to attract more franchisees. It does not take cash and can start up quickly” (PE 3).

“If you use a franchise as a way to develop outside the territories where there are already
businesses, it is the franchisee who risks their investment, takes the first step, their working capital etc”
(PE 2).

•

In certain situations the franchise can generate important cash-flows.
“It is very interesting to invest in a franchise because it is an upstanding economic model from the

point of view of generating cash. From the moment where the control of the valuable chain is assured,
especially if a platform exists,

•

it is a model that can generate a lot of cash” (PE 3).

The buy-in amount in a franchise network is less than in the same sized network with subsidiaries
or branches.

•

The number of networks that require equity funding to develop or to restructure themselves is
growing. More and more, today, the PE firms understand the franchise system well. Certain
portfolio managers have become franchise specialists.

“There are three preferred sectors. There is energy, health, and retail, particularly a franchise. It
is just with franchises where we had an opportunity with XX to invest in the YY business” (PE 3)

“Today I am a franchise specialist a little by chance because the restaurant sector, it is mine. This
is a sector where there are a lot of franchises” (PE 5)

“It is an opportunity when you specialize like XX, there is an expertise that is put in place, a knowhow, a control that lets you avoid mistakes” (PE 5).

The PE also told us that the ease with which to obtain liquid assets was equally favorable as equity
investments particularly with second or third LBOs.
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4.1.2. Capital Investment in a Franchise

When investing capital into a franchise one must be aware of certain specificities, notably the fact that their
assets are essentially intangible (brand, know-how, franchise expertise). Today PE firms know more about
franchises, they have a good understanding of their specific characteristics and can therefore value them
more. “One of the points that is difficult to gauge, and behind this is a point to note, is that capacity of the
franchisor to bring something particular to the franchisee, to provide value to the franchisee, and
consequently to demand a good sum from the franchisee. This is very important because the economic
model is there. The franchisees must pay their royalties. Finally, what is the access hurdle that the
franchisors relate to their franchisees? Outside of the concept, what do they bring? Is the strength of this
hurdle that we judge when we analyze the franchise network. This legitimizes the franchisor in charging
their fees” (PE 1).
The PE firms also study the holdings in the network and its mix. They generally prefer networks
that are mixed with franchises and branches, in case of a decrease in activity; the branches can act as a lever
for action more so than a franchise unit. “When you start operating a franchise, you touch about 6% of the
franchise turnover. If tomorrow you have a strong decrease in activity, how will you decrease the cost
structure, or your fixed costs? When you have a branch, even if it underperforms a bit compared to a
franchise, it is supposed to give you a bit more than 6% revenue at the end. Regardless, even if it is not 6%,
you have a gross margin behind it and you can automatically amortize a part of your fixed costs, notably
those for headquarters” (PE 5).
When the PE firm intervenes because of restructuring they look at there are still operational levers
they can use. “When a franchise is in difficulty the operational levers are quite weak. You cannot do a lot
to put it back on the road to profitability without making bets on the turnover. It’s complicated to take over
a failing franchise and to put it upright. A backer will try to find the operational levers. For example, for
a factory, if there is an investment plan that has not yet been completed, by putting in a small investment
you know that you will improve the productivity. With a franchise it is more complicated than that. There
are very few operational levers. Well, there are still a few things you can improve, if not you would not get
involved” (PE 2).
Aside from the different acquisition audits, the PE firms ensure that a particular attention is paid to
the quality of the contract and the legal risks accompanying it. These features would be fundamental for
the network’s sustainability. These audits are more and more often done by franchise specialists. “When
we recently studied an investment in XX we put in experts that were a bit different, who were experts in
retail, and in particular in franchises. Mr. YY had followed closely the distribution networks in franchises
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for a certain time in different boutiques. It was him who came with us to okay the quality of the positioning
of the franchisees, the chain, XX’s brand” (PE 3).
4.2. The Funding Structure
The PE firms allow to strengthen the franchisor’s equity funds and to increase its debt capacity at a critical
moment in its history (growth, transfer, turnaround). They accompany the franchisors as shareholders for a
time frame that is generally between 5 to 7 years. Their profit on their investments rests on the value created
between when they entered and exited the capital structure. As shareholders they take more risks than other
financers and this is why they wait for their investment to have a higher profit (around 15 – 20% according
to different PE interview subjects).
Many entrances into the capital structure of franchisors are done with an LBO, which must generate
profits and have sufficient and relatively stable cash-flows in time to service the debt. The investments
made should not be too important, which can seem contradictory with the targets the LBO wants to develop.
“Today if you take all the big restaurant chains they are all backed by a quasi-LBO. Because they were
sectors who had continual growth with a grip on market shares over traditional restaurants, because they
had profit systems relatively important and because you had this very reassuring side because everyone has
to eat” (PE 5). Another observation was “Cash is what makes and LBO. Like an LBO it is made to reimburse
the debt, we pay a lot of attention to cash. The debt comes with constraints, especially if you want to develop
yourself. So, you have to negotiate upstream. You have to negotiate the flexibilities of the investment at the
moment when you put in place this debt” (PE 2). Lastly it was noted that, “The idea of to pay attention to
the structure of the funding. It has to be well calibrated with regards to the business plan of the company”
(PE 2).
LBOs are very sensitive to circumstances, particularly with franchises. “The problem is that when
you create an LBO in case of subpar performance there will be very few performance levers. The franchisor,
if they do not have their own store, their only performance lever is to advertise. If their network loses speed
because, for example, their product is selling less, their performance levers are not big” (PE 2). LBOs do
not only allow for the benefits of performance levers, but can also improve operational performance. The
weight of the debt is a constraint for management to run the business effectively. As they also become
shareholders at this time they are more inclined to create value that they can share with the PE firms. This
value creation explains why, at times, the franchisor is the object of a secondary LBO, a third, or even a
fourth; one LBO backers gives over to another LBO backer. “The positive thing about LBOs is that for it
to be profitable for everyone it has to work. It has to boost the company. Also in an LBO management
participates. When you are a manager in a business with an LBO you are active in the creation of value
because you have your management package etc. And you have an interest in doing things, optimizing
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things… You have to be proactive because you are taking on debt. You cannot just sit there because you
are taking an important risk. But if it work, you know everyone will benefit, earn more. So it gives you a
bit of a kick” (PE 2).

4.3. The Funding Lifecycle

The logic behind PE firms desire to create short-term value seems at odd with that of keeping the franchise
network stable in the long-term. However, according to certain PE firms this ‘short-termism’ can accelerate
the use of tools and strategies that are essential to follow the network. As noted, “You cannot forget that
equity investors have a time frame of five or six years, which is actually quite short. They want you to move
faster than a family business who has a longer view of time. Some of them are going to blame the investors
for wanting to move too quickly. But at the same time that energizes everything. It sometimes lets you start
to put some controls on your management to know where you are losing and gaining money. It lets you
follow a business directly and do not wait too long to make good decisions” (PE 2).
Whether the PE firms have a minority or majority share, they understood that the success of their
endeavor lies in their own implications of their investment, and this is not limited to a financial implication.
Because the PE advisor is on the management team it is important to choose well. The interviewee from
PE 5 stated, “When you decide to take on a portfolio, you also have to make a choice about the management
team, to approve a leader. When you authorize this manager you validate a certain know-how, expertise,
people in the field”. This sentiment was echoed here, “You can invest in an asset that is very average with
exceptional management, but you cannot invest in a good asset with mediocre management. In the latter
situation you have to change the management team, but this is not always possible” (PE 3).
The influence of the PE firm on the management team happens in an intellectual or cognitive
fashion. It happens when the manager listens and offers support. “You have to understand that a CEO is
often very alone. It is therefore helpful to have someone to talk to. When you are the boss of a company
and you have doubts it’s good to put these things out on the table and to have someone to discuss them with”
remarked the interviewee from PE 2. Often this intellectual/cognitive dimension is passed on via strategic,
financial, and operational advice. “The managers of a chain have high expectations when following it
because they are at the head of a strongly growing company with a future,” said PE 1. Another stated,
“With regards to XX, we are by their sides especially with what concerns their strategic thinking, their
increased power, their marketing position and their ideas regarding innovation. We support them in their
commercial growth by giving them access to our contacts” (PE 1). Another said, “When there is a
development project that is supported by the management team we discuss it and critique it, in the positive
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sense of the word… we look to set up a project with reasonable growth through which we can have a
framework for funding to sensibly allow the company’s development” (PE 4). The interviewee from PE 2
provided this quotation, “Some have networks of investors or managers that they can have at their
disposition. For example, the firm can bring you possible acquisitions because they themselves have already
looked at these businesses, notably in the case of a build-up strategy. In this case, the investors can give
you ideas of potential targets, those that you really haven’t thought of before because they are related, but
they are not really your business. They can also provide you with specialized knowledge. For example,
they know a consultant who is on point with managing inventory and you, you are okay with telling them
you have an inventory problem and you cannot reduce it. They can help you connect with the consultant.
If you have a problem in human resources, they know a good consultant in human resources etc. ”. Another
said “If our business was simply taking stock of the financial part, meaning I give the money for financing
development projects, I think that our investors, our clients would not have need for an platform such as
ours. They could directly invest subject to the identification of their prospects. This is not our role” (PE 3).
Further, the PE 4 representative said, “We have relationships with banks. Since we have banks that are
present in many of our businesses we construct relationships that are different than those of a boss, but can
be complementary. We can give a bit of a push when a bank hesitates a little bit. That can make things
more professional” (PE 4).
The influence on management by the PE firm can also come in the form of discipline. There are
many ways to organize and align interests. There are, amongst others, the compensation for executive
management and the Shareholders Agreement. It defines the objective that each association or shareholder
must do within the limit of his or her powers. The presence of a private equity investor on the board of
directors is important because it allows them to approve, to control, to evaluate, and to revoke the executive
management team. When the equity firm has a majority share they are generally the portfolio managers and
administrators. The set up of a system that provides accounting and financial information, and is followed
by the PE firm, is also a way for them to control the franchise. “Before a deal is finished there is a project
that is shared, discussed, and afterwards adhered to. This project, this business plan, is attached to the
Shareholders Agreement that binds the shareholders together. Sometimes we know the way and it’s shared.
Otherwise, in the management package there is a clause for sharing the wealth with the managers, but also
a retroactive transfer by the collective backers, that aligns interests between the opinions of the financial
backers and those co-shareholders in charge of training. What is interesting is that in general everything
goes well. When things are basically going well there are more discussions because we can have different
opinions; it is authentic and this creates progress. It is in the interest of everyone. There is an interest in
having a round table discussion with a regional financial investor. It is through putting out these regional
feelers that we have credible and local information that we would not get from a national investor, and adds
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to the know-how of the shareholders and co-shareholder managers of the group” was stated by PE 3. The
interviewee from PE 2 shared, “On the equity side all in spelled out in the Shareholders Agreement that has
been negotiated and set out before starting operations between all the shareholders and management, who
are also actively involved in the company’s capital. Usually what happens is that there are four or five
meetings per year, minimum, by either the board of directors, supervisory board, or strategic committees
and who have an opportunity to support a number of subjects, usually development projects, the volume of
activity, the market insights, the potential projects that have been identified for external growth etc. We put
everything through the ringer. We defend everything in detail” (PE 2).
Another PE interviewee noted, “Reports, generally, are obviously very financial. With regards to
companies, the weight that they represent, we are going to get them monthly, each trimester or every
semester. For example, if we are in a very large business, very well organized, there will have a CFO, and
a financial department that is full staffed behind them, a report once every trimester is fine with me. You
can send it to me with enough details and that will serve well as a foundation for discussion. If you are in
a company that is smaller, where you know that there are things that have to be put in place, where you
have already told management that when we come back we are going to pilot a small advisory project to
put in the tools to run a more advanced reporting system, we would say very clearly that this would be okay
if we had monthly reports, to see how things are evolving, if everything is going well” (PE 5). The
representative from PE 4 said, “We have an obligation to intervene when things are not going well. It is not
the power but the duty. The power is secondary. Our investors pay to know that what we tell them will
happen will happen, essentially that it is possible to grow each of the businesses that we invested their
money to provide a certain return. That is a part of our obligations”.
The disciplinary influence, again, is stronger when they hold a majority. They can exert a large
amount of pressure on the head of the chain. “When you are a minority owner it is always a bit delicate.
You can suggest things but you can never be the one to decide. You can only be a source for proposals.
This is why you have to do a good job when choosing your management team. In fact, everything rests on
the business model, the business plan that you have stopped with this management team,” said PE 4’s
representative. The interviewee from PE 2 stated, “Majority, what does that serve? It serves to replace
the chain’s leader. The only real power of a shareholder is that. If they are a minority they can’t do a lot
of things. When you are a majority management is changeable and is to say without motivation”.
Although the PE firms maintain good relationships with the franchise company it turns out that they
do not know very much about the franchisees unless they have come across their numbers via the reports.
Very few PE firms are interested in the franchisees’ perspectives when they invest in the franchisor’s capital,
as was expressed here, “It is not up to us to descend into the fray. We are not at the operational level. It is
up to management and their team so make sure the franchisees in their network adhere to the partnership
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requirements, even if it is a fourth LBO come with XX, where they have already had other financial
situations, the question gets asked less and less” (PE 3). Or here, “We are not interested directly in the
franchisees because we cannot interfere with management. We don’t get involved in operations. It is up to
management to communicate with the franchisees” (PE 4). Another expounded on a similar theme, “We
have no communication with the franchisees. It is the same with the majority shareholders. There are often
one or two large annual conventions where the franchisors, the franchisees, the network coordinators, the
regional directors all come together. I think is it rare to make any reference to the capital’s financial
structuring. I believe that this is the way it is, but I have never actually asked the question. You have to
have questions when things get to the press” (PE 5).

5. A Global Approach to the Financing Franchises
The analysis of the interviews, along with the literature review, provided the opportunity to assess our
perspectives on franchise financing. We looked at the three following aspects: cognitive (intellectual),
discipline, and relational.

5.1. The Cognitive Dimension

The cognitive or intellectual dimension in governance refers to techniques that provide the best perspectives
on value creation using innovation and learning.

It is applied on resource and skills theories and

organizational learning theories, amongst others (Charreaux, 2002a). Within the context of franchises it is
especially relevant and is one of the necessary conditions for value creation. The PE firm with its networks,
experience, know-how and skills bring professionalism to the franchise arena; management tools and a
certain contradiction on strategic perspectives as well.
The professionalism brought by PE firms is passed via an organizational structuring. A business
owner may want to become a franchisor because he or she has developed a concept with a potentially
profitable business model. The way for the owner to do this entails turning one or more units into franchises
using different skills in recruitment, training, leadership, fiscal control, and innovation. These types of skills
and knowledge can be possessed by the franchisor or can be sought using outside experts. The PE firms
with their experience can benefit franchise chains because they can learn these skills through hands-on
learning. When the network grows by adding units the PE firm can help with the network’s structuring, can
help create certain positions, or can strengthen their frameworks (using the breadth of their skill sets also
benefits the PE firm). This structuring creates a problem by affecting the influence the founder has on his
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or her network. The PE firm’s opinion is this: up until a certain size they are completely aware of the key
role of the head of the network. “They understood and took into consideration that the input of the foundermanager is very important. But beyond a certain limit I think that what the PE firms bring forward are also
important” was an observation by the lawyer interviewed for the study (Expert 5). The cognitive, or
intellectual, contributions from the PE firms are those that allow not only the network’s organization, but
also increase the growth by acting as a boost to activities. The expert lawyer stated here again, “To pass
from 100 to 400 franchisees required the professionalization of the franchisor, and finally to diminish the
importance of the founder-manager to have the power to put on his side the franchise’s, and network’s,
entire management team, who could become a veritable spokesperson for the founder-manager even if their
role remained nevertheless very significant, very strong within the network. But they did become more and
more professional. For this I think the PE firm brought something structural to the franchisor that allowed
him to pass the baton and to expand. In that moment I think the added value brought by the PE firm was
very good. It was a very positive action by the founder-manager who said ‘I don’t want to only look for
money, I also want to look for experience in development, especially with investment funds who have the
power to guide my growth and my development’”. Above all, you have to respect the growth cycles, the use
of appropriate tools, and to align the time frames each party desires. For the franchisor it is very long-term,
for franchisees it is medium to long-term, and for the PE firms it is short to medium-term. “You cannot go
too quickly and too far because, as we had already said to the franchise network, it is above all about human
relationships; a strong faith in the management team and a product. You have to build slowly. There are
examples where the rapid buildup by the franchisor had been counterproductive for the network. You have
to respect a growth cycle and a structuring that takes into account human relationships” was an observation
by Expert 6, the accountant.
When looking at influences, the PE firm can bring a different vision – one that requires financial
information and its use in following the network’s performance. Seen through the lens of efficiency the PE
firm does not only look at the turnover but on other factors that influence profitability such as EBITDA and
the finances. We determined that the networks modified their reporting methods by having a performance
vision that was closer to the one seen by the PE firms. One network benefited by the arrival of the PE firm
to put in place a reporting structure that was more formalized.
This cognitive governance perspective shows itself with the contradictions found within the chain’s
strategic positioning.

The presence of PE firm representatives on the strategic committees, on the

supervisory boards, forces the franchisors to demonstrate that their positions are well-founded, and this
applies to all parts of their business: strategy, finance, commerce, technical etc. This contradiction is not a
retreat from their positioning but an overall questioning by specialists, not only in franchises, but also of
business in general. This is considered by the franchisors as a demand for more justifications on their
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proposals. Whether the PE firm accepts, or not, these decisions can depend on whether they hold a minority
or majority share. The idea is to have within the partnership a shared vision comprised of elements that
work together to create value.

5.2. The Disciplinary Dimension

This dimension relates to the factors whereby the shareholders and the governing partners can affect control.
It relates to the theory of agency with an objective to align interests of upper management on those who are
financial investors. The mechanisms wielded can be of a different nature. Internally they can be through
the board of directors, voting rights, audits etc. or externally they can be upper management using the market
to maximize shareholder value, which increases their own market value. In the case of our study this
disciplinary dimension exists and is considered an important factor when entering the franchise’s capital.
We observed an active ownership, which can even be qualified as shareholder activism (Girard, 2004) from
the perspective of the theory of agency. This activism helps with aligning interests between upper
management and shareholders because it reduces problems of agency.
In the case studies the PE firms regularly participated in strategic committees, steering committees,
and were also present on the board of directors or supervisory boards. The committees or boards met
monthly or three times per year and was an opportunity for the franchisor and the PE firms to discuss things
such as performance, which strategic path to pursue, or how to realign themselves. Although the franchisor
and PE representative could contact one another at any time, these ongoing and frequent discussions
promoted a trusting environment. It guaranteed a certain measure of allegiance to their shared interests, as
their goal was to have a shared vision.
In fact, what is expected in a report, and its frequency, can be interpreted as a measure of disciplinary
control. The PE firm guides the franchisor to work on these indicators to have an appreciation of their
investment. Yet it is also for the franchisor to use after the PE firm has recorded it in order to follow their
performance.

Within the partnership’s contractual framework the various stakeholders validate the

reporting requirements, or the shareholders can do it by a modification of the charter. These contracts
provide a structure to their relationships, especially what guides their interaction and certain operating
conditions, such as defining the content of their reports, and their frequency, or a list of necessary actions
required by the PE firm (executive compensation, investments beyond a certain threshold, provisional
budgets, external projects that support growth). These can, depending on the case, determine vetoing rights.
Incentivizing measures are equally set out here and attached to the management team’s bonuses if the
objectives are met.
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All of these disciplinary measures and incentives are not particular to franchises, from our
perspective. They are generally present in the relationships between businesses and their investors in every
field.

5.3. The Relational Dimension

The franchise model has a strong foundation in the relationship between the franchisor and the franchisee.
One cannot create a relationship if the people are adverse to collaboration; it presupposes a trust and a certain
set of skills. Each one of the parties has rights and obligations throughout the duration of the contract, which
brings them together and where neither can harm the other’s interests. The arrangement they agreed to is
normally win-win.
In the relationship between franchisor and PE firm we found the same foundations and the same
needs. A relationship cannot exist if the parties have truly not chosen one another. It is clear that even if a
project can appear very profitable from the investor’s perspective, but dealing with the franchisor may not
be enough to make it worthwhile. The PE firm would rather decline the offer than risk damaging the
relationship, which is considered too important. This is the same for the franchisor who does not understand
the PE firm’s intentions. The latter, when he or she approaches the franchisor, is advised to really look at
the particularities of the franchise and its business context. The first point is the legal and financial
independence of the franchisee from the franchisor. The lack of capital link means one has to really
understand the quality of the network and the degree of control exercised by the franchisor on his or her
network. A deep examination of the franchise contract allows for an appreciation on this influence by the
head of the network. “There will be a part in the contracts about a legal audit that will be important to see,
in real terms, what is the real control the network head has on their franchisees”, was an observation by
Expert 6, the accountant.
The second point is about the personality of the founder-manager and the impact that could happen
should they leave the company when the PE firm buys in. The network’s leader, the ‘face’ of the chain,
especially in young networks, is the personification of the link that unites the franchise and the franchisee.
Break this link and there could be negative consequences on the network’s value as first estimated by the
PE firm. “We noticed in these operations, not in the mature networks who have existed for many years, but
in the young networks, the role of the founder who often represents the chain in the eyes of the franchisees.
The solution, when there is a change of control which often happens in these types of situations, is important.
You have to pay attention in managing this part well to avoid finding oneself in a network that becomes
fractured, when it is the network which is valuable”, was another opinion from Expert 6.
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The last point is similar to the second with regards to this delicate balance and how a break can
destabilize the network and drive it towards counterproductive actions in terms of value creation. Even if
this fragile balance can appear to be questioned by the presence of a PE firm, the cognitive dimension within
the partnership strengthens the relational dimension by legitimizing the actions of the chain’s leader. This
opinion was enforced by Expert 5, the lawyer, “We were able to notice, in our last operations when the
founder kept the network, our fear that the PE funding would destabilize the network; this turned out not to
be the situation at all. In fact, the PE firm arrived and formalized the network, giving the founder a bit
more credibility. Finally, it was a message that was overall positive that was well received by the
franchisees and strengthened the network. This is what we often noticed, especially with our recent
activities”.
The partnership, even when framed by cognitive and disciplinary procedures, has chance to succeed
if the people who hear their expectations know that they are somewhat tacit and implicit. In this last situation
one could consider exchanging the “psychological contract” suggested by Chanut (2007) for the relationship
franchisor-franchisee to that of franchisor-private equity investor. This is defined as “the entire set of beliefs
that an individual develops, in the milieu of an agreement, between him or herself and another individual,
or another organization” (Morrison & Robinson 1997).
The exploratory study brought to light a proximity and a certain familiarity (for example, use of
first names) in the relationships of people who represented each party. Trust is consistently brought up as
something essential to have a balanced and satisfying relationship when achieving long-term objectives.
The relational dimension is what the franchisor and the PE firm create their foundation. Afterwards, the
cognitive, or intellectual, dimension strengthens their collaboration and will be what allows them to
prioritize, and work towards, each other’s expectations. This second dimension is a key factor in the success
of certain organizations because it shows that outside the financial element the PE firms has offered more
features, which differentiates them from other investors. Finally, the disciplinary dimension is only a
collection of necessary measures to ensure that throughout the partnership’s duration there is a similarity of
goals, even though they are different organizations. This global approach is characterized, from our
perspective, by a synergy of these dimensions.

6. Conclusion
One of our objectives was to better understand the private equity investment process when they enter into
the capital of franchise businesses. With our exploratory study, is appears that the franchises have need of
capital investment because they have constraints when managing their strategies for growth, for
diversification, for renewal, or when faced with financial difficulties. Today the PE firms understand a
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franchise’s particularities better, which means they can appreciate them and be more successful with their
investment, especially in terms of value creation. The investment process is very structured and lasts
between eight and sixteen months. It ends by drafting legal statutes which make up part of the Shareholder
Agreement and the management packages. When looking at the PE firms, the logic behind the creation of
short-term value can appear opposite to the logic behind a sustainable franchise network founded on
confidence in the medium to long-term. Our study led us to think that even if the franchisors and the PE
firms have different time lines, if their relationships is based on a good fit they will find common ground,
particularly when it comes to creating value. Outside of what they bring financially the PE firms they can
provide structure to grow the network; to speed up the implementation of tools and strategies essential for
the network’s sustainability; and to exercise a positive influence on the management team to increase their
operational performance.
Nonetheless, whether the franchisors and PE firms’ rationales are acceptable must be assessed by,
on one hand, a deeper look into the dimensions that were put forth in the first work presented here, and on
the other hand, a study about franchisees. The franchise model is one that is vertical moving from franchisor
to franchisee, and so the franchisee must be taken into account.
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Chapter Three: An Analysis of the Franchisor-Private Equity Investor Relationship:
Our exploratory study brought together franchisors, private equity firm representatives, and various
franchise experts (management consultant, bank representatives, accountant, lawyer), which allowed us, for
the first time, to better understand the processes and the context in which these changes operate. We will
use two case studies to address questions about the nature of investments; their objectives; the links between
the PE firms and the companies they invest in; the consequences of the network’s governance; and the
quality of strategic objectives. In the first chapter, section 2.1, we discussed our methodology in the selection
of these two cases. Next, we will revisit the relevant facts that marked a network’s transformation and drove
the decision to seek out capital investors. We will then analyze the interviews where we explored various
aspects of these relationships during the exploratory study. The chapter ends with a presentation of the
contributions and recommendations relevant to franchisor and private equity investor partnerships.

1. Case studies analysis
For reasons of confidentiality, and to respect the information we recorded, recall that we have created the
following references:
•

Network N1: network from the “business services” sector

•

CEO N1: former owner of chain A from N1 and Chief Executive Officer of N1

•

CM N1: founder of chain B from N1 and Chairman of N1

•

PE N1 X: Private Equity X invested in network N1

•

PE N1 Y: Private Equity Y invested in network N1

•

Network N2: network from the “localized services” sector

•

CFO France N2: Chief Financial Officer France of N2

•

CFO Group N2: Chief Financial Officer Group of N2

•

PE N2 U: Private Equity U majority investor in network N2

•

PE N2 V: Private Equity V majority investor in network N2

•

PE N2 W: Private Equity W minority investor in network N2

1.1. Case 1: Network N1
Chain A, pioneer in its industry, was created in 1987. The first franchises were started in 1989 and continued
until the early 2000s when a deep disagreement turned a number of franchisees against the founder. In fact,
we found many networks with conflicts between the franchisor and the franchisees where a number of
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disgruntled franchisees left. In 2009, an experienced franchisor, head of a chain for ten years in a sector
closely aligned with chain A, became interested in the network. At first, this person had wanted to leave
their business. During the recruitment phase for a replacement, and while continuing to manage the
company, a document about an opportunity to take over chain A came across his desk. The founder-manager
had authorized a company to sell chain A’s network. The similarities in business, and the maturity of his
own network had stirred his interest in the file. The information showed it to be a very good chain, with an
excellent concept, and a very good business plan, but that there were issues in the franchisor – franchisee
relationship. As he did not have the necessary funding to take over the network on his own, he thought he
could move forward with a PE firm; he met with a dozen. The negotiations were very long due to
indecisiveness and the behavior of the selling founder-manager. For the financial partners the network
seemed in a quasi-turnaround state and a sale appeared to be the last opportunity before the network would
fold entirely. The PE firm had valued the network less than the seller’s desired price because of the conflict,
the process, and the risks. Before the seller refused, the CEO N1 suggested the following deal: a purchase
of 90% of the capital, with 10% kept by the seller with a resale of his shares within five years. He refused
and decided himself to find a financial partner. The CEO N1 went through a phase where the founder stayed
as a shareholder but with an option to buy in five years with an obligation to buy or to lose the fixed-term
deposit. The company was then changed into Société Anonyme (SA), a type of limited company, with a
board of directors and a supervisory board where the CEO N1 took the position of chairman of the board;
the seller became chairman of the supervisory board, but without any executive power.
When CEO N1 took over his duties in July 2009 he looked for financial partners to quickly raise
his options. He found two different PE firms from those he had seen earlier. At the same time he started
discussions with CM N1, founder of a group that had a brand (B) in the same sector and had a PE firm as a
shareholder for ten years in the group that held it. In 2011, two PE firms, one which had already been an
investor, entered into the capital of a new group holding equal and minority shares. The investment was 1.9
million euros - they put in 700,000 euros with the remaining 1.2 million brought by the CEO and others.
The PE put in 700,000 euros in convertible and /or non-convertible bonds. The convertible components
could be transferred into shares if they achieved their performance. These bonds were set up in such a way
that they cannot diminish the majority holdings, and their debt is subordinate to the senior debt repayment.
The investment was set up to be minority and equal in their entrance participation. The pool of shareholders,
represented by the non-trading company, is a majority holder in the holding company’s capital that is
comprised of 100% of the two chains, A and B. The top manager of the non-tradition company is CEO N1,
meaning that this plan did not decrease his control.
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Figure 3.1. Network 1’s LBO Financing Procedure in 2011

CM N1 – Founder of
Chain B
Contributed shares from
Chain B

Company
CEO N1 : 40 %
CM N1 : 1.90 %
5 other shareholders who hold respectively 14.3 %,
14.3 %, 14.3 %, 4.3 % and 0.9 %.

Private Equity Firm
PE N1 X : 18.42 %
PE N2 Y : 18.42 %

55.26 % of capital
7.90 % of capital
36.84 % of capital
Holding Company
Capital 36.50%
Obligations 13.50%
Senior Debt 50%

100 %

CHAIN A

100 %

CHAIN B

In 2014, after an acquisition of eight network owned stores, the two PE firms brought in 500,000 €
by issuing new bonds (because they could not change the majority holdings). CEO N1 put in 100,000 € in
capital, the CM N1 put in 12,000 € through a conversion of the current accounts. As the CEO succinctly
stated, “Everyone put something in the pot to put back some of the equity”. The network’s turnaround took
a long time because the market had been low for many years and the situation with Chain A’s franchisees
had made matters extremely complicated. “It was necessary to take charge of the network with kid gloves
and not with a cowboy attitude where you give a knockout punch. The network was in a very fragile state
with a risk of exploding. We had to win back trust from the franchisees,” said CEO of N1. Their experience,
their expertise, and their past reputation, allowed them regain this trust over time. “I think that if there had
been an industrialist, an guy that fell from the sky, or had been put in place by an investor there would no
longer be a network today” was the opinion of the CEO of Network 1. It took four years to re-establish
normal relations with the network, which took place under difficult economic times, which meant financial
difficulties. “We took over when it was at its limit of what we could pay out, and we know that it would take
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a replenishing of equity funds because these four years had emptied the treasury,” said CEO N1. The
system of supply and payment for purchases directly exposed the franchisor in case of a franchisee default
because he head of the network first pays the suppliers and then recuperates the payment from the
franchisees afterwards. The cash-flow difficulty with a franchisee quickly becomes the franchisor’s issues
as well.
The 2011 arrival of the PE firms not only allowed for the acquisition of the network, but also
presented an opportunity to clean it up. The 2014 recapitalization had two purposes: to finish the company’s
restructuring and to help grow the network. “Since the beginning we knew we would be underfunded when
taking this company, but at the time we couldn’t raise more than we did. We know that at one point we
would have to put our hands in our pockets. The shareholders saw us working during those three previous
years. When they put their hands in their pockets to pay for a problem that we knew about, that was proof
of their confidence. Yes, there was a problem in the financial department, but it was our role as a
shareholder to handle it. There was a double-message; one, it was to support growth, and two, it was an
act of trust in the work that we had done” (CEO N1). The network had up to 215 stores, and today
approximately 75 remain. After taking over the network the CEO N1 explained that one third of the
franchisees quickly agreed to follow the new team; one third wanted to wait and see; and the last third was
too effected by the past and no longer wanted to renew their contract.
The PE firm already active in Network 1 (PE N1 X) was a French regional group, a semi-captive
bank that habitually takes minority shares in companies going through capital-transfers or capitaldevelopment stages. Network 1 was not within its region, but it wanted to support chain B’s foundermanager in his new project. They work with companies who have a turnover of less than 50 million euros
and the amount they invest ranges from 150,000 to 4.5 million euros. The second PE firm, (PE N1Y), is
also French operating at the national level and a captive bank. However, despite working at a national level,
it has regional portfolio managers allowing the PE group to be in close proximity to the companies they
have financed. In our case, PE N1 Y is geographically very close to the headquarters of N1, much closer
than PE N1 X. Their investments range from 500,000 to 80 million euros. The two PEs are Venture Capital
Groups, which means they are not truly constrained at their exit because they do not have the same liquidity
obligation as with, for example, a mutual fund [Fonds Commun de Placement à Risque (FCPR)]. Those
types of investments can last for more than ten years. On the other hand, in the case of network N1 they
have a de facto liquidity situation, which is based on the fact that one part of their investment is in the form
of convertible and/or non-convertible bonds. The simple fact of having these bonds, which in this case have
a duration of seven years, creates a type of liquidity with a type of exit date. The exit date is set for sometime
in 2018.
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1.2. Case 2: Network N2

Started in France over 45 years ago, Network N2 has a reach of more than 1900 points of purchase, of which
1600 are franchised, is present in more than 30 countries and generates a turnover of more than 300 million
euros. It is the global leader in its business sector. In France there are 261 points of purchase of which 145
are franchised with a turnover of 28 million euros (2013). As soon as it was started the group grew quickly,
at a global level, primarily through franchising. In 1998, the founder-manager left his network after having
it become a world player in its sector. He left it to two managers both helped by financial partners. After
this there was a succession of PE firms at the head of the network.
In 2001, a PE firm became the group’s primary shareholder and during an LBO brought in a new
management team. They put in place policies of rationalization and development for the network, especially
internationally. In the space of six years the number of stores passed from approximately 1100 (of which
less than 2% were held by the company) to 1600 (of which 13% were held by the company). The sales were
multiplied by five and the profit increased by more than 16% post-EBITDA. The operation was, evidently,
a total success. Then in 2007, the network changed hands again with another LBO; its second. A PE firm,
a majority shareholder, ended the network’s takeover by working with the management team who were in
place, and two other partners who were the co-arrangers of the bridge (mezzanine) loan. The goal of this
operation was to support management in their growth and development projects, especially concerning
acquisitions. Six months later, the network saw its first external growth with the acquisition of a network
of 64 stores in France. This addition to the network strengthened its presence in France having now 130
stores held by the company and 230 franchises. In 2009, a new CEO was placed at the head of the network.
Supported by the majority shareholder since 2007, the management team followed the new CEO in their
pursuit of growth in a global market.
In fact, this second LBO turned out to be failure, with one strategy for build up and another for
support (in terms of growth). The repurchasing of the network did not provide for the necessary integration
of units in the favored group, nor a normal organization of the other units, nor the visibility of these units in
the group. The financial director who was recruited in 2007, at the time of the second LBO, was dismissed
in 2009, replaced in April 2010, and then this CFO was replaced by our interview subject (CFO France N2),
who is responsible for all the financial functions (accounting, finance, following the legal requirements,
management control, and management of the treasury). One of the assignments was to rationalize the
structure with regards to its size, to shrink its costs, and to simplify the organizational charts. When taking
into account the strategic objectives of the LBO this failure appears to have resulted from a lack of personnel.
The assimilation of the legalities took time, money, and technical skills that were apparently lacking as well.
The results were not was expected and the weight of the debt became unsupportable. The CEO of Group
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N2 analyzed the results as having two causes. One, was by leveraging debts, which was important for the
network’s own expansion in France, as well as in neighboring countries, but where the investment had not
been profitable. The mistake had been to give money from the second LBO to fund external growth more
than to unify the network under one chain. The second cause proved to be a vicious circle that took place
in operations where there was a loss of business volume. Because they had to show results, and increase
the cash-flow, they decided to increase prices, which, as a consequence, led to a decrease in business, feeding
the vicious circle.
At the end of 2014, after a complete restructuration following a third LBO, PE N2 U became a
shareholder and joined PE N2 V and W, who had been partners in the business since the second LBO in
2007. These latter investors did not have a majority holding until the 2007 LBO consolidated their
resources. The network was then held by PE N2 U and V, who had a majority hold, along with management;
PE N2 W was less involved. This operation entailed the reorganization of the management team. At the
end 10 million € of cash was injected into the capital to bring the equity up to more than 30 million €, and
also allowed the network to accelerate its strategy (increase the number of stores using its brand, replacing
the former chain’s brand identifiers, pursue its international growth via franchising only and at a sustainable
pace). The last LBO was principally centered on the growth of equity in the larger French region. With
regards to the operating strategy, which was in question six months to a year ago, today it seems to be
questioned again and trying to find new solutions. There are questions about the suitability of the proposed
model. Globally the plan of the LBO is extremely secured (word used by the CFO of Group N2) and should
allow all the stakeholders to recover their costs. “No one will make an inordinate amount, no one will make
a fortune with this LBO. The idea is for it to get back and to earn a bit of money – a reasonable amount
given the time of the operation” was said by the CFO of Network 2 Group.
PE N2 U is a Swiss company, independent and international, who becomes involved primarily in
Europe and North America. They generally invest as a majority shareholder and/or hold private debt, in
businesses worth between 50 and 400 million €. PE N2 V is a French company, national and independent,
who specializes in mixed investments (capital and private debt), and who supports private companies during
capital-development and capital-transfer phases. They invest, depending on the situation, as either a
minority or a majority shareholder and/or in private debt, in companies’ worth between 20 and 400 million
euros with investment amounts ranging between 5 to 120 million euros. PE N2 W is a French company,
independent and national, who finances operations in growth and transfer in companies with a worth of
between 30 and 150 million euros. They are either a minority or majority investor and also are involved
with private debt up to 20 million euros. Lastly, PE N2 U, V, and W are Venture Capital Groups (as noted
in French earlier, FCPR). Thus, the have a certain longevity and generally stay between five and seven
years in the capital of the companies they have financed.
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2. The Cognitive Dimension
As we have already discussed, the collaboration between a PE firm and the franchisor can be a source of
mentorship for the network with regards to its organization, its structuring, its professionalism, and its use
of tools. Private equity firms, although they provide funds, also have qualities that benefit the networks,
directly by the franchisor, and indirectly by the franchisee. These qualities range from holding a different
business vision, providing guidance or a close perspective, a responsiveness, access to their own networks,
and whatever is important for the business. The franchisors easily recognize that one of the first benefits of
this cooperation is the financial vision. The PE firm’s vision is oriented towards growth, along with the
network’s operational and daily management activities. This cognitive dimension is bound together by the
complimentary skills, the know-how, and the different personalities. Even if the chain’s managers have
acknowledged skills working with franchises, specifically with running a business, the presence of a PE
firm helps bring to the franchisor a certain professionalization. They push them to see their work differently
from their original perspectives, “Our presence helped them structure information and to deliver it within a
suitable deadline, and then within a shorter deadline. This helps the CEO think about the overall financial
picture, and not what he has quickly assessed. All the same, it is more than the financial totals. It is true
that the CEO N1, as the former from XX, knew the total holdings. We forced him, and now he understands
our perspective, because he had to increase the debt, talk to bankers, wrap his head around the sums that
were the financial totals. It was a necessary part of his role as a franchisor. This helped the CEO structure
the information in a way that was more in line with his ambitions for development and growth. Today he is
aiming towards a growth of a certain size. He had to prepare for it. He had to get accustomed to these
kind of financial totals. He has to think it through and reinforce it. Also, I would say that behind this, it is
more of an interrogation. We question him. For example, how is it that you have lost so much of your
margin, how? This forces him to look for explanations, to prepare a response, to put better plans in place
for a solution” (PE N1 Y).
The franchisor has to look to fill gaps in order put the strategy into practice within the best conditions
possible. “I had a need to bring people around the table who had skills in different areas, and I thought
that the equity companies were a real value added because of their profession, their way of seeing things,
and by their knowledge of the financial world. Because they operate in many companies, they had,
according to me, an added value different from us who keep our noses to the grindstone all day. You need
an objective perspective with good will at the table and it is exactly what I found with these two people”,
said the CEO of Network 1. “At the operational level they never said how to organize the accounting
department. It is not our work, not our job. At the table it worked out intelligently; the big picture about is
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knowing how to finish things. In the particular case of Network N1, we also had a chance to have managers
who had a collective culture. They were educated in collective work, in sharing, because they had been in
groups where it was organized like that. CEO N1 (using his first name) had also organized the table around
him. It was not only his money and it worked” (PE N1 X).
Not only do they bring a different perspective, but also they put themselves equally at the service
of the franchisor by leaving their role as investor and putting on one of advisor. “Between two steering
committees, if I had a need for anything, I pick up my phone, and can have an appointment with them, I can
talk to them, and they can act on legal or fiscal subjects; we benefit from their relationships”, said CEO N1.
“Ms. … from PE N1 Y is closer, thus more reactive, especially if there are numbers to see at the request of
CEO N1 (using his first name). She has response time that me, I can’t have since I am not as close” (PE
N1 X). The PE firm’s contacts pass on their advice and become an aide to their decision-making processes.
The idea is not to make the decisions for the franchisors, but to allow them to make them themselves using
the necessary information, by having knowledge of all of the facts. This also implicates the status of a
shareholder. If the shareholder is a majority holder, they will make the decisions. However, from the point
of view of relationships, having an interaction that is more important than the actual advice given. “If there
was a relationship, and we could bring something to it, we would do it. We have 114 participants, so there
is a likelihood that we would have connections to put others in contact with. If they have a particular
concern that needs specific advice we would look at our network and put our contacts to work for them. We
share with them, but everyone has their place, given moments, throughout the life of the business. If they
have external expansion operations, we give them our thoughts. They take them or leave them”, was the
opinion of PE N2 V. Another PE representative, X, had this to say, “When providing advice, things are
structured. We see one another, they prepare what they want to discuss. They present their difficulties and
have decisions they need to take. Since we are associated with them, after having tried to understand the
subject, we offer our opinions. After they can find them relevant or not. We have our own feelings. They
find some benefit, I imagine. We sit outside and have an outside view, we have another experience, but it is
they who know their business and their operational status. We are concerned because we don’t want them
to make a mistake when we give them money. So, we express our views, we share them. We are not
discussing a balance of power. We at our small level, them at their level, we give them what we feel. We
are investors, we have, not different visions, but a different way of explaining things”.
Each capital investment has an undertone of value creation for all the stakeholders to profit from.
For the franchisors, it is not simply having a PE firm present. Effectively, value is created when the
network’s teams have the financial means available and can use them. To say it another way, the PE firms
are the source of a potential value creation by putting in place what they have, but it is only created by the
franchisor’s know-how when following a chosen strategy. This sentiment is echoed by the Chairman of
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Network 1, “What the PE firms bring is not ‘value creation’ per se. They bring resources, and various
means, which they put at the network’s disposition and it is the franchisor’s know-how that will create the
value”. Yet, in contrast he also stated, “… if we take the example of recovery (adjustment) funding groups,
they have real knowledge, because they are key people who are put in place to do what had to be done to
turnaround the business. They are specialized in one area with a certain know-how, of people, and of
methods. For us, we contribute resources, but their work is to choose the people and to be on point in their
interactions so that the managers take more intelligent actions. To have PE groups in your business, you
have to have a certain openness, to be ready to hear certain contradictions of different points of view
concerning the management of the network”.
The contribution of the PE firms must serve the entire network. The PE firms, like the franchisors
are not able to bring anything to the franchisees in this type of operation. It seems counter-intuitive, but the
cooperation does not happen at the heart of a large group where we find the three partners discussing all
things. To the contrary, we identified a strong relationship (stronger than we imagined at the beginning)
between the PE firms and the franchisor, which was the same strong relationship we found between the
franchisor and the franchisee. However, there is a barrier that separates the PE groups from the franchisees.
Yet, any creation of value indirectly benefits the franchisees, “I don’t think that the PE firms are authorized
to bring anything to the franchisees, but if the contribution of these investors to the management team makes
them smarter this will benefit everyone, including the franchisees. If the benefits brought by the PE firm
make everyone more sensitive to the financial elements, the entire network will benefit. I don’t think that it
is very healthy that the PE firm would take action directly on the network”, said CEO N1.
The survey was undertaken with the franchisees from Network N1 (see Annex 2). It showed that
information was given to the franchisees, but it was quite somber, and the franchisees forgot about it quite
quickly, or did not give it any more attention once it had been read. They recognized that there were
undeniable improvements to the network, but they generally attributed them to the franchise network’s
leader (manager). This highlights the barrier between the PE funders and the franchisees. The partnership’s
cognitive dimension benefits the network in general, including the franchisees in an indirect way. Their
perception of the PE firms’ presence is, for the most part, positive so long as the resources have been put
into the network to reinforce and strengthen it. The franchisees temper their appreciation for the PE firms
because of their fear of a loss of management’s power and decision-making that would go against the
network; essentially, their businesses.
Finally, the knowledge gained from receiving capital investments allowed the franchisors to feel
justified in following what they had learned, and with objectives that were more in line with the general
economic environment, and connected with the business sector. This feedback provides a pro-active
undercurrent to the network’s management, “Keeping an account of past experiences, the state of mind
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where we have today is: well here, this is what they gave us, we are going to do things with it and we are
going to try to succeed with the LBO not with anything exceptional, but we want an operation where
everyone is going to end up satisfied, whether it is the bankers, the bridge funders, the shareholders, or the
management. We have this approach today. But if in two years we have done very well, could maybe go at
a faster speed, that is to say redo a bit of leverage to make an operation that will be better at the exit. For
the moment we are not following that plan. We try to imagine that, starting today, what will be the next
operation’s drivers for growth, that is to say, what we are we going to sell to our future investors” (CFO
Group N2).

3. The Disciplinary Dimension
The disciplinary mechanisms at play within a partnership’s framework are not different because they affect
a franchise. With any type of capital mixed-funding those associated want to keep control of their
investments, and to do that they have to apply mechanisms within the governance structure. It is not because
there are PE firms present that these functions exist, it is only the fact that they are shareholders and as such
the franchisors had to be accountable to them, but this position did not confer any more rights than that. We
were frequently told that the PE firms were, in fact, shareholders.
The PE firms help manage direction and decisions by their presence in supervisory boards and
steering committees, as we saw with Networks N1 and N2. As the CEO of Network 1 mentioned, “we have
a steering committee meeting every quarter where we review the financial balance sheets, we discuss the
business projects, any difficulties we have found etc.”. One of the PE groups spoke about meetings as well,
“When there is nothing urgent, we see each other four times a year. We meet more often if there is something
urgent or if there are strategic decision, such as an external expansion or growth operation, where we have
to share more and talk longer” (PE N1 X). Another PE interviewee stated this, “We meet together,
traditionally, each quarter at least, more if necessary. We are the ones who go to see them” (PE N1 Y).
One of the CFOs also discussed meetings, “We are regularly in contact with our PE investors because we
have a supervisory board meeting every quarter, where, each time many of the group’s managers come to
discuss their projects. Equally, we present our results from the quarter” (CFO Group N2). Lastly, we have
this quotation, “We have a supervisory board meeting four times per year. We talk informally almost every
week and see one another when it is necessary” (PE N2 V). The PE firm invested in network N1 travels to
the franchise headquarters, “We essentially go there. It is primarily the PE firm who goes to the franchisor.
This is normal because we are a minority holder and the boss has often other things to do. The distance to
travel there makes things complicated for everyone” (PE N1X). The network’s members are usually present
for the steering committee meetings.
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An analysis of PE firm’s power is more sensitive than it appears at first glance. Within the debates
there are contradictions about strategic orientation. There are multiple points of view different angles
through which each project is seen; yet, within all of this the discussions are very positive. “They don’t
really intervene, but they have strong proposals. The two PE firms have different profiles. PE N1 Y is very
technical, very financial, very business oriented. It gives good advice on transactions, financial perspective
- advice on strategy and balance. They don’t interfere with our business but they ask good questions. PE
N1 X is very technical with the fiscal balance where they ask questions but always from the perspective as
a suggestion so as not to put pressure on us. Their perspective is interesting because it can push us towards
a better performance, especially because our profile is not financial. We are very focused on the numbers,
but we are not addicted to seeing the EBITDA every morning. Taking note of indicators changed my
perception of things with regards to steering the business and with what happens afterwards (the exit). The
interpretation of profitability and the business analysis done by the PE firm turned us towards paying
attention to things such as the debt, the investment, the results… concerning operations they didn’t have
opinions or judgments; they asked questions on what seemed to be contradictory. They tried to understand
things and be able to explain these things to themselves. They worked within their financial role by
measuring impacts (incidences with equity, on the margin, consumer operations that were charged). They
showed us the immediate consequences of our projections” was an observation from the chairman of
Network N1. Explaining their working relationship a PE interviewee said this, “We work in a way that is
extremely collegial. We don’t have a reason to veto a decision, if so, we would lose trust, and that would
be a problem” (PE N2 V).
The idea is to push things along by maximizing the disciplinary functions when decisions are being
made. However, management’s powers are not unlimited. The agreements or charter signed between the
partners fix certain limits by creating thresholds that require the shareholders’ agreement (i.e. the PE firms).
Regardless of what the network had observed, or the PE firm’s perspective on capital, we found thresholds
in both cases. “There are thresholds outside of which the chairman cannot act upon without the agreement
of the supervisory board, so there are regular consultations. For example, to open another point of
purchase, we need to ask for their authorization. We send them the file with the location, its quality etc.
and a three-year business plan, the expected return on investment and we ask them if they are okay with
that or not. The thresholds are investments, the financing, the modifications of the budgets. The agreements
are necessary for the recruitment of top managers, for all the financial activities (deposits, guarantors),
beyond a certain amount these are put forward for authorization. This all figures in the charter. There are
discussions that are interesting enough and after they give their approval or not. We are frequently in
contact with them” was a quotation from the CFO Group for network N2. For Network N1 we have observed
agreements regarding recruitment (at a level of compensation that exceeded a specific threshold); for the
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methods and amounts for compensating the primary executive directors; for major strategic options; for
provisional product budgets and charges; for business investments and their subsidiaries; for external
development projects; for acquisitions; or transfer of group shares.
The PE firms are, thus, very implicated in a network’s governance, but not in its operations. Things
are based around “key people” to manage their responsibilities.

There, again, they can influence

management through their choice of people. For Network N1, this was not an issue because the CEO was
the one who bought the network; the original leader. “When looking at the structure of the head of the
network, there was no change in governance in the sense that we occupied the management positions” (CM
N1). The CEO of this same network had this to say, “They didn’t enter into our story, they came with us in
our story. If the PE firm had arrived at any given moment during the network’s history with a difficult
introduction, it is possible they would have adopted a different posture. We made a file all together (the
acquisition of a network) for a business proposition, with a view of the market, under a management team.
The fact that they were a minority partner, that they entered at the same time as us, that posed different
rules and because we did what we said we would, there has not been a change in attitude on their part.
Sometimes we have discussions, but these are shareholder discussions, and we would have them with anyone
from around the table. With their financial eye, they talk about projects that take equity funding, that
generate debt. It is up to us to give them arguments that are about the present opportunity. We have the
strength of our proposals as well, but from time to time they hold us back a bit. They tell us that we have
time. We are more worried about not following the business plan than they are” (CEO N1).
When the PE firm is a majority holder both the context and the evolution of the network’s history
can sometimes bring about personnel changes. PE N2 V noted, “This desire to change the management
team when one becomes a shareholder in a business, this is something we don’t like because it is risky. We
hardly ever do it. When you have a team for ten years you know what you have and a better idea of what
you are going to have. With Network N2 there was a need for a change because it was completely
dysfunctional. They needed a fresh start with new people and new ideas”. This situation was also discussed
by the network’s CFO, “In case of disagreement, we try to show the strength of our convictions, but if at the
end they are not okay, we can’t do it; they are majority holders. There are statutes. Up until now (six
months) we haven’t had conflicts where we would have had to do something and they wouldn’t have let us.
On the other hand, we also have to work; we have to prove the rationalization and the pertinence of our
investments and our projects. Administratively and legally management’s powers are limited, if not outside
of a certain amount they would evoke their civil and criminal liability” (CFO Group N2).
When the PE firm is a minority partner, they don’t have the power alone to change personnel, but
those mechanisms do exist. “It is like in any contract, or shareholders agreement, there are plenty of
possible levers to use to deviate from, to not respect, the clauses. The levers are activated if things are not
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going in a good direction or if there is a loss of control. From that moment where the trust is lost, the
technicalities are evoked and then, there are no friends lost, no more confidence, and we are on the other
side of the coin. It’s logical, each has his guard up” was a comment from the chairman of network N1.
One of the PE interviewees had this to say, “We are minority partners, it is not us who controls the deck.
We can advise the buyers, but it is not us who have the last word. We cannot force them” (PE N1 X). Or
from another equity firm, “Effectively the PE firms who are majority investors can consider that if a
manager does not do his job, they can change him. But us, we are minority partners. On the contrary, if
we interfere, we interfere with a manager. If we realize afterwards, that despite our analysis at the
beginning, the manager did not do his job, well, unfortunately we don’t have a lot of room to act. If we had
been a majority shareholder like in the case of network N1, we would have not changed network N1’s CEO
in any case” (PE N1 Y).
With these different types of mechanisms the objective is to make the franchisor progressively adopt
certain behaviors, which will create a positive ambiance in their network. Even if the PE firms are looking
for a certain skill in management, they recognize that time and structure are necessary to put these in place,
and then be adopted by the franchisor. Also, we noted in the case of Network N1 a large amount of
restructuring at a time when the PE firms, who held minority shares, carried a lot of influence, “we pressed,
at a certain time, the fact that a new CFO was necessary. We were one of the first to say that the CFO that
we had pushed to be hired was not doing their job” was said by PE N1 Y. Reports are an obvious example
of asserting regular control on the networks. “With regards to how we prepared reports up until last week,
they let us do what we thought ought to have been done. They let us go through the necessary steps for the
business. We are now going to do things a little bit differently: we validated a reporting table for the next
committees. This one, which is being put in place, will be provided every quarter, but will be done monthly
by the franchisor for every category: each of the two chains, the branches, the central purchasing. There
will be the following indicators: turnover, gross margin, EBITDA, as well as the status on the growth with
the entrances and the exits. Before, we sent basic account information, but it was not in their language;
they needed EBITDA, cash-flow, debt. We were going to create new summary tables with these indicators
because the benefits of having done this work then allowed us to surpass this step today. To collect the
information we didn’t have to modify this one because there is an information system that connects the
franchisor to all the cash registers with the turnover, the average purchase, and the number of clients. For
the purchases, we are directly informed because we settle them. These new indicators, EBITDA, of cashflow, of debt made me change my perceptions on the network’s performance. Projected sales were sent to
the PE firm: it was prepared in detail for all the members of the network to arrive at a projected summary,
which had been the goal for a follow up. The network coordinators created a document with projected
revenue franchise by franchise” said the CEO of Network N1. The N1 chairman continued, “We just had
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demands from the financial department to have a review of the information and get the ratios and the
indicators that are normal and common with the PE firms. They wanted secure figures to have as light a
read as possible”. This from a PE interviewee, “We didn’t impose a reporting structure earlier because we
thought that the service wasn’t ready yet. Also, we had other priorities that were more about the health of
the network. They had been dedicated to it for practically the first three years. At the beginning we didn’t
think it would take so much time. This took a lot more time than we had thought. If the network is alive
today it is thanks to this. As soon as it was done, and we had people who were sufficiently flexible in the
accounting department, we could approach the step in setting up these reports” (PE N1 Y).
The interviewee from PE N1 X justified the time it took to put new tools in place by the fact that
they had to understand the business, the personnel, the model, and the economic environment. “When you
are a minority shareholder you are there along with someone who has invested a lot. You start to know
each other, you see how things work, what you didn’t know. At the beginning you see the wider audience,
you don’t know the rest of the governing body. And later, you wait for the right moment to say, what we
would like is this. You take them to the place you have to take them to because we are not there to give life
lessons to whomever; we are there to share things. We are in a relationship for eight to ten years. If they
find a benefit in this, even better. Right from the beginning, in the Agreement, it is stated that we have to
receive a report every quarter with this and that type of information. But after, sometimes you need some
time. The network’s reporting structure is taking hold. We are going forward. The last time we told them
a structured reporting table. In the upcoming Steering Committee meetings we will have figures that have
been normalized, which means the same things all the time. That is a first step. With this, we will have time
to discuss the strategy etc. The accountants are going to be configured to put out these figures so that they
too will have dashboards. With these dashboards they can know the monthly results, the debts, and the cash
(treasury)”.
In time the PE firm helped the franchisor adapt to the language used in the capital investment world.
“There is a consolidated reporting structure that we tried to put in place to have information that is a bit
formatted to our requirements, and has the franchisor’s business division, central purchase activity, the
business of the network owned stores, and with the totals that speak to us, that is to say with EBITDA, EBIT,
net debt, investments etc.” (PE N1 Y). There is a two-fold advantage, to allow for the PE firm to have a
quick understanding of the situation, and to then allow them to concentrate on the key indicators. They can
then give the franchisor the possibility to form an appreciation of their network using other indicators than
those already used by the franchisor in forming their opinions. “We have to follow the indicators which
forces him to be more aware of the management of his operating account. To steer his operating account,
this is to steer his exit correctly. It is also more interesting for him. This forces him to generate synergies
earlier than expected, to find sources of value earlier than thought, to try to improve his performances
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earlier than expected, to be perhaps more into steering from the base of his operating account than from
the top. It is a bit common when you have business leaders like CEO N1 and CM N1 who are developers
at heart, that have a tendency to focus on the highs, that is to say on the part that is sales revenue and not
really on the lows, which are the results. Us, we concentrate a lot on the lows” (PE N1 Y). This continues
as long as the weight of the debt acts as a disciplinary mechanism by putting pressure on the management
team to create results that strengthen the equity. The PE firms are equally interested in financial indicators
that can a measure a network, notably in regards to its scope; the evolution of units (entering and exiting);
and motives for the variation. These are all indicators on the health of the network and the perception one
has of the franchisees. “What we follow is the progress of the holdings, the growth areas. How many
franchisees left and how many franchisees entered, that will give us an indication on the state of the network.
Why certain ones left and why certain ones entered. On the business part, they have the franchisees’
turnover. They give it to us. That gives us some information on the market and where we are at. We have
material to ask questions” (PE N1 X). The PE interviewee, Y, also from Network N2 confirmed his interest
in reporting material on the growth aspect with the entrances and the exits.

4. The Relational Dimension
This dimension in itself is not a governance mechanism, but different studies have shown that it facilitates
governance, whether the mechanisms are cognitive and/or disciplinary. A parallel could be drawn between
the partnership between a franchisor – franchisee and that of the franchisor – private equity firm. “If, in
face of a problem, they have an impression of good people, the PE firms move forward. To invest in capital
you need an agreement on a project and with people (50/50). It is the same thing with franchise candidates.
For us a relationship with someone who can carry a project is equally as important and the project itself”
were the sentiments of the CEO of Network N1. For a private equity firm to enter a business the process is
long and formal. Throughout there are meetings and negotiations between the different actors, and these
are outside of the operation’s technical and strategic aspects. It is here that an opinion is formed about the
people with whom they are going to be working with. It was very clearly stated to us that the PE firm would
rather leave, or not participate in an operation, than be associated with people they are not comfortable with.
These comments reinforce our observation, “I knew the CEO of Network 1’s background, his reputation in
the sector, but the most important things came from the conversations we were able to have. It is true that
you can invest after having a few discussions, but I am not the only one who decides. We can make mistakes,
but in the end we make very few. With this second look, after four or five meetings, generally, we can have
a good idea, more or less, about the person who is in front of us, even if we don’t see everything. We spend
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a lot of time meeting with management; we study the competition, the market, and their vision etc. Yes, we
spend a lot of time on this because once we enter, we are joined - for better or for worse” (PE N1 Y).
A decision made by different groups is strengthened by their shared values, which are found at the
heart of the network. The CEO of Network N1 considers values such as competencies, being in synch, trust,
and complicity are essential elements in their association with the PE firm, and without which things would
not have been possible. This is where research into the “fit” appears and where the PE firm has to match
the network’s overall perspective, and should get to know its values. “It is truly something that we
considered - the character of the CEO of Network N1 - that made us invest. The future of this network was
complicated; it was completely on its knees. The franchise in XX, I don’t want to have to draw you a picture,
but it doesn’t only have successes. So, the benchmarks that we were able to have as well were not very
positive. If we had only had these, we wouldn’t have done it. It is really the capacity and the CEO of
Network 1’s personal, operational, and financial investment in this project that made us become investors.
Eighty percent of our decisions for, or against, are linked to the manager (executive director) because we
are minority shareholders. If we do not have confidence quickly, and common interests with the manager,
we can’t do it” (PE N1 Y).
Franchise relationships have three parts: the franchisor – the franchisee – the network. The network
is the glue that keeps everyone focused on a common project, which is to bring life to a network, grow it,
and stabilize it. The relationship with capital investment has a common thread with three parts of franchise
relationships: financial flux – the business project – the chemistry by which people put their minds together
to move forward. The first two elements are necessary for a investment relationship to happen, to know of
a business that has a project, but does not have sufficient means to develop it, and an investor whose makes
funds available so long as they make a profit. The operation does not have a chance to succeed if the parties
do not get their respective needs met. This is found in the third element described earlier: the chemistry
between the parties, which we described as the glue in the relationship identical to the one between the
network and the franchise itself. “With Network N2, there is a real project, a good management team. We
are very comfortable with this team. The human element is very important in our relationships because
people embody this more than institutions. Our partnerships are based on people and their characters. We
work with a team, that we have chosen, on a project that we then share with the team. Of course, it is above
all the CEO who we work, share, and discuss things with, because we don’t have the authority to intervene
in operations. Afterwards it is the manager who manages their teams” (PE N2 V). Within a partnership,
the relationship dimension is reinforced by a mutual understanding of situations – situations that are usually
different from what was initially presented. “It has been four years that we have been with two small
investors. We are outside of the six-month honeymoon phase and can now say to ourselves that things are
going well. We were never following the stated business plan, but our relationships are such that these guys
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are with us, carry us, have collaboration, and keep investing: there is a real complicity” was the sentiment
from the CEO of Network N1.
The quality of the relationships plays into the value of the network’s leader. It is not only an asset’s
value that makes a business desirable; the quality of the network has an equal value. For example, Network
N1, after a difficult period in its history, renewed its contracts and started again. The CEO of N1 explained
this situation as one with a renewed confidence in the franchisor. The PE firms understood that time was
necessary to renew stable and long-term relationships with the franchisees. The CEO of Network 1
commented on this understanding, “The relationship with them, absolutely does not match what I had heard,
from what I am being told, which happens, when there is money involved. On the one hand, it is because of
their minority position, and on the other hand because they have different types of stocks: some bonds must
be cashed in after five years and others, like ours, which are present and have to stay. Today they reinforce
their support by saying that there is not any pressure for the exit. They tell us, you have time, take your
time. I was lucky to have in front of me intermediaries who are really facilitators”.
A relationships works, not only through decision-making, but also with constructive interactions
that add to the network’s quality. “A lot of our relationships are relatively informal. We talk frequently by
phone about every day operational problems. Later, it is about the concepts, the ideas, the group’s nascent
strategy, they come to us with more maturity, and then we talk. We are strong because we question, we
discuss things. In the end, it is management that makes the decisions. In a relationship, if you impose things
on someone, they may follow them but it will never work. You have to stick to a project. Then the
relationship will work out well, and there is mutual respect; they consider your comments. If they don’t
take them into consideration they explain why. Generally, they know their area better than us and they are
right. It is an exchange of ideas” (PE N2 V). Another investor in Network N2 had this to say, “We are not
majority shareholders. The strength of our partnership, it’s the relationship. It is what allows us to carry
a bit more weight than on average. If one discourages the CEO of Network N1 in making a choice about
growth, for example, if we tell him its not a good thing, he won’t do it (PE N1 Y). The CEO of Network N1
confirmed to us that their relationships were founded on total confidence and transparency. “We are true
allies. I am totally transparent. I am not always certain that things are going well. I don’t consider it a
weakness to talk about one’s doubts, of one’s difficulties. They read me like an open book, and I think that
it suits them, even if there are things that we have to do to improve the business. The fact that they
strengthened the equity, even when none of the indicators gave a green light, that their committee followed
them, reveals the quality of our relationship. Transparency is what allows this” (CEO N1). This trust and
collaboration was confirmed by one of the network’s private equity interviewee, “The two key people from
Network N1, it would be hard to find better. We have a real team that gets along, people in the market who
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know their product by heart, who are good communicators, are apt to do things to make things work, that
have a correct vision of things. Afterwards you have to give from time to time” (PE N1 X).
For all of these sentiments, the franchisors are not naïve and know very well that this trust can
become fragile and could be broken. “I think that even though the investors have confidence in the
management team, they agree to follow them, but the day when they have a doubt, they will turn off the
taps” was the sentiment of the CEO of Network N1. “If we don’t feel it, we don’t do it. Seventy to eighty
percent of the decisions comes from the quality of our interactions, and how the project has been carried the team. We are in with SMEs and success comes to people who are driven. (PE N1 X).
We have shown in the case studies that real collaboration exists between the franchisors and the
private equity firms, in whichever network, N1 or N2. We then asked ourselves about the nature of this
relationship dimension between the PE firms and the franchisees. It appeared clear, and contrary to the
sentiments expressed by the franchisees in Network N1, that the PE firms do not feel connected to them,
even if it appears natural enough they know about them, “The communication of our operation to the
franchisees, we are indifferent to it. We make an announcement at the moment when the operation is ready,
but that’s all. It is a time when the announcement is very short. The information can be found on our
avenues of communication, digital or paper, and allows them to know who we are. Afterwards, for the
franchisees, I think that this is a part of their recruitment process, to be able to say who are the franchisor’s
shareholders. The information is there, there is no mystery. It can be used for reassurance. It can also
reassure the previous franchisees” (PE N1 X). “I think that this has no impact. I am not certain that they
are up to date”. (We informed our interviewee that a memo had been given to them by the franchisor who
led to the following reaction). “You see, I didn’t know if the franchisees were up to date on our operation.
I think that this is more important for the creditors, that is to say the bankers, maybe some suppliers, about
the solidity and the capacity of the business to have appropriate partners backing them with their operations.
I think it is more important for third parties, like bankers and suppliers, more than for franchisees. But
after all, the franchisees, they are also clients, so maybe, well, I don’t know” (PE N1 Y).
This lack of interest is justified by the fact that the PE firm does not hold the role of the privileged
contact person for the franchisee; the franchisor has this role. When providing information, the franchisor
can, nevertheless, capture the sentiments of the franchisees, who are not indifferent to the presence of an
investor. This can be understood from a legal point of view because the number of franchise contracts are
precise that the intuitu personae applies to the franchisee and not the franchisor. This allows the latter to
break the contract without the franchisee’s prior agreement. In other words, the head of the network can
change the owner or structure without putting into question the existing contracts, which excludes the
franchisees from this process, “We don’t communicate with the franchisees, it’s not our role. We don’t meet
with them. This role is regulated to the manager and their teams. I don’t know at all how the information
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has been communicated about our arrival into the franchisees’ capital. The franchisees’ perceptions about
our entrance, we learn about it through managers’ feedback. They are satisfied because to be strong, they
know that you have to have a franchisor who is strong” was said by PE N2 V. “During the last equity
reinforcement, an announcement was prepared for the franchisees during the regional meetings or
convention (uncertain memory). There was not any particular question. This had been well received in my
opinion”, said the CEO of Network N1. “There was an announcement prepared for the franchisees that
was about the sale/restructuring during the month of December. This was the reason for the letter to the
franchisees explaining the change of shareholders and the debt restructuring. The large franchisees had
been told informally, because we see them regularly and have closer relationships with them and also, I
suppose, because this information is more interesting for them than for the small franchisees” was stated
by the CFO Group of Network N2.
Our survey, which was sent out to some of the franchisees in Network N1, showed that nearly all
the franchisees remembered that information had been provided when the funding arrived. Yet, they knew
only vaguely who it was and whether they were majority or minority shareholders. They considered this
information as important, useful, and necessary because it is linked to the network, which they represent. It
is not worrisome for them, in fact it is the opposite, because when a PE firm is interested in a chain it is a
sign of the business’s financial potential, which reassures the stakeholders. In their evaluation when it came
to expressing their ideas on this partnership, they were, on average, quite positive (around 4 out of 5, where
5 was ‘very positive’). The most frequent responses seen as most important were ‘having the means’ and
‘benefits this partnership could bring to them’. The most skeptical were concerned about the balance of
power and the investors’ long-term objectives. This analysis shows the gap between the franchisors’
perceptions and the expectations of franchisees with regards to information. For the franchisors it is not so
much the information itself that matters, but the feelings of assurance it brings. “During the interviews with
new franchise candidates, whether a PE firm is present in the capital is not brought up unless the franchisee
asks. For us it’s a non subject” (CEO N1). “If this becomes a subject it is because the presence of a PE
firm corresponds to a problem, that is to say, a lever without which nothing could be possible. In our
situation, it is like we had a classic loan from a bank. The impact on the franchisees is neutral except to
strengthen the network’s capacities and give means to the franchisor. All that has been intelligently invested
in the franchisor, so that his service is the best quality possible really has trickled down to the franchisee.
The franchisees are interested in being up to date on the network’s evaluations because this is was reassures
them” were sentiments from Network N1’s chairman.

5. Contributions and Recommendations Related to the Franchisor - Private Equity Investor Relationship
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Although generalizing the results is not possible due to the small number of case studies, we can nonetheless
state what are the main factors for success, what contributions a franchisor – PE firm partnership has on the
network, as well as providing some recommendations. The franchisors understood that if they wanted to
increase their growth, they needed financial means that the bankers could not provide. This is the reason
for the increased solicitation of PE firms - to give them the financial means to achieve their ambitions.
Franchisors also seek out PE firms to bring a successful conclusion to capital heavy operations, similar to a
capital transfer such as an LBO (cash out). In this case an established franchisor decides to engage with a
PE firm to share his or her capital with the investors, to essentially use his or her professional assets as part
of a financial operation. The PE firm can also be solicited by franchisors for hybrid operations (growth/cashout), pure capital-transfer operations, and capital-turnaround operations.
Investing in a franchisor’s capital presents certain specificities that the PE firm should know in order
for their investment to be a success, especially in terms of profitability. They must be able to measure the
impact of these specific elements on their investment. As for the franchisor, they have to be aware of their
own specificities, and must work with a PE firm that understands them, and will work well alongside them;
choosing a PE firm is as an important a decision as entering a company’s capital. It should be mentioned
that there are different types of private equity firms. They become involved at different stages of
development, have a different amount to invest, a certain percentage of participation, and are present in
specific sectors. Some are independent, others are not, some have limited timelines, others longer etc. Like
in a franchise, where the franchisee makes a commitment with full knowledge of the facts (article L.330-3
of the Business Code (Doubin Law), the PE firm and the franchisors, have to make a commitment to the
partnership with full knowledge of the facts.
The specific qualities of an investment into a franchisor’s capital are the result of the franchise
system itself. The PE firm should pay attention to three points in particular.
•

First, outside of the brand’s value and ‘know-how’, the value of a franchise network depends a great
deal on the quality of the franchisees and the control that the franchisor exerts upon them. Audits should
be done to estimate the quality of the head of the network and specifically how his or her control on the
franchisees merits. This done, amongst other methods, through an audit of the franchise contract and
its specifics (length, maturity, conditions for renewal, know-how expertise, level of franchisee control
and their locations, conditions for transfer). The PE firm does not have to be satisfied with the network’s
legal and/or financial vision, they should be able to judge the operational reality of the franchise contract
and the network’s vibrancy as well.

•

Second, in this type of operation it is essential to measure the importance of the manager’s (head of the
network) role, because from the franchisee’s perspective he or she represents the chain. This role is
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more important if the manager is the founder and /or whether the network is small and/or young. A
change in control, sometimes it can disrupt the network and have a negative impact on its value.
•

Third, it is important to take into consideration the fact that networks have a delicate balance which this
type of operation can destabilize destroying some of its value.

Aside from these points, franchisors and PE firms alike have to ask certain vital questions. The answers
will form a large part of the operation’s success: What do we want to do together? What is the common
objective? What are the rules in this exchange? Are they clear to everyone? What are each one’s
expectations? And can we get along? The success of an operation rests not only on each of the parties staying
with a project, but also on an understanding of each other’s needs and having an agreement between them.
This last aspect, based on relationships, is fundamental. Such a partnership is only profitable – doable - if
it is based on mutual trust and convection.
Private equity firms understand that the role of the manager-founder is a reality that is very
important in their decision to invest in the franchisor’s capital, especially in smaller sized networks. They
admit that removing a manager-founder too quickly from operational control can break the personable link
between the manager-founder and the franchisees, and indirectly in a small way the network itself. When
the franchisees do not see themselves represented anymore it becomes complicated. Nevertheless, to
develop a franchise network, the PE firms know that it becomes necessary, at a certain time, to
professionalize the franchisor’s business. They have to soften the importance of the manager-founder before
they put a management team alongside him or her to improve the structure of the organization, the finances,
directing the economic performance etc. This team will become a veritable go-between for the managerfounder who can stay, nevertheless, very influential in the network.
Yet, any change in structure by the franchisor that is done too quickly and/or too aggressively can
be counter-productive for the network because a franchise network is founded, amongst other things, on
relationships. These relationships are built on confidence, on people, on a strong belief in a management
team, all which takes a long time to create, but can be defeated quite quickly. Even if the PE firm’s timeline
is often between five and seven years, these factors cannot be speeded up. However, it turns out that two to
three years is enough time to set up an efficient organization.
The professionalism of the network’s manager towards his or her work is a real added value brought
by the private equity firms. They let the franchisor set themselves up, to pass the necessary threshold for
growth, and to develop the network. Often the manager-founder’s focus is not only looking for investment
funds, but also to learn from the PE firm’s experience regarding growth and development, and to benefit
from their advice. The franchisors appreciate the interactions with the PE firms because they have
perspective from outside their network, outside knowledge that is complimentary to theirs, and they bring
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up contradictions on strategic orientations that are essential for advance their common goal. Bringing to
light these contradictions is not to say that the PE firms dismiss the strategies presented, but it forces the
franchisors to justify and explain them. The discussions are richer when the PE firms' representatives are
present. This is because of the questions that are asked from those who are not franchise experts. Within
their function as minority or majority investors, the PE firms can coerce the franchisors into their strategic
positioning. Within the partnership’s framework, the approach is about having a shared view regarding the
strategy, which is what creates value and makes it profitable for everyone. The benefits brought by the PE
firm are only possible if the people chose them themselves and understand them. The partnership’s success
is based on an intelligent connection between the PE firm and the franchisors.
How these two groups collaborate is drawn out in the Shareholders Agreement, or more rarely in
the statutes. The franchisor must agree to work with the PE firm in a manner aligned with the strategy. On
the other hand, operational management is up to the franchisor but his or her control is mitigated, notably
by the presence of a reporting structure, which is more or less contingent on the PE firm’s needs and the
type of operation. The Shareholders Agreement lays out, amongst other things, the business strategy and
its objectives in terms of performance, which are also written into the business plan. The business plan
outlines a common vision agreed to by the PE firm and the franchise. It is created together and revised by
the franchisor in detail to verify its compatibility with the network, since the franchisor knows their network
well. It is important that the business plan, even though it remains a substitute for the Agreement, is written
with precision with regards to the objectives stating their definitions and expectations. This is to avoid
rehashing these details when the plan is being executed. The PE firms generally are not authorized to
directly intervene in the operational management, even if they are majority investors. However, if they are
minority or majority shareholders they will still want to follow their investment. To this end, they ensure
their presence within business committees where they base their control and ask for monthly, or quarterly
reports.
Generally, the franchisor and the PE firms sign off on the business plans, which are then put into
motion by the franchisor. Later, the PE firms use a governing body to control the execution of the business
plans; however, this is what happens no matter the type of operation. In effect, the sitting manager can stay
in the board as the director of operations and the PE firm representative is placed in a supervisory board, a
supervisory committee, or an ad hoc working group. It is within these boards/committees/working groups
where the PE firms and the franchisors meet one another throughout the year, as stipulated in their
Shareholders Agreement. The meetings can be as frequent as necessary to survey and manage the business.
The PE firms observe how the business plan is being enacted and give advice on, or authorize, important
decisions that could affect the strategy or the network’s stability. For example, decisions about investments
larger than x €, or loans larger than x €, require a meeting, essentially authorization, from the PE firm. All
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important decisions require this, even if they were not drawn up in the business plan. Even when a
shareholder holds a minority investment, they can put forward a suggestion although the managers may not
follow it. When the business plan is executed poorly, and the performances are not what was expected,
there are a certain number of clauses that allow the PE firms, especially majority investors, to state that the
manager’s services are no longer required - to change the head of the network.
The reporting structure is set up in such a way that it essentially is what helps control how the
business plan is executed. The PE firms impose, especially in networks with little structure, a reporting
structure that is more significant, more formalized, more regular, and more in line with their expectations.
They must learn as much as they can about the entire network without interfering in the management of the
franchisees. Outside of this review, the reports let the franchisor better understand, guide their network and
make proper decisions to make it more efficient. The Shareholders Agreement can also state other methods
of control such as authorizing the PE firms to bring in a certified public accountant and/or an external
auditor. Outside of what is in the Agreement, putting the business plan into practice and then monitoring
these activities can require frequent, and often less formal, meetings at the request of either the franchisor
or the PE firm. The Shareholders Agreement has precise rules with regards to the solidity of shares. With
the franchise, especially when the role of the manager-founder is important, there are very structured
package deals that allow the PE firms to ensure that the founder maintains his or her functions throughout
the process in the form of compensation through profit-sharing and a division of the capital gains at the exit.
Classic profit-sharing schemes can be put in place with progressive incentives that are activated when
objectives are met. To align interests, the PE firms can demand that management (executives) become
shareholders when the investment arrives. Essentially these are ‘management packages’. The manager will
have to point out which executives will benefit from the packages. If the operation is successful, the
manager and the executives will be able to profit personally. In the end, it turns out that with these
operations, when they are well managed, bring a professionalization to the franchisor without destabilizing
the network and create value. They are essential to the network’s development and growth. The PE firms
bring a real added value to a network that then becomes profitable for everyone (PE firms, franchisor and
franchisee). When the PE firms organize the franchisors, it gives them more credibility in the eyes of the
banks, with the franchisees, and generally with all of the business partners. The PE firms arrive as a
substitute for a bank, or at least, as an addition to the bank, and this gives the impression that the franchisor
will have the means to finance their growth, to work alongside the franchisees etc. It is generally thought
to be a positive signal when a PE firm invests because it offers a reassuring presence and provides financial
foundation to groups who often are missing it.
The information given to the franchisees by the franchisor when the PE firms enter the capital and
are active in the management of the network is important. It provides reassurance to the franchisees and
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strengthens the ties that bind them. Even if the franchisor themselves are not always aware of it, the
franchisees are usually very interested by anything that impacts the network. The fact that the information
is sent out provides an explanation why an investor has arrived to finance this or that project. When
interviewed the franchisees said that the arrival of a PE investor made the network even more professional,
and they were quite satisfied with this partnership. It is important to remember that the franchisee is
protected by their signed contract. It represents the links between him or her and the franchisor, who cannot
alter it despite successive changes in management. However, this does not mean that the franchisees are
protected from a franchisor’s change in strategy; but if the model works well there will be few changes. On
the other hand, if the model does not function well, there will probably be changes that will indirectly benefit
the franchisees. The goal for the PE firm and of the franchisor is to create value. Value creation at the top
of the chain is generated by value creation at the franchisee level (increased turnover, margins etc.).
Generally everyone wins.
Very often the timelines of the franchisor and the PE firms overlap. According to the 2014 annual
franchise survey, a chain has a lifespan of, on average, twenty years and a franchisee stays for, on average,
twelve years in a network. When a PE firm enters the capital some franchisees arrive at the same time and
stay longer, others leave at this time or before. But in the end, if the common objective is to develop and
stabilize the network their arrival does not pose any problems. This objective is compatible with the timeline
and with different individual goals, such as to create a decent capital gain when the PE firm exits. As soon
as there is a shared goal they must start building on the short, medium, and long term. When objectives are
met the collective interest must supersede the individual interest because the success of the operation is
founded on collective interests.
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Chapter Four: Franchisees Survey
This chapter is concerned with franchisees who are with chains open to external investors. Their observed
changes within the network will be presented including whatever impacts they felt when the franchisors had
control measures put in place.

1. Literature Review
The academic work about franchises has primarily focused on the franchisors themselves; nevertheless,
there is an increased interest in analyzing the franchisees’ perspectives (Gurnhagen & Dorsch, 2003;
Peterson & Dant, 1990). Our research responds to this interest by increasing the subject’s body of work,
without limiting franchise interest to franchisors and consumers. Dant et al. ran a meta-analysis on research
done on franchises for the past two decades. They noticed that the research subjects were concentrated on
three actors: the franchisor, the franchisee, and the clients. Yet, there was little work that looked specifically
at franchisees. In fact, what they found was that a large amount of research on franchisees was done in the
United States of America and was mostly limited to the fast-food sector (Dant, 2008). Wanting to push the
limits, Dant et al. suggested other subjects, such as the power linked with governing methods between
franchisors and franchisees, as well as expanding beyond the United States.
Our research responds to this lack of academic work in the field and as we are focused on France
our research moves beyond the American perspective. Here, we look at the variability of capital found
within franchise structuring, as well as when the private equity firms have members in executive
management teams. We also looked at how relationships have evolved between the franchisors and
franchisees, again as a response to the knowledge gap concerning the primary actors in franchise research.
Sapienza et al. (1996) based a comparative study on four countries – the United States, Great Britain, France,
and the Netherlands. This study showed that venture capital groups in France primarily focused on the role
of financier and funding provider. In fact, compared to the other three countries, PE firms in France brought
very little to the table regarding strategy, interpersonal relationships, and networking contacts. These
authors also demonstrated that the PE firms provided more value when the level of market uncertainty was
high, particularly for innovative businesses or those in the start-up phase. However, more recent studies on
France have shown a change in the role of PE firms, who are now adopting a more active approach within
businesses, as studied by Stévenot (2005b), Desbrières (2001, 2005), Stévenot & Guery (2010), and Redor
& Girard (2014).
When a PE firm takes control of a franchise the relationship between the franchisor and the
franchisees can change. The exploratory study, and the two comparative case studies, have shown just how
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different the situations can be, and the diversity found within PE firms and franchisors. In this chapter we
will discuss the quantitative approach used to study franchisee perceptions with a focus on changes observed
in the chain after a PE investor has arrived. Our research looked at the franchisor’s level of control, how
they monitored the franchisees, and changes that occurred due to the direct, or indirect, requests by private
equity firms.
Our objective is to show the existence, or not, of relationships found in the progression of the
franchise structure as measured by: the network’s diversity, a change in the chain’s strategy, the types of
control put in by the franchisor, and the franchisee’s performance. The contingency theory stipulates that
systems of control depend on contextual factors, including the business strategy; it shows a one-way
relationship between the strategy and the controlling (monitoring) systems. Den Hertog in 1978 studied the
type of control implemented and the consequences on a business’s strategy. Consistency is needed between
a strategy and the systems put in place to improve business performance (Kober et al., 2003; Fiegener, 1994;
Govindarajan & Shank, 1992; Miller & Friesen, 1982). Based on this literature review, a chain that starts
with strategic changes has to modify its monitoring and controlling systems.
When discussing systems used to control behaviors, we include both formal and informal ones.
Archer and Otley (1991), as well as Roberts (1990), underlined the importance of considering these two
types of control in the body of academic research. Kobert et al. (2007) confirmed the fact that the informal
and formal controlling systems align themselves with the type of strategy the business has put in place.
Ramaswami (1996) thought there are two types of formal control used by commercial businesses to
supervise their employees’ activities; they understood this control via the processes and the results.
According to the theory of agency, Jensen and Meckling (1976) thought that companies monitor their
business partners for the purpose of detecting and reducing opportunistic behavior. They want to ensure
that they behave in a way where they can meet their contractual obligations (Murry & Heide, 1998). The
relationship between the franchisor and the franchisee is similar to that of the leader and the agent in the
theory of agency. Yet, the franchisee is also an independent entrepreneur with their own personal set of
goals they want to achieve. He or she has aspirations to be independent. Davies et al. (2011) stated that
one of a franchisor’s main challenges is to successfully reinforce adhesion to his or her standards by the
franchisees, all the while keeping intact their own involvement and ambitions.

The Relationship between control and performance

Boulay (2010) described two forms of control active in franchises:
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•

a personal control by network coordinators, or other intermediaries, whose goal is to provide
surveillance and to encourage franchisees to conform to the franchisor’s strategy;

•

an impersonal control, which puts in place mechanisms that allow the franchisees’ activities to be
monitored. Primary examples of these are the franchise contract, the IT system, and behavioral
standards that have developed within the relationship.

El Akrermi et al. (2010) also confirmed the role social control takes in reducing a franchisee’s opportunistic
behavior. In our research we centered our analysis on two methods of control to better understand both the
procedural level (by the processes) and the social one. The scales we used to measure these two dimensions
are adapted from the work of Ramaswami (1996) and de Kober et al. (2007).
Research that looked at the relationship between the particular methods of control and performance
ended up with contradictory results. Some studies showed that monitoring the results, and controlling the
processes, produced a better performance (Baldauf et al., 2001; Cravens et al., 2004; Hide et al., 2007; Joshi,
2009). Yet other authors showed that monitoring results and controlling the processes had a negative impact
on performance (Agrawal & Lal, 1995; Challagalla & Shervani, 1996; Grand & Cravens, 1996; Lewis et
al., 2002). In the case of the franchise system, Cox and Masson (2007) thought that the type of control used
in a franchise network changes depending on different factors such as the business sector, the franchise
system’s maturity, and the type of franchise (simple or multiple).
Management research defines performance according to two dimensions, one financial and one
operational. With franchises a difference is made between the performance of the franchisee and the
franchisor. Yin and Zajac (2004) showed that the most important indicator when evaluating franchisee
performance is the sales revenue per unit; the profit per unit is strongly correlated with it. Each unit’s
revenue growth is key because it means a higher performance overall for the network. This relationship is
important when looking at the level of diversity within the network. A network that is completely based on
franchising, and has few branches, is very dependent on the franchisees’ sales revenues to improve its
performance. The franchisor has fewer levers he or she can activate when compared to a network that
possesses a larger number of branches.
This brief literature review reveals relationships between variables measuring change within a
chain’s strategy, its structure (in terms of diversity), and the methods of control used linking with a
franchisee’s performance. In order to test the empirical validity of these relationships, we are going to study
a sample of franchisee perceptions. Our objective is to test the relevance of our research model, outlined
below, when we show these relationships.
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2. Research Design
This chapter presents the analysis of franchisee perceptions once a private equity group has invested in their
network. We ran a survey using a questionnaire that was given to franchisees (see Appendix 3). We
measured the impacts of capital funding variability on the franchisor – franchisee relationship and changes
to the methods of control, and their impact on performance. Our sample came from franchisees whose
network have a private equity group as majority shareholder and have representatives in the executive
management team. This choice was based on the results of the exploratory section, and the qualitative
interviews with heads of networks, which confirmed that there was little change when the PE firms are
minority investors.
We proceeded in two steps by collecting the franchisees’ responses:
•

we sent the questionnaire by email to franchisees who had available email addresses;

•

we followed up by telephone to those franchisees who did not have available email addresses.

This list of franchisors was created from an extensive search using websites that specialize in franchises,
chain’s business sites, specialized press that regularly publish press-releases on the variability of a
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company’s capital structure, as well as French and foreign private equity investor websites. The dates of
the first infusion of capital investment were identified by separate research into financial databases, such as
DIANE and ALTARES. This list is a part of the list identified by our study on franchisor financial
performance (see Chapter Five).
Despite some challenges, the number of responses we collected is comparable to other franchise
studies that were done by previous research published by the FFF. After the first emails at the end of June
and the beginning of July, they were sent again at the end of August, and the beginning of September. This
allowed to collect 36 questionnaires filled in online. However, with some questionnaires, there were a
certain number of answers that were missing, making them invalid for our statistical study; of 36
questionnaires, only 19 had been completed fully. The average time to finish a questionnaire online was 12
minutes. Faced with a small number of email replies after launching the questionnaire a few times, we
decided to continue with a telephone campaign. Here were able to collect 46 additional replies. Thus, the
total number of questionnaires that were usable for our confirmation phase was 65. The average time via
telephone to complete the questionnaire was 15 minutes. It was necessary to call early in the morning or
later in the afternoon and to call many times when the clients were not in their stores, agencies, restaurants,
or the location of their unit. There was also difficulty in contacting the franchisee directly because many of
the telephone numbers we found were for branches.
In the second part of the chapter, the descriptive statistics for the closed-questions replies will be discussed.
Lastly, we provide the statistics concerning the questions that were the themes of our study. As a refresher,
these were to know the evolution of the franchise’s structure, the change of a chain’s strategy, and the
progression of the measures for control and the franchisee’s economic performance.

3. Descriptive Statistics
3.1. Distribution by Industry
The franchisees that responded to our questionnaire were represented by the business industries presented
in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Industry distribution of the sample

Specialized Business
Real Estate and Housing
Personal Services
Automobile
Fast-Food
Leisure
Health, Beauty, and Physique
Others
Total

Number

Percentage (%)

18
18
12
5
4
4
2
2
65

28
28
18
8
6
6
3
3
100

Industry Distribution of Franchisees
6%

Specialized Business

3% 3%

6%
28%

Real Estate and Housing

8%
Personal Services
18%
28%

Automobile
Fast Food
Leisure

A large majority of responses came from the sector of real estate and housing as well as specialized business
(cleaning shops and florists). The franchisees in these sectors appeared more open to replying to the survey.
They understood its importance and wanted to provide their opinion on an important, and recent, topic for
franchises. Very few responses were collected from franchisees based in hospitality and personal service
sectors, which can be explained by the fact that they have very few franchisors with private equity investors
who hold a majority interest.
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3.2. Distribution of franchisees by number of years in the chain
The population sample was divided according to longevity, expressed by the number of years in the network,
and presented in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Distribution of franchisees’ experience in the network (number of years)

Mean
Median
Standard Deviation
Min
Max

8.24
8.00
6.70
1.00
35.00

The largest number of franchisees (11) started their business in 2006. The mean length of time in the
network was 8.24 years, which gives a certain amount of experience to evaluate any changes. The longer
the time spent in the network the more the franchisee is capable of having a relevant and objective. Our
questionnaire is concerned with the last time a PE firm invested in the franchisee’s chain and the
consequences they observed.
3.3. Distribution of franchisees per gender

Concerning the respondents’ gender division, 43 were men and 22 were women. This translates to 66% of
respondents were men with 34% being women.

Gender Distribution

34%

66%

Men
Women
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3.4. Distribution per age
Regarding the ages of the franchisees in our sample population the following table presents their
characteristics.

Table 4.3. Distribution of Respondents per Age

Mean

47

Standard Deviation
Min
Max

9
20
65

3.5. Distribution of franchisees by education
The franchisees who responded to the questionnaire primarily had a level of post-secondary education from
2 - 3 years up to 5+. The two groups made up approximately 80% of our sample.
Table 4.4. Distribution of Respondents by Education

Secondary
Baccalaureate
Bac+2/3 years
Bac+5 and higher
Total

Number
4
9
28
24
65

Percentage (%)
6.2
13.8
43.1
36.9
100

Distribution by Education

Secondary
Baccalaureate
Bac + 2/3
Bac + 5 or more
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3.6. Franchisees’ characteristics
After having presented the profiles of the franchisees that responded to our survey, we will continue with
our analysis.

We will now look at the responses following the principle themes outlined in our

questionnaire.
3.6.1. Number of units held
The response to the question concerning how many franchise units each franchisee held showed
overwhelmingly that the response is one unit. In fact, 53 franchisees have one unit, eight have two units,
two have four units, one franchisee has three units, and another has ten units. Therefore, the mean for
franchises held is 1.38.
3.6.2. Duration of the franchise contract
After we had a better understanding of the contract between the franchisors and the franchisees, we asked a
question about its duration. The results are in Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Duration of Franchise Contract

Duration of the Franchise Contract
Less than 5 years
From 5 to 8 years
More than 8 years
Total

Number
2
52
11
65

Percentage (%)
3%
80%
17%
100%

Franchise Contract Duration
3%
17%
Less than 5 years
80%

From 5 to 8 years
More than 8 years

We found that by a vast majority, 80%, franchisees have a contract that has a duration of between
five and eight years.
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3.7. Franchisor Communication about Private Equity Investor Entrance into the Capital

This theme was comprised of three sub-themes to find out how official information was sent out from the
franchisor to the franchisees; the means of communication; and any prejudices on the part of the franchisees
regarding this decision.

3.7.1. Communication from the Franchisor to the Franchisees
The first question was about the information provided by the franchisor when the private equity firm arrived
as a new financial partner. For this section, we decided to use all the questionnaires we received, even if
they were not complete, but they had completed this part. The answer to this question determined the
franchisee’s ability to finish this part of the questionnaire. The questions that followed were more precise
and required a knowledge of the franchisor’s capital structuring and its progression. For this question we
have 82 responses, with 45 having verified that the franchisor did inform them when there was a new
financial partner, and 37 who were not informed. This highlighted the fact that many of the franchisees
were not up to date with the arrival of the PE firm, or about the change in their chain’s capital structure.
There could be many explanations for this lack of knowledge:
•

the PE firm arrived many years earlier and the franchisee in our sample was not part of the network
at that time;

•

the franchisor did not send out a formal communication when the PE firm arrived;

•

the franchisee was not interested in the high-level governance of their network. They were focused
on their business and running their unit;

•

the PE firm arrived much earlier and the franchisee no longer remembers if there was an official
announcement or not.

The chart below represents the answers to this question.
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Franchisees Informed by the Franchisor About the
Arrival of a New Partner into the Capital

37
Informed

45

Not Informed

3.7.2. The Announcement About the Private Equity Investors

When we asked the question ‘How were you informed of the private equity firm’s entrance into the chain’s
capital?’ the franchisees had many possible answers. The results showed that the franchisor used many
methods of communication. Regardless, there were two methods that were frequently used, one was an
internal mailing (memo, newsletter) - cited 25 times; and the other was an announcement at the annual
convention - cited 24 times. The franchisors used many types of communication to inform the franchisees
about the arrival of the new financial partner. Table 4.6 outlines the different methods.

Table 4.6. Type of Communication Announcing the Private Equity Firm’s Arrival

Communication Media
Internal mail out to franchisees
During the annual convention
Email
Franchisor’s website
Press release
General media
Other franchisees
Other

Frequency
25
24
14
2
2
2
2
3

Percentage (%)
39
37
22
3
3
3
3
5

The franchisees also mentioned general meetings and specialized committees as other means of
communication. The following graph showed the significance of each channel of communication.
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How Franchisees Were Informed of a Private Equity Firm’s Arrival

30
25
20
15
10
5
0

3.8. Franchisees’ perceptions about a Private Equity Firm’s Arrival
The third question was about any prejudice about management’s decision. We needed to evaluate judgments
held by the franchisees about this decision, which was considered strategic and impacted the entire network.
We posed the question in the following format:
Once you found out about the decision, how would you judge the following sentence: “The chain’s
management made a good decision for developing the business, and its growth”.
We used a Likert Scale where 1 was ‘strongly disagree and 7 was ‘strongly agree’. We received 65
responses to this question with the results presented in Table 4.7.

Table 4.7. Franchisee Judgment on the Private Equity Firm’s Arrival

Mean
Mode
Standard deviation
Min
Max

4.25
4
1.649
1
7
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The distribution of the answers is presented in this graph.

Number of Responses
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
1 Strongly
Disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7 Totally
Agree

We have shown that a large majority of franchisees approved of the decision to open up the capital to
external investors. The average (mean) response was 4.25 on a scale of 1 to 7. This positive judgment
towards the arrival of external investors can be partially explained by the challenges faced by certain chains
in our sample; they had suffered from financial difficulties. The arrival of a PE firm was seen as good news
and a sign that the network would be stabilized and of its development.

3.9. Changes After a Private Equity Firm’s Arrival
This theme is very important in our research and has been subdivided into three parts. The first part is a
multiple-choice question to understand the different types of changes observed after a PE firm arrived in the
chain. We wanted to analyze the links between these progressions and the methods of control used by the
franchisor, specifically looking at the variability of the franchisor’s capital structure.
3.8.1. Types of change
We have presented answers to our question concerning any perceived changes franchisees saw after the
arrival of a new financial partner. We worded the question in the following way, “With the arrival of a new
financial partner (investment funds), what changes at the chain level did you observe?” The results are
presented in Table 4.8 by frequency. Many franchisees checked off more than one answer in the list, and
very few added other changes outside of those listed.
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Table 4.8. Types of Changes
Type of Change

Frequency

At the corporate level

38

At the level of the chain’s strategy

34

At the level of the network’s coordination
At the level of measuring performance indicators
Management optimization of earnings
No change
Store closures
The logo

23
14
10
8
1
1

A new franchise contract

1

I don’t know

2

Type of Changes
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

From our analysis it appears that the main changes were at the chain’s management level, the network’s
coordination and energy, and with the global business strategy. This question was an introduction to others
that were more penetrating and would provide us with more depth.
3.9.2. Changes in the Chain’s Structure (Level of Diversification)
In part C2 of the questionnaire (see Appendix 3) we used a Likert Scale to gather responses (1 = strongly
disagree and 7 = strongly agree). The three first questions looked at changes with the franchise structure,
especially with regards to the chain’s level of diversification. We have presented the statistics which
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describe “changes in the network’s structure”. This factor is represented by three propositions, each of
which is measured with the Likert Scale from 1 to 7. The three sentences are the following:
1. The number of franchises has greatly increased compared to the competition.
2. The number of branches has greatly increased compared to the competition.
3. The number of franchises has increased more than the number of branches.

Table 4.9 presents the statistics that describe the answers to the three propositions.
Table 4.9. Structural Changes
Structural change 1
Structural change 2
Structural change 3

Mean
2.54
2.82
2.88

Standard Deviation
1.696
1.731
1.908

Structural change 1, 2, and 3 represent the above propositions cited above. These descriptive statistics
demonstrate the absence of important changes within a chain’s structural changes (creating either new
franchises or branches). It appears that in the short-term the franchisors do not engage in important changes
with the franchise’s structure when looking at the diversity between franchises and branches.
3.9.3. Changes Within the Chain’s Strategy
Five propositions were integrated into the questionnaire looking at “changes with the chain’s strategy”. The
same 1 to 7 Likert Scale was used, with 1 being the lowest (‘strongly disagree’) and 7 being the highest
(‘strongly agree’). The five sentences were the following:
1. The concept changed (visual identity, products or services offered, distribution networks etc.).
2. The network’s strategy for development became clearer.
3. The franchisor solicited my opinions on the chain’s strategic orientation.
4. The franchisees were consulted more frequently regarding decisions that concerned them.
5. Expertise about the sector improved (market knowledge)>
These ideas have been represented following the earlier format: change – strategy 1 is linked with the first
sentence etc. The results are presented below in Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10 Changes With the Chain’s Strategy
Mean
Strategy change 1
Strategy change 2
Strategy change 3
Strategy change 4
Strategy change 5

3.75
3.45
2.69
2.43
2.74

Standard
Deviation
2.158
2.039
1.879
1.541
1.752

Our analysis states that franchisees consider, by a large majority, that the arrival of a private equity
investment firm at the head of the network creates clarification in the chain’s development strategy. Yet,
franchisee participation in strategic decision-making did not increase with the arrival of the PE firm. The
respondents also considered that the PE firm’s arrival did not really improve the expertise in the business
sector. This here could show that the PE firms played more of a role as a financial partner, one who brought
capital, rather than an industry partner.
3.10. Management control systems change
The following theme, one of the objects of our questionnaire, is about the methods of control put in place
by the franchisor once the PE firm arrived. Based on the literature review, with work by Ramasawami
(1996), Kober et al. (2007), and Cochet et al. (2008), and the preliminary results from the exploratory study,
we created these questions by distinguishing two types of control. The first is procedural control and the
second is social control. We used a similar 1 to 7 Likert Scale to measure responses.
3.10.1. Process Control
We began by presenting the first type of control; process control. The question posed to the franchisees was
the following, “After the influx of investment funds, how do you judge the following statements?”
1. The franchisor put in place other reporting processes to show sales revenue (turnover).
2. The franchisor put in place more detailed reporting requirements to show performance.
3. The franchisor required reports more frequently (monthly, weekly).
4. The franchisor provided me with new tools (computers, software etc.) to improve my unit’s
performance.

The parts regarding procedural control are outlined with the four statements designated, again, respectively
in the following table (control – proc 1 corresponds to statement 1).
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Table 4.11 Process Control
Mean
Proc-control 1
Proc-Control 2
Proc-Control 3
Proc-Control 4

2.83
3.26
3.08
3.62

Standard
Deviation
1.933
2.123
2.049
2.003

Our analysis has shown that regarding procedural control a majority of franchisees did not see an increase.
Item 4 was concerned with new technology, and seemed to be the most favorable response. We can conclude
that the arrival of the PE firm did not bring about large changes in controlling procedures, also considered
formal control. The PE firm does not appear to impose important changes regarding tools and methods of
control used by the franchisors. The franchisors usually keep to the same practices they had used prior to
the PE firm’s arrival.
3.10.2. Social Control
The second type of control used within a network is social, or informal. This type of control has different
characteristics. We used seven questions to track whether there were any changes in this type of control
post-investment. These questions were given in the same part (C2) of the questionnaire as procedural
control. The following statements were evaluated using a scale from 1 to 7 with 1 being ‘strongly disagree’
and 7 being ‘strongly agree’.
1. The frequency of my interaction with the network’s coordinator increased.
2. I am ready to follow my franchisor’s recommendations without hesitation.
3.

My franchisor has given me more freedom in my actions.

4. The number of site visits and contact with my franchisor has increased.
5. I am more confident in the network’s stability.
6. Exchanges and contact with other franchisees have intensified.
7. I am satisfied with my relationship with the franchisor.

The responses are presented in Table 4.12 using the same style as before where social control corresponds
to the first statement.
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Table 4.12. Social Control

Items
Social control 1
Social control 2
Social control 3
Social control 4
Social control 5
Social control 6
Social control 7

Mean
3.13
3.76
3.70
2.73
3.98
3.47
3.80

Standard Deviation
1.940
1.791
2.005
1.821
1.980
1.843
2.017

The franchisees’ responses showed a moderate change in their perception of social control. Statement 5, “I
am more confident in the network’s stability”, was the most favorable response. This is in line with the
responses received to the question, “Management made a good decision (entrance of PE firm) for the
business’s development and its growth”. Statement 4, “The number of site visits and contact with my
franchisor has increased”, did not receive a favorable response from the franchisees. The average (mean)
of this statement was 2.73 on a scale from 1 to 7, with 4 being the average. This confirmed the fact that
entrance of a PE firm into the network did not radically change the control mechanisms.
It appears from these results that confidence in the network and its management was highlighted
after the private equity firm arrived. This can perhaps be explained by our sample’s makeup. Many of the
chains in our sample had had financial difficulties and risk of failure before the capital was open to external
investors. Thus, there had been uncertainty and doubt as to the network’s stability and whether it could
survive. Opening up the network’s capital, and changing the style of governance, resulted in calm and a
confidence in management to surmount challenges.
3.11. Franchisee Performance
In the final theme in our questionnaire we wanted to measure the impact of the PE firm’s arrival on the
franchisee’s economic performance. We identified several criteria to measure this performance, and decided
to choose six. The scale we used to measure them is the same as the Likert, with seven levels. The smallest
level corresponded to a very strong decline (1), and the highest one meant a very strong growth (7). The
dimension of franchisee performance was created using other FFF studies as examples. As an example, the
authors of a research report 2013 – 2014 titled “Emerging conditions and their effects on innovation within
franchise networks” used these measures to evaluate the perceived change in franchisees’ performances.
For the purpose of our study, we were concerned with the following question: “On a scale of 1 (very strong
decline) to 7 (very strong growth), how do you see the progression of your business since the arrival of
private investment funds in the chain’s capital?”
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This progression, as seen from the perspective of the franchisee, was measured according to six
criteria: sales revenue (turnover), number of clients, number of employees, market share, profit and size
(number of points of purchase or units held). The six criteria were assigned the following, PERF 1, PERF
2, PERF 3, PERF 4, PERF 5, and PERF 6.

Table 4.13. Franchisee Performance Results

PERF 1
PERF 2
PERF 3
PERF 4
PERF 5
PERF 6

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

1
1
1
1
1
1

6
7
6
6
6
6

3.58
3.63
2.90
3.25
3.30
2.83

Standard
Deviation
1559
1.709
1.476
1.668
1.747
1.596

In this analysis it has appeared that the arrival of PE funding did not have a significant impact on the size,
measured by the number of points of purchase held by the franchisee. The results also show that there is
not a large increase in a franchisee’s economic performance after the arrival of investment funding into the
network’s capital.
4. Reliability and Validity of Data
After having presented the results of our survey, we will now look more deeply into the validity of each
dimension’s measurements in our research model. Due to the number of responses, and the nature of the
relationships we want to test, we will use the Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression method. It is an
alternative method used to estimate structural models based on variance, and was developed by Wold in
1985. The PLS regression method has been shown to be well adapted to exploratory analysis, where the
sample size is small and the scales used in measurement have not yet been largely tested (Sosik et al., 2009).
This method is made up of two steps. In the first step the model used to capture measurements is looked at
for its reliability and validity; and in the second step the structural model is analyzed looking at the
relationships between the different latent variables.
4.1 Data analysis
We examined the validity of each of the elements that made up our research model.
We test the elements “changes in the chain’s structure” and “changes in the chain’s strategy”
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In Table 4.14 we have presented the tests performed for the above mentioned elements.

Table 4.14. Validity analysis of changes

Dimension
Changes in the
chain’s structure
Cronbach’s
Alpha: * 0.698

Composite
Reliability: 0.831
AVE (Average
Variance
Extracted): 0.63
Changes to the
chain’s strategy
Cronbach’s
Alpha:
0.754
Composite
Reliability: 0.848
AVE (Average
Variance
Extracted): 0.53

Items
The number of franchisees has
greatly increased compared to the
competition
The number of branches has
greatly increased compared to the
competition
The number of franchises has
increased more than the number of
branches
The concept changed (visual
identify, products or services
offered, distribution networks etc.)
The network’s strategy for
development became more
clear
The franchisor solicited my
opinions on the chain’s strategic
orientation
The franchisees were consulted
more frequently regarding
decisions that concerned them
Expertise about the sector
improved (market knowledge)

Item
Mean

Contributing
Factor

2.54

0.426

2.82

0.797

2.88

0.540

3.75

0.805

3.45

0.635

2.69

0.730

2.43

0.657

2.74

0.704

* The Cronbach’s alpha was used as a coefficient to indicate the reliability and validity of the scale we used our
questionnaire. This coefficient verifies if the items of the scale used for measurement shares common points, meaning
if each item shows a coherence with all other statements. The Cronbach’s alpha number must be less than 1, which is
the highest number possible.

This table confirms the reliability of the different constructs. In effect, a Cronbach’s alpha higher than 0.70
indicates a construct’s strong internal coherence (Evrard et al., 2003). Thus, the statement “change in the
chain’s strategy” shows a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.754, which is higher than 0.70, which confirms the internal
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coherence of the items comprised within. The second dimension, “changes to the chain’s structure”, showed
a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.698, which is very close to 0.70, confirming the coherence of this construct.
Concerning the composite reliability of these two constructs, it passed the threshold established by Henseler
et al. (2009), which is 0.70. Lastly, when discussing the Average Variance Extracted (AVE) the different
latent variables have shown that the convergent validity of these two dimensions is satisfactory. According
to Henseler et al. (2009) an AVE equal or higher to 0.50 indicates a sufficient convergent validity.

Addressing validity of types of control

Now that we have presented our analysis of the earlier statements, we are now going to examine the
reliability of the measures for the two types of control, procedural and social. Table 4.15 details the tests
performed on these two dimensions.

Table 4.15. Validity analysis of control

Dimension

Process Control

Cronbach’s Alpha:
0.678
Composite
Reliability: 0.805

Items
The franchisor put in place other
reporting processes to show sales
revenue (turnover)
The franchisor put in place more
detailed reporting requirements to
show performance
The franchisor required reports
more frequently (monthly, weekly)

The franchisor provided me with
new tools (computer, software
AVE (Average
etc.) to improve my unit’s
Variance Extracted):
performance
0.52
The frequency of my interaction
with the network’s coordinator
increased
Social Control
I am ready to follow my
franchisor’s recommendations
Cronbach’s Alpha: without hesitation
0.775
My franchisor has given me more
freedom in my actions

Item Mean

Contributing
Factor

2.83

0.624

3.26

0.474

3.08

0.536

3.62

0.767

3.13

0.773

3.76

0.749

3.70

0.792
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The number of site visits and
contact with my franchisor has
increased
AVE (Average
I am more confident in the
Variance Extracted): network’s stability
0.48
Exchanges and contact with other
franchisees has intensified
I am satisfied with my relationship
with the franchisor

Composite
Reliability: 0.846

2.73

0.727

3.98

0.734

3.47

0.733

3.80

0.697

The statistical tests confirm the reliability of the constructs that represent the methods of control. The
“procedural control” dimension showed a Cronbach’s alpha that was very close to 0.70, a composite
reliability rating of 0.805 (higher than 0.70), and an AVE of 0.52.
The “social control” dimension gave a Cronbach’s alpha higher than 0.70, a composite reliability of 0.846
(higher than 0.70), and an AVE of 0.48, which is slightly lower than the 0.50 threshold.
Addressing validity of franchisee’s performance

Our last query examines franchisee opinions on any changes in their economic performance after a private
equity firm invested in the capital. This question is meant to confirm existing links between the methods of
control used within the franchise and a franchisee’s economic performance. The reliability tests on the
items that made up the “franchisee’s economic performance” dimension is presented in Table 4.16.
Table 4.16. Franchisee’s performance validity analysis

Dimension
Franchisee
Performance

Cronbach’s
Alpha:
0.912
Composite
Reliability: 0.931

Sales revenue (turnover)
Number of clients
Number of employees
Market share
Net income

3.58
3.63
2.90
3.25
3.30

Contributing
Factor
0.895
0.903
0.898
0.885
0.883

Size (number units held)

2.83

0.909

Items

Item Mean

AVE (Average
Variance
Extracted): 0.695
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The results above have confirmed the reliability of the construct “franchisee performance”. The Cronbach’s
alpha is 0.912, much higher than 0.7, which shows a strong coherence in the construct. The composite
reliability is 0.931 passing the 0.7 threshold. The AVE is 0.695, which is higher than 0.5, and shows a
sufficient convergent validity.

4.2. Model Analysis
The conceptual model developed at the beginning of this chapter captures the types of changes seen within
the network. These changes were about controls put in place between the franchisor and their franchisees,
and look closely the chain’s economic performance (measured by the franchisee’s performance). To test
this model, we started with an analysis of the reliability and validity of the different constructs, which it is
comprised of (see below). By using the AVE on the different latent variables, the results showed that the
convergent validity of the model’s capacity for measurement is satisfactory. Following this, we established
a table of cross-validation (see appendix 4). The results shown on this table confirms that the indicators are
correlated more with their latent variables than with other variables. Thus, the measurements’ discriminate
validity has been proven.
These results have shown the five constructs in the model are of good quality.
Our research model can be deconstructed into two parts. The first contains the two types of changes
observed after the private equity firm arrived in the company. The second contains the types of control put
in place by the franchisor in order to manage the relationships with the franchisees. Both social and
procedural controls are used and how it relates to franchisee performance (as seen by them) will be
discussed.
We will present the results of direct relationships with the different model variables using Smart PLS2
software. An analysis of relationships between the latent variables (process control and social control), the
variables “change in the chain’s structure” and “change in the chain’s strategy” and the dependent variable
“franchisee performance” shows the existence of positive relationships between these variables.

Table 4.17. Coefficients of Determination

Latent Variables
Process control
Social control
Franchisee performance

R²
0.335
0.513
0.440
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The hypothesis test connected the dimensions that represent perceived changes by the franchisees
(concerning control) and passed through the structural model’s estimation that reproduced the supposed
relationships between the latent constructs. The hypotheses validation depends on the importance and the
significance of the achieved structural relationships. Using the PLS method the quality of the global model
can be estimated by observing the coefficients of determination (R2). These make sense of the variance
explained by endogenous variables, and assure the validity and the scale of the structural coefficients (which
evaluate the importance of the effects). Falk and Miller (1992) suggested that a “good model” in a PLS
regression should show coefficients of determination above 0.1. In our case, all of the coefficients are higher
than 0.1. A refined analysis of the relationship coefficients (path coefficients) between the different model
variables shows the following results (Table 4.18)
Table 4.18. Relationship Coefficients
Mean

StandDev

Student
T-test

Structural Change -> Process Control

0.185561

0.154909

1.201535

Structural Change -> Social Control

0.245800

0.109035

2.159543

Strategy Change -> Process Control

0.465049

0.156008

2.876373

Strategy Change -> Social Control

0.556584

0.095875

5.756483

Process Control-> Franchisee Performance

0.333235

0.110101

2.976683

Social Control -> Franchisee Performance

0.448070

0.093795

4.690331

The final structural model presents the SEM results is showed below.
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All the relationships are significant to a 1% threshold except for the one that connects structural change to
procedural control. In effect, a change in the network’s composition (post-PE firm’s arrival) does not impact
a franchisee unit’s procedures and techniques that have been put in place to control procedures. On the
other hand, changes in the network’s composition appear to have an impact on the social control. When
there is an increase in the number of franchises compared to branches this triggers a franchisor to put in
ways to maintain control that are softer and not mandatory, such as more franchisee interaction and site
visits. The two types of control (procedural and social) have positive impacts on franchisee performance.
The franchisees appear to be aware of the franchisor’s interest in putting in place tools and methods of
control because of what they bring to improve performance.
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Chapter 5: The Capital Structure of Franchisors: A Quantitative Analysis

The analysis looking at the structural capital of franchises has received relatively little coverage in the
financial literature. Since the seminal article by Modigliani and Miller (1958) that discussed the firm’s
financing mix (equity vs. debt), many others have been published on the same subject; however, very few
have taken an interest in applying it to franchises. We can consider, above all, the connections between
capital structure and the sector characteristics (growth opportunities, intangible assets, and information
asymmetry) could also be applied directly to franchises. After all, these characteristics are easily found
within franchises. However, as emphasized by Norton (1995) these connections are clearly more complex.
First, a connection between financial leverage used by franchisors and franchisees could exist. Da
Fraja and Pega (2004) have suggested a model in which the franchisor imposes debt limits on the franchisee
to limit the probability of bankruptcy. De Jong et al. (2011) share this point of view - that the franchisor’s
debt level depends on the debt level authorized for the franchisees. If it is low the franchisor has a tendency
to take on more debt, and then deduct the interests from taxable income, which can potentially create a
conflict of interest between these two stakeholders. Second, Jensen and Menkling’s (1976) argument about
managerial discipline imposed by holding debt is subtler within the franchise context. The standard
argument found in the financial literature is that mandatory and ongoing payments to service debt limit
decisions that would destroy value, and impose a certain discipline onto decision-making. For franchises
the link between franchisor and franchisee is closer. The franchisee themselves has invested in the business.
The risk of bankruptcy, which can stem from taking on more debt can serve as a motivating factor for the
franchisee to handle themselves well, independent of the threat of the franchise going under. Last, a
franchisee keeping a higher debt level can actually signal good performance to the franchisor, receiving as
a bonus more investments from the franchisor. This argument is close to the signal theory proposed by Ross
(1977).
A study into a franchise’s capital structure cannot, however, be limited to looking at equity versus
debt. Generally the argument about the scarcity of capital (access to capital) is suggested as a way to explain
the franchise system itself, as opposed to having private or institutional investors that finance everything
(Combs & Ketchen 1999). Because the franchisee can be seen both as investor and manager, who have the
authority to make direct decisions on how to manage their business, the financial cost incurred by the
franchise can be smaller. When the franchisor needs financing, because they cannot afford to invest in their
own capital and when taking on more debt is impossible, one solution is to raise funds through a PE firm.
Today, more and more franchise chains are opening their capital, especially to develop into international
markets; to purchase a competitor; to structure their network; or to finance a publicity campaign etc. The
arrival of an external investor, who can only exercise power through a representative on the board of
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directors, a slower system in its implications, can increase the cost of financing. External investors, such as
PE firms, could, in effect, require a higher return for their investment. The asymmetry of information
concerning each store’s activities, growth potential, risk, and the fact that external investors are directly
linked to a franchisor’s financial risk can also strengthen their demands on performance (Gonzales-Diaz &
Solis-Rodriguez 2012). In certain cases, the intervention by PE firms is through leveraged buy-back
operations, primarily through debt (LBO), which generally boost the equity profit. In this case, the
franchisor must have shown a greater managerial discipline, before managing a debt that is relatively higher,
and at the same time maintaining their investments at a sufficient level for growth and a durable financial
performance that will increase the economic profit.
In France, it should be noted that PE firms investing in franchises is still limited; essentially, tax
incentives found here are what persuades business angles to invest in franchise chains. Also, French
networks are primarily smaller in size, which means that their financial needs are also relatively small,
especially compared to, for example, giant American chains. Therefore, French franchises solicit PE firms
less frequently than American networks. It must also be emphasized that some PE firms also sometimes
hesitate to become involved with franchises. This reticence can be explained by the fact that they can
“break” the confidence between the franchisor and franchisee by virtue of their arrival into the capital, and
at the same time harm the network’s performance.
Now, we will analyze the performance and the financial structure of franchisors who have, and who
do not have, PE firms in their capital ownership. It should be noted that the number of networks with equity
funds was limited and some data was not available. The quantitative analysis was limited, which made the
additional information provided by the qualitative analysis essential.

1. Franchisor Selection Process
The selection of franchise networks with private equity investment was done in the following manner. In
order to be considered a network with PE investment, it had to show the presence of a private equity firm
as a shareholder (or via another company held by the PE firm), with an ownership of a minimum of 5%, and
for at least a one-year period between 2010 – 2013.

In the same vein, if the PE firm left as a franchise

shareholder during this period, the franchisor remained categorized as a franchisor with PE presence for the
entire sample period. As well, a PE firm can either be a minority shareholder, or the PE firm can be a
majority shareholder, or a reference shareholder. The PE firm could be French or foreign. These PE firm’s
attributes will be used as criteria for the analysis.
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Sometimes there were cases of some networks where we detected a PE firm, but they could not be
used in our sample. These cases were franchise networks whose franchisor’s financial statements were not
found in the ALTARES or DIANE databases during 2010 – 2013. They appeared to not have provided their
financial statements to the Chamber of Commerce. For our purposes, if the franchisor had at least published
their financial results for one of the years between 2010 and 2013, they could be included in the sample. It
should also be known that we avoided, as much as possible, all survivorship biases when selecting the
franchisors. For example, a franchise with PE investment placed in court-ordered liquidation during the
2010-2013 period, was part of our sample as a franchise with PE investment. In total there were 46
franchisors who were kept for our sample.
Following the creation of our sample for franchises with private equity, the sample of networks
without private equity investment now had to be created. The determining criterion for comparability was
the business sector, with as much similarity in the field as possible. Both groups’ composition was
consistent in terms of representation across the different sectors, but it was impossible to find exact matches
for each franchisor. There were fundamental variables, such as size or growth, which would become control
variables in the comparative analysis. Nevertheless, we did not notice a significant difference in the average
size in the two groups (measured by the balance sheet’s totals assets).
We eventually created two groups of franchise chains: those with PE firms present as shareholders,
and those without PE investors. We collected financial data from these two groups for the four years
between 2010 and 2013. The quantitative analysis used each group (considered independent except for the
sector configuration) in a comparative approach. It is important to realize that the order of the franchisors
in each group is unimportant and does not constitute a condition in the quantitative analysis that will follow.

2. A Quantitative Analysis of Financial Variables
The quantitative analysis was completed in two stages. The first step was to develop a t-test. For each
selected financial variable this t-test was used to test the null hypothesis that the average of each group (with
and without PE investment) was equal. Essentially, it is recommended to statistically test whether the means
are identical from one group to the other, beyond simple random fluctuations. We tested to see if the
distribution parameters for the financial variables were identical in the two groups. An F-test could also be
appropriate to test the variance equality for the chosen variables.
For our research, it will be interesting to determine which financial variables will be able to decipher
the presence, or not, of private equity firms in a network’s shareholders. In other words, what type of
franchise has a better chance for having a PE firm as a shareholder? In this case, a LOGIT/PROBIT analysis
was done. This model gives a distribution that will establish a non-linear relationship between the network
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with a PE presence and the different chosen fundamental variables. This distribution factor ensures that the
probabilities predicted by the model are between 0 and 1. The different coefficients are estimated through
maximizing the likelihood function, meaning the joint probability of n observations.
In our four-part quantitative analysis the financial variables we chose are listed below.

1. Profitability ratios:
a. Return on assets (ROA): net profit/total assets
b. Return on equity (ROE): operating profit /total equity
c. Net margin: net profit/sales
These ratios allow us to evaluate the franchisor’s ability to generate business profits.

2. Debt ratios:
a. Vs. assets: borrowed debt/total assets
b. Vs. equity: borrowed debt/shareholder equity
c. Difference of debt from one year to another
These ratios indicate the level of debt and the changes from one year to another.

3. Solvency ratios:
a. Financial expense coverage: financial expenses/sales (turnover)
b. Short-term debt coverage: cash/total short-term debt
These ratios give an indication of the franchisor’s ability to meet their short-term financial commitments.

4. Liquidity ratios:
a. Cash/total assets
b. Operating cash-flow/profit
The relationship between cash-flow and accounting profit is analyzed here. Accounting methods can be
assessed, in particular, recording methods for non-cash products and charges, which can generally send a
signal.
5. Growth ratios:
a. Variation in total assets between two years
b. Variation in sales between two years
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It should be noted that when looking at growth ratios, one interesting point would have been to see the
number of branches and franchises in each network. Unfortunately, that historic information was not
available.
Dalbarade et al. (2004), who studied the connection between financial performance and franchise rate, used
four performance indicators: economic profitability, financial profitability, margin and growth rate (in terms
of sales). We deliberately have expanded the number of financial variables considered in our study, since
our analysis also deals with the capital structure of franchisors and its fundamental determinants.
The following table, Table 5.1, presents statistics for the fundamental variable averages during the 2010 to
2013 period, and distinguishes between franchises with PE investment and those without.

Table 5.1 Financial Variables: Descriptive Statistics

At first glance, there are a few differences in the averages between the two groups that are noteworthy. For
example, debt load, financial expenses, and average debt load increase seem higher for the franchisors with
PE investment. In the same vein, the average found for the solvability ratio appears higher for franchisors
without PE investment. However, it should be kept in mind that some variables are strongly volatile (as it
is shown for the standard deviation, their maximum, and their minimum) and only an appropriate statistic
test could be conclusive whether there was a significant difference in the averages between the two groups.
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3. Tests for Differences in Means and Variances
We will analyze each fundamental variable independently and test, statistically, if we find any significant
differences in the means of the two groups. We will not show all of the results from the tests performed in
this section, but they are available from the authors upon request. We will highlight the more significant
and interesting results based on their implications.

3.1. The Debt-to-Total Assets Ratio
One of the largest differences in averages that we were able to determine, and statistically verify, was the
average debt load in the networks with PE shareholders (as measured by ratio of borrowed debt/total assets).
We observed that these networks have a statistically higher debt load, on average, as shown in Figure 5.1.
In order to better understand the different averages, we will present the related numbers after Figure 5.1.
There we see the average debt load for franchises with PE firms is 31% versus 20% for those without PE
firm during the 2010 – 2013 period. The t-test, which tests for equality between means, rejects the null
hypothesis that the means are equal.
Figure 5.1 Franchisor’s Average Debt Ratios
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It is particularly interesting to note that this difference is persistent and significant for each year in our
sample. In fact, for each distinct year, the networks with PE shareholders are significantly more leveraged,
on average, than the networks without PE investors. At first glance it seems surprising. If the franchisor
becomes insolvent, the PE firm will be one of the last to recuperate their investment, and it could result in
conflicts between creditors and the PE firms. To a certain extent, we would have expected that when a PE
firm invests in a franchise it would have encouraged the franchisor to start on a program for debt reduction.
However, we did not find a significant difference regarding the average variation of debt in either of our
samples, nor did we see a trend to decrease it.
The difference in average debt load, however, could be considered as a result from being involved
in a LBO, which traditionally entails a network taking on more debt. To address this question, we isolated
the franchises with PE investments and LBO operations from franchises without LBOs. Figure 5.2 clearly
shows that franchises with LBOs have, on average, a relatively higher debt load. Further, it is interesting to
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note that franchises with a PE presence, but without LBO, statistically have, on average, a higher debt than
franchises without private equity shareholders. These results seem to indicate that when a PE firm is a
shareholder, it creates an extra financial guarantee for banks, who then allow these franchisors to take on
more debt.
What could also justify a more intensive use of debt is economic profitability. A more profitable
franchisor can have a higher capacity for taking on debt. However, we did not find any significant difference
in the economic profitability between franchises with, or without PE investment (with profitability measured
by the ROA using net income or operating income at the numerator). From the perspective that private
equity investors do not have direct contact with the franchisees, who are the ones creating the economic
profitability - this result was not unexpected.
When taking the other private equity firm’s characteristics into consideration, such as nationality
(French or foreign), or whether the involvement is a majority or minority share, it is interesting to see that
franchises with PE majority shareholders are, on average, more leveraged than franchisors without PE
shareholders. Another feature we found interesting was the average debt load for franchisors with a foreign
PE firm investor. In this case, we did not find a significant difference in the average debt ratios when
considering the franchise control group who did not have PE investment. It appears that foreign PE firms
are not associated with networks that are relatively more leveraged.

Figure 5.2 Average Debt Ratios By Private Equity Type
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Nevertheless, with these results it is important to remain cautious about the conclusions. The null hypothesis
on the equality of variance is frequently rejected. The variability of the fundamental variables in the two
groups is not homogenous. It seems like the volatility of the debt ratios is also higher for franchises with
PE investment. There is a risk that the difference in averages is confounded with the difference in variance.
To allow for heterogeneous variances, we modified our t-test by also using the Welch-Satterthwaite t-test,
which adjusts the degree of freedom downward for the ‘t’ and takes into account the variance differential in
each group. After taking this precaution, our earlier conclusions were unchanged.

3.2. The Return on Equity (ROE)

Another interesting variable to study is the return on equity (ROE), calculated as the operating income
divided by total equity. Keeping in mind the positive relationship between the ROE and debt load, it is not
surprising to find the return on equity relatively higher for franchise networks with private equity funding.
Indeed, we have been able to demonstrate a significant difference in averages in favor of networks with PE
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investors. However, bearing in mind the volatility of the ratio and the differential of the debt load, a
significant difference in averages is seen when we take into account the private equity characteristics, as
shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3 Average Return on Equity by Private Equity Type
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From an external investor’s perspective, there is an expectation for a minimum return on investment in line
with the risks taken, and these objectives seem to meet the results that franchises produce. The PE firms
offer a long lasting substantial capital contribution that could allow a significant increase in the number of
stores when done properly through benchmarking the competition, doing a market analysis, and not simply
where franchisees are available. However, note again this difference between the return on equity seems to
be attributed to higher debt usage than to a higher economic profitability. We have not found a significant
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difference between the average profitability in franchises with PE participation and those without, which is
important to remember. This observation is valid whether we use the net income or the operating income
as the numerator in the profitability ratio. This could be explained by the fact that private equity firms only
have a small hold on the franchisees, which are the principal drivers of the franchisor’s profit. Another
explanation is that a certain amount of time must pass between when the PE firm invests and the potential
effect on profitability. Even considering this often necessary lapse in time, the results concerning economic
profitability are observed for each year between 2010 and 2013, with a large majority of franchisors having
received PE funding well before 2010; that being said, there is still a lack of variance homogeneity.

3.3. Solvability
The importance of the private equity firm’s characteristics, and their impact on the fundamental variables,
is found when looking at solvability (measured by the ability to cover short-term debts). Even if there
generally does not appear to be a significant difference between the different networks, this variable was
found to be particularly important for franchises with PE involvement via an LBO, as one could expect.
These franchises, more leveraged and more risky, require a tighter discipline, notably with solvability and
the ability to meet their short-term financing obligations. This could suggest a monitoring of franchisors by
the PE firms as part of a LBO. The PE firms want a franchisor to generate a sufficient amount of cash in
order to meet their short-term obligations and redeem its debt, which is relatively higher. Figure 5.4 clearly
shows the difference in the averages between the franchisors tied to PE firms, those tied to PE firms involved
in an LBO, and those without PE shareholders. The years 2010 and 2011 should be noted because of the
relatively difficult environment that was felt during the recent economic crisis; however, no significant
difference was found for other types of private equity investments.
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Figure 5.4 Average Solvability Ratios
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3.4 Growth in Sales
Oddly, we noticed a difference in the variation of the average sales for franchises with PE investors involved
in a LBO. In effect, although this variable is not significantly different for other types of PE investment, it
seems that sales growth is, on average, clearly lower (even negative) for franchises with PE investors with
a LBO as illustrated in figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5. Average Sales (Turnover) Growth by Types of Private Equity
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This result could suggest that conditions found with some LBO operations are not the best. There could,
for example, be conflicts between the LBO creditors and shareholders. Another possibility is that PE
investors drew up a business plan that was too optimistic, particularly with regards to its economic
forecasting and the competitive environment (price drops, variations in taxes etc.). Also, many PE firms
can engage, alongside the LBO creditors, in reversal operations with businesses that are in financial distress
or in receivership, so franchisors with LBOs will show a negative average growth in sales. It is important
to qualify this result, and not to generalize it. First, more than half of the networks with PE firms and LBO
exhibit a positive average growth in sales. Then, when each year is seen separately, the only significant year
is 2012, as seen in the following table.
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We also noticed that the difference test on the median change in sales over the period 2010-2013 (Wilcoxon
/ Mann-Whitney test) also indicates a significant difference at the 1% level between franchisors with PE
firms and LBOs (median change in sales: + 1.03%) and franchisors without PE firms (median change in
sales: + 14.4%).
Finally, we found that two observations strongly impact the negative average growth in sales of franchisors
with PE firms and LBO. With small sample sizes, the arithmetic mean is relatively sensitive to extreme
values. Excluding these two values, the mean change in sales for franchisors with PE firms and LBOs is
positive; however, we find yet again that it is statistically lower than that for franchisors without PE firms.

3.5 Liquidity
Lastly, another interesting factor was specific to foreign private equity firms. Essentially, the franchisors
with foreign PE shareholders had a tendency towards a higher liquidity ratio than others (see Figure 5.6).
However, with limited data, and the volatility of the variables, it is not possible to reject the equality
hypothesis.
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Figure 5.6 Average Liquidity and Types of Private Equity
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Once again we showed that most of the fundamental variables were more volatile for franchisors
with PE investors than without them. In other words, in many situations, we can reject the null hypothesis
of equality of variances. The t-tests, especially with smaller sample sizes, must be interpreted with a certain
caution.
Now we will show how we used the LOGIT/PROBIT models to try to identify the fundamental variables
that increase the chances of finding a PE firm as shareholders.
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4. LOGIT/PROBIT Analysis
We will present our results for each variable for each year individually, and then for the average for all
years. The interesting part is identifying the variables that regularly impact the probability of PE presence.
In order to estimate the LOGIT/PROBIT models, we created a binary variable to define the two groups of
franchisors (with and without PE involvement). We also created subsets in order to identify the different
private equity firm’s features (LBO, foreign, majority). Without distinguishing between the different PE
characteristics, the results are rather mixed, as shown in Table 5.3. Some variables are significant, but apart
from the net margin and the financial expenditures/sales in 2012 and 2013, there is nothing systematic and
it is difficult to draw conclusions at this stage.

If we now consider franchise networks with a foreign PE, the results, reported in Table 5.4, show something
interesting. First, we demonstrate that the probability of finding a foreign PE investor increases with the
liquidity ratio, which is measured by cash/total assets. Therefore, we have more of a chance in finding a
foreign investor in franchises whose liquid assets are higher with respect to their total assets. This
connection was verified each time, both for the average for each year separately, and for the average for
2010 – 2013. This can, perhaps, be explained by the cash inflow brought by the foreign PE firm, but also
by the franchisor generating cash, which was not reinvested.
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Second, it seems that the probability is higher for foreign PE firms to be found in franchises with a higher
rate of asset growth. This can suggest that the foreign PE firms prefer franchise networks where the number
of branches increases to the detriment of the number of franchises, and could be seen as a way to sell their
shares with a capital-gain. Yet at the same time, the foreign PE firm could have more of an impact on
driving profitability. In effect, there is more likelihood in finding franchises with foreign PE firms if net
margins are relatively higher. In this respect, we have attempted to estimate the average number of branches
out of the total number of stores (as a percentage) for networks with a foreign PE firm. This information,
although not available throughout a chain’s entire history, is partially usable for the year 2013 or 2014
(according to the latest updated information). We were able to obtain the network’s structural composition
for 12 of 16 franchisors with PE investors. The average percentage of branches in a network was 41.4%
with a maximum proportion of 89.2%. To show a comparison, the percentage of branches was only 22.5%
for the 22 other networks with a French PE investor (for those where we were able to obtain the information).
This difference in the averages is statistically significant with a confidence level of 5% (t = 2.38). Note,
however, that it was not possible to prove a significant difference in the average variation in assets between
the networks with foreign PE investors and those without, regardless of the year.
In each case, we noticed that the return on equity plays a positive role on the probability of finding
foreign PE investors. More surprising was the link with the solvability ratio (measured by ability to cover
short-term debts). It is more likely to find a foreign PE firm in the less solvent networks; this was also seen
in 2012. In other words, these franchises would have had a relatively high ratio of cash/total assets, but a
relatively low ratio of cash/short-term debt. Now, we have seen that the average debt loads for franchises
with foreign PE firms were not statistically different from that for networks without PE investors.
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If we look for the probability to find a PE investor, and at least one LBO having occurred, all of the
profitability ratios are significant: economic profitability, return on equity, and net margin. These are shown
in Table 5.5. Given the relatively high debt load, the ratio of financial expenses/sales is also important. In
contrast, the growth of net assets does not appear to influence the probability of finding a PE firm involved
with a LBO.
It would have been interesting to estimate the LOGIT/PROBIT model using franchises with a foreign PE
firm involved in a LBO. Unfortunately, there were very few franchisors with this type of description and
therefore we were not able to estimate the model.

When looking for a PE majority shareholder, it was difficult to find dominant and recurring variables. This
could suggest that the characteristics of a PE majority or minority shareholder do not seem to be associated
with any of the chosen fundamental variables, with the exception being return on equity (see Table 5.6).
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5. The Conclusions from the Quantitative Analysis
During this empirical study, many details caught our attention. First, the franchise networks with a PE
investor as a shareholder had a tendency, on average, to show a return on equity (ROE) significantly higher
than that on the franchise networks without a PE investor. This higher ROE seems to be, however, explained
more by an increase in financial leverage than by an increase in economic profitability. This seems to
suggest that PE firms do not intervene at an operational level, knowing that the franchisees themselves are
the network’s economic drivers in creating profit.
We were able to show that the characteristics of the private equity firm (LBO, foreign, majority)
were also important. It appeared that foreign PE firms invested more in networks with a growth in assets
that was higher, and with a higher percentage of branches in the network. These franchises also tended to
have relatively high liquidity as measured by the ratio of cash/total assets. The franchises with PE investors,
and under a LBO operation, had a tendency to have an increased debt load. They also were more disciplined
about the coverage of their short-term debt service and had a capacity to generate cash to ensure debt was
serviced and redeemed. As for the aspect of being a majority or minority shareholder, it seemed that this
was relatively less important in identifying any eventual differences in fundamental variables in the
franchise network.
With all of the cases, the empirical results must be interpreted with caution because of the small
sample size for networks with PE investors. Furthermore, the second group of franchisors (without PE
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investment) was not entirely chosen at random, in the sense that we created a cross-section made up from
sectors that corresponded to those from the first group. Finally, we observed a relative instability in the
ownership structure over the period.
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Conclusion
In our conclusion, we want to summarize the principle results of our study, and provide certain managerial
suggestions for the principle franchise actors:

franchisors, franchisees, private equity investors and

professional organizations (such as the Fédération Française de la Franchise (French Federation of
Franchisors). Our research focused on an innovative subject: one that had not yet, to the best of our
knowledge, been examined within a French context. Ours is a pioneering study that is primarily focused on
a new, but growing, phenomenon of financialization of franchises in France. We took many approaches in
our research including qualitative and exploratory methods, as well as confirming quantitative methods.
Considering the limited amount of research on franchise financialization, its impact on network governance,
and on relationships between franchisors and franchisees, we began with an exploratory study, using
qualitative and semi-structured interviews, with the principal actors in each research topic. This exploratory
section was instructive and allowed us to better understand the particularities of the relationship between
private equity investors and franchisors, showing the importance of this relational dimension.
We decided to follow this first study with a confirmatory approach targeting two networks who had
opened their capital to private equity firms. These two case studies allowed us to speak with the actors
affected by the arrival of a new investor, including the franchisees in the case of Network N1. The two case
studies results showed the presence of many concurrent governance methods active within the franchises;
we found cognitive and disciplinary dimensions as well as the relational dimension, which was also
predominant. The first qualitative portion of the study provided an opportunity to show that a successful
partnership between the franchisor, and the PE firm, can only be achieved by combining the following
factors: a quality network, a competent top managerial team and cohesion within the network (franchisees
and branch managers). Despite the relevant results of the qualitative section, they cannot be generalized for
the entire franchise domain found in France; essentially, this work was based on a limited number of chain
representatives that accepted our invitation to participate. Those who refused did, however, recognize its
value, including the strategic value for their chain.
In order to address this limitation we conducted a survey, as a second step, directed at franchisees
whose chains have private equity investment. During the exploratory study, including interviews with a
network’s top management, we noticed that there was minimal impact on the franchisees by the variability
of the franchisor’s capital structure. This led us to question a franchisee’s perception once a new private
equity firm invested in their chain’s capital. A questionnaire was sent to a sample of franchisees from one
of the networks in our study. The results found in the exploratory part of our study were confirmed, we
observed that the franchisees did not notice any important changes in the network’s make up, nor in the
chain’s strategy after the private equity firm invested. Changes were noticed, however, in the network’s top
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management and its coordination. The franchisees also noticed that there was little immediate impact on
their economic performance once the PE firms arrived.
These results show the existence of distinct areas of analysis, which are made up of different
methods of interactions and monitoring, as well as other types of impacts with the PE firm’s arrival. The
first area is the dyad between the franchise management team and the private equity firm. The second area
is the dyad between the franchisor and the franchisee. The franchisor would prefer to avoid trouble and
risks that would cause the franchisees to worry about any possible changes once a private equity firm has
invested. He or she strives to be “transparent” with the franchisees concerning the capital structure and its
evolution, and prefers instead to focus franchisees’ efforts and to coordinate the team on running the
business.
The second quantitative part was an economic performance analysis on franchisors with, and
without, private equity investors, and incorporated financial data for the past three years. The results from
this study demonstrated that networks with a PE firm shareholder had a tendency to show, on average, a
significantly higher return on equity (ROE) in stark contrast to franchises without PE firm investment. Yet,
this higher ROE seemed to be explained more by substantial financial leveraging than by gaining a higher
profit. These results were also confirmed by our questionnaire’s results. Nonetheless, these empirical
results must be interpreted with caution due to the small sample sizes of the networks that have PE investors,
and the number of franchisees who responded to our questionnaire.
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APPENDIX 1- FRANCHISEE INTERVIEW QUIDE FOR CASE STUDIES
1) Connaissez-vous l’actionnariat de votre franchiseur (associés au capital) ?
Oui
Non
2) Si oui, quand ? ……………………………………………………………………
et comment l’avez-vous appris ?
-

lors de la convention annuelle ou une réunion,

-

par un courrier interne aux franchisés (note de service, newsletter),

-

par le site web du franchiseur,

-

par un mailing,

-

par la presse spécialisée,

-

par les médias généralistes (radio, journaux etc.),

-

par d’autres franchisés,

-

autrement …………………………………………………………………

3) Si oui, quelle a été la nature de l’information délivrée ?
………………………………………………………………………………………
4) Vous sentez-vous concerné par cette information ? Pourquoi ?
………………………………………………………………………………………
5) Depuis l’entrée des partenaires financiers, avez-vous perçu des changements :
-

au niveau de l’innovation dans le concept ? (évolution du service)

-

au niveau de l’animation proposée ?

-

au niveau du reporting (fréquences, informations, retours) ?

-

au niveau du nombre d’unités en franchise ?

-

au niveau du nombre d’unités en propre ?

-

autres ? …………………………………………………………………

6) Sur une échelle de 1 à 5 (5 : très positif ; 1 : très négatif) quel est votre sentiment sur ce partenariat ?
Pourquoi ? …………………………………………………………
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APPENDIX 2: FRANCHISEE RESPONSES FOR CASE STUDIES
Franc
hisé

Fsé 1

Fsé 2

Fsé 3

Fsé 4

Fsé 5

Anciennet
é dans le
réseau

6 ans

5 ans

11 ans

8 ans

13 ans

Nombre
d'unités

2

2

1

2

2

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q5

Q6

Oui

Evolution du
concept et des
rapports avec
les franchisés.

5. Politique de
moyens. Evolution
structurelle de
l'entreprise.
Innovation et
développement.
Garantir une
émulation pour tout
le monde. Formule
gagnante

Oui

A l'entrée des
fonds.
Officieuseme
nt, lors d'un
entretien avec
M. XX (le
dirigeant) et
officiellement
pendant une
convention.

Le nom
des
investis
seurs
mais je
ne
connais
pas
l'import
ance de
la prise
de
particip
ation

Oui. Pour
savoir qui
entre au
capital et
s'ils sont
solides et
sérieux.

Je ne sais pas
par rapport à
avant (non
présent dans le
réseau). Par
contre, il y a
des évolutions
imputables à
une nouvelle
tête (Nouveau
dirigeant)

3. Nuance quant à la
dépendance et de
leur pouvoir en
termes de décision.
Cela permet un
apport de trésorerie
mais il faut que les
dirigeants restent
maitres, qu'ils soient
libres d'agir

Oui

Je n'ai plus de
souvenir
précis, mais
cela fait plus
d'un an. Je l'ai
appris
certainement
lors d'une
convention.

Pas
d'infor
mation
particuli
ère. Je
ne me
souvien
s pas.

Oui. C'est
bien
d'être
informé,
mais ce
n’est pas
forcément
utile pour
le
business.

Il y a eu des
évolutions
mais pas
forcément dû à
la présence des
fonds, plutôt
liées à
l'homme
(Nouveau
dirigeant)

Entre 3 et 4. Une
certaine méfiance
mais cela facilite la
gestion par les
apports de trésorerie

Oui

Il y a eu des
changements
mais pas
forcément
imputables aux
fonds.

Entre 4 et 5 pour le
management et la
poursuite d'objectifs.

Oui et
d'autant
plus a
posteriori
eu égard
au fait
que la
présence
de fonds
peut
amener à
prendre
des
décisions
à
l'encontre
du réseau.

Il y a eu des
changements
mais qui sont
davantage liés
au nouveau
propriétaire de
la franchise
(M. XX)

Entre 2 et 3 en
raison d'une certaine
méfiance vis-à-vis
des objectifs du
fonds.

Non dans 1er
temps, mais il
savait qu'une
banque était
partenaire.

Oui

Oui

A leur entrée
en 2011 en
réunion.

En 2010 en
petit comité
avec 6
franchisés.

Pas
d'infor
mation
précise
mais
plutôt
général
e.
Informa
tion
pour
laquelle
je n'ai
prêté
attentio
nà
l'époqu
e.
Présent
ation
comme
un
regroup
ement
de
fonds
bancair
es.

Q4
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Fsé 6

Fsé 7

Fsé 8

Fsé 9

9 ans

18 ans

< 1 an

10 ans

2

3

1

2

Oui

A l'entrée des
fonds lors
d'une réunion.

Oui

Dès le début,
à l'arrivée des
fonds lors
d'une réunion.

Je ne
m'en
rappelle
plus. Je
ne
connais
ni leur
nom, ni
leur
pourcen
tage
dans le
capital.
Je ne
sais
plus,
mais je
crois
que
c'était
pas très
détaillé.

3 (Neutre) Ça
m'importe peu. Ce
qui important pour
moi, c'est que ma
boutique tourne, que
mon affaire tourne.

Si tout se
passe
bien, ce
n'est pas
mon
affaire.

Oui, mais c'est
surtout lié à M.
XX. Sans lui,
le réseau serait
mort.

3 (neutre) Il fallait
de l'argent. Peu
importe d'où il vient.

Cette
informa
tion
était
sans
doute
dans le
DIP,
mais je
ne l'ai
pas
jugée
importa
nte.

non

Oui

Non, ça
ne
m'intéress
e pas du
tout.

Oui, il y a eu
beaucoup de
changements
mais c'est lié à
l'arrivée de M.
XX. Le
concept a été
revisité et le
suivi est
nettement
meilleur.

Depuis
l'arrivée du
financier
avec M.
XX (le
dirigeant)
lors d'une
réunion.

M.
XX
(le
dirige
ant)
nous a
dit
qu'il y
avait
des
fonds
d'inve
stisse
ment,
mais
il n'a
pas
précis
é qui
ils
étaient
, ni le
%
qu'ils

Oui.
Cela
fait
partie
de la
vie
intégran
te du
réseau,
donc
c'est
importa
nt.

4 La force des
uns fait la force
des autres.

Oui au
niveau de
l'animation,
de la
communica
tion et de
l'écoute des
franchisés.

4 Cela permet
d'avancer car il
y a plus de
moyens.
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Fsé
10

Fsé
11

Fsé
12

9 ans

13 ans

9 ans

1

1

1

Oui

Au
moment du
rachat par
M. XX (le
dirigeant)
lors d'une
réunion.

détena
ient.
Seuls
les
noms
des
associ
és ont
été
comm
uniqu
és.
Pas
beauc
oup
de
détails
.

Oui

Dès le
début du
partenariat
lors d'une
réunion à
Paris.

M.
XX le
dirige
ant a
présen
té les
fonds,
mais
je ne
me
rappel
le plus
précis
ément
.

Oui

Dès le
départ. Il y
a eu une
présentatio
n de M.
XX (le
dirigeant)
avec les %
et les noms

M.
XX
(le
dirige
ant) a
précis
é qui
ils
étaient

Oui,
c'est
importa
nt pour
la
solidité
de
l'entrepr
ise et la
vision à
LT.
Nous
sommes
liés tous
les
deux.
Oui, il
faut que
les
franchis
és
soient
informé
s. Nous
aimons
bien
savoir
ce qui
se
passe.
Nous
sommes
partenai
res,
donc il
faut
commu
niquer.
C'est
très
importa
nt la
commu
nication
.
Absolu
ment,
tout ce
qui
concern
e le
réseau
me

Oui au
niveau du
concept, du
marketing
et de la
vision à
moyen et
long terme.

5 C'est très
important pour
la solidité de
l'entreprise.

Oui au
niveau du
concept, de
la
communica
tion et de
l'organisatio
n.

4 C'est
important dans
un contexte
difficile comme
aujourd'hui.

Tout a
changé pour
le mieux.

5
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des fonds
dont je ne
me
rappelle
plus.

Fsé
13

Fsé
14

4 ans

1 an

3

1

Oui

Oui

L'arrivée
des fonds a
été
évoquée
lors d'une
convention
annuelle.

lors de la
convention
.

et leur
import
ance
dans
le
capital
.
L'info
rmatio
n était
peu
détaill
ée.
J'aurai
aimé
avoir
plus
de
détail.

Infor
matio
n trop
succin
cte.

concern
e.

Oui,
c'est
très
importa
nt.

Les
changement
s ne sont
pas liés aux
partenaires
financiers,

Oui,
c'est
très
importa
nt de
savoir
ce que
fait le
franchis
eur.

Les
changement
s ont été
très mineurs
lors de la
dernière
levée de
fonds (fin
2014) : il y
a eu le
recrutement
d'une
attachée de
presse.
Globalemen
t, c'est la
continuité
de la
dynamique
mis en
place.
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APPENDIX 3 – Franchisee Survey Questionnaire
Présentation du questionnaire envoyé par mail

Bonjour,
Nous sommes une équipe d’enseignants-chercheurs appartenant à deux unités de recherche du CNRS à
l’Université de Lille 1 et l’Université de Bretagne Sud.
Nous menons actuellement un projet de recherche qui a pour objet d’examiner les effets de l’ouverture
du capital des enseignes à des investisseurs externes sur la stratégie et la gouvernance du réseau ainsi
que sur les relations avec les franchisés.
Cette enquête est destinée uniquement aux franchisés possédant une ou plusieurs unités. Si vous n’êtes
pas le responsable de la franchise, nous vous prions de transmettre ce mail à la personne concernée.
Cette enquête revêt une grande importance car elle nous permettra d’étudier les perceptions des franchisés
et leurs attentes au sujet de l’entrée d’investisseurs externes dans le capital des enseignes.
Les résultats de cette enquête seront utilisés uniquement pour un objectif de recherche.
Nous vous assurons que toutes les réponses sont anonymes et confidentielles.
Nous comptons sur votre précieuse collaboration pour la réussite de ce projet de recherche. Le temps de
réponse à ce questionnaire ne dépasse pas 10 minutes.
Merci de cliquer sur ce lien pour accéder au questionnaire :
http://ieseg.az1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0AqNS40kyln9EzP
Nous vous remercions par avance pour votre collaboration.
Nous restons à votre disposition pour toute information complémentaire.
Pour toute question ou remarque, merci de nous contacter à l’adresse suivante :
Professeur Adel Beldi, IESEG School of Management, 3 rue de la Digue, 59000 Lille
ou par mail : a.beldi@ieseg.fr
Bien Cordialement.
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Enoncé du questionnaire
Votre activité
A1. En quelle année êtes-vous entré(e) dans le réseau ?
………………………………………………
A2. Combien d’unités ou de points de vente possédez-vous dans ce réseau ?
………………………………………………
A3. Quelle est la durée de votre contrat de franchise ?

Inférieur à 5 ans
De 5 à 8 ans
Plus que 8 ans
Communication sur l’entrée du fonds d’investissement ?
B1. Avez-vous été informé(e) par le franchiseur de l’arrivé d’un nouveau partenaire au capital ? (ou de
changements de partenaires si présent depuis longtemps)

Oui
Non

B2. Comment avez-vous été informé(e) de l’entrée du fonds d’investissement dans le capital de l’enseigne
(plusieurs réponses sont possibles) ?

Lors de la convention annuelle
Un courrier interne aux franchisés (note de service,
Newsletter
Le site Web du franchiseur
Un mailing
La presse spécialisée
Les médias généralistes (radio, journaux, etc.)
Par d’autres franchisés
Autres (à préciser)………………………………..
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B3. Au moment d’en prendre connaissance, comment avez-vous jugé cette proposition sur une échelle de
1 (pas du tout d’accord) à 7 (tout à fait d’accord, 4 étant neutre).
Tout à fait
d’accord

Pas du tout
d’accord

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

La direction de l’enseigne a pris la bonne décision pour le
développement de l’entreprise et sa croissance
C. Changements après l’entrée du fonds d’investissement
C1. Avec l’arrivée du nouveau partenaire financier (fonds d’investissement), quels changements au niveau
du l’enseigne avez-vous observés ?

-

Au niveau de la direction générale (départ d’anciens dirigeants,
recrutement de nouveaux directeurs, etc.)

-

Au niveau de l’animation du réseau (nouvelle organisation du réseau,
embauche de nouveaux animateurs réseau, etc.)

-

Au niveau de la stratégie de l’enseigne

-

Au niveau des systèmes d’information

-

Au niveau des indicateurs de mesure de la performance (benchmarking
par exemple)

-

Des gains en matière d’optimisation de gestion

-

Autres changements, lesquels ?………………………………………..

C2. Après l’entrée du fonds, comment jugez-vous ces propositions ?
Tout à fait
d’accord

Pas du tout
d’accord

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Le nombre de franchisés a fortement augmenté comparé à la
concurrence
Le nombre de succursales a fortement augmenté comparé à la
concurrence
Le nombre des franchisés a augmenté de façon plus importante
que le nombre de succursales
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C2. (Suite)
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Le concept a changé (identité visuelle, produits ou services
proposés, canaux de distribution…)
La stratégie de développement du réseau est plus claire
Le franchiseur me demande de participer à la réflexion sur les
orientations stratégiques de l’enseigne
Il y a plus de consultation des franchisés pour la prise de décisions
les concernant
L’expertise sectorielle (connaissance du marché s’est améliorée)
C3. Après l’entrée du fonds d’investissement, comment jugez-vous les propositions suivantes :
Tout à fait
d’accord

Pas du tout
d’accord

1

2

3

4

5

6

Le franchiseur a mis en place d’autres procédures de reporting du chiffre
d’affaires
Le franchiseur a mis en place un reporting plus détaillé concernant la
performance des franchisés
Le franchiseur s’assure plus régulièrement de la réalisation des objectifs
du franchisé
Le franchiseur demande un reporting plus fréquent auprès des franchisés
(mensuel, hebdomadaire)
Le franchiseur met à ma disposition de nouveaux outils (informatiques,
logiciels, etc.) pour améliorer la performance de mon unité
La fréquence de mes rencontres avec l’animateur réseau a augmenté
Je suis prêt à suivre les recommandations de mon franchiseur sans
hésitation
Le franchiseur m’accorde plus de liberté d’action
Le nombre de visites terrain et les contacts avec le franchiseur a
augmenté
J’ai plus de confiance dans la pérennité du réseau
Les échanges et contacts avec les autres franchisés se sont accentués
Je suis satisfait de mes relations avec le franchiseur
D’une façon globale, le pilotage du réseau est plus performant que dans
le passé
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7

D. Performance des franchisés
D1. Sur une échelle de 1 (déclin très fort) à 7 (croissance très forte), comment percevez-vous l’évolution
de votre activité, après l’entrée du fonds d’investissement dans le capital de l’enseigne ?
Croissance
très forte

Déclin très
fort

1

2

3

4

5

6

Chiffre d’affaires
Nombre de client
Nombre d’employés
Part de marché
Bénéfice réalisé
Taille (nombre de points de ventes ou d’unités)

E. Profil du répondant
E1. Sexe
Homme

E2. Age

Femme

……………………………………

E3. Niveau d’études le plus élevé

Secondaire

Bac

Bac+2/3

Bac+5 et plus

E4. Votre secteur d’activité
Alimentation
Hôtellerie
Automobile
Immobilier et habitat
Restauration
Santé, beauté et forme
Services aux entreprises
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7

Services aux particuliers
Loisirs
Prêt à porter
Autres (à préciser)………………………………………………….

E.5.
Dans quel(s) département(s)se situe(nt)votre (vos) franchise(s) (merci d’indiquer le code postal) ?

…………………………………………………………………………………………………
Important :
Si vous souhaitez avoir les résultats de cette enquête, merci d’indiquer votre email :
Email : ……………………………………………………………………………………………

Merci pour votre coopération
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APPENDIX 4 – DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS
Performance

Structural
change

Process
control

Social
control

Strategic change

Struc-chang1

0,632929

0,915080

0,465201

0,552465

0,565027

Struc-chang2

0,276296

0,570188

0,295516

0,205114

0,252111

Struc-chang3

0,540630

0,853401

0,295080

0,498371

0,521861

PERF1

0,845710

0,625988

0,435153

0,599624

0,496541

PERF2

0,802909

0,601267

0,336888

0,590956

0,456790

PERF3

0,800375

0,348989

0,340607

0,307910

0,265216

PERF4

0,887090

0,513140

0,538714

0,475858

0,347246

PERF5

0,901791

0,580095

0,497005

0,551292

0,452424

PERF6

0,754811

0,465379

0,524280

0,391262

0,497715

Process-Control 1

0,278970

0,252522

0,649552

0,248917

0,226815

Process-Control 2

0,502591

0,420342

0,884742

0,362269

0,438751

Process-Control 3

0,504234

0,372324

0,862345

0,430652

0,579775

Process-Control 4

0,153175

0,220970

0,398696

0,379414

0,271153

Strat-Chang 1

0,509129

0,513458

0,494023

0,637405

0,865540

Strat-Chang 2

0,262753

0,378592

0,421644

0,437139

0,691710

Strat-Chang 3

0,304458

0,476780

0,457997

0,510104

0,843637

Strat-Chang 4

0,518458

0,411408

0,438456

0,476927

0,729544

Strat-Chang 5

0,228429

0,364137

0,169021

0,451045

0,463161

Soc-control 1

0,123560

0,262150

0,314587

0,466879

0,161116

Soc-control 2

0,032245

0,092062

-0,036272

0,573353

0,324164

Soc-control 3

0,441581

0,423071

0,481460

0,759223

0,551757

Soc-control 4

0,643273

0,456871

0,418602

0,791153

0,588074

Soc-control 5

0,422097

0,514757

0,263833

0,691356

0,434284

Soc-control 6

0,455706

0,419376

0,382972

0,838617

0,616325
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